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Abstract 

The extraction of thin seam mineral deposits requires to overcome several challenges due to the 

level of accuracy needed in order to cut layers of reduced thickness, which has a direct impact on 

the reserves, dilution control, and blending, therefore in the final economic results of the operation. 

This becomes more critical when seams are less than 40 cm. thick. A strategy based on the 

deployment of smart equipment, which includes autonomous Scrapers coupled with high precision 

Continuous Surfer Mining (CSM) machines, drones for surveying, and modern programming tools, 

provides a range of multiple scenarios of scheduled sequences, tailored to satisfying Processing 

Plant requirements. This proposed combination increases the reserve, diminishes the dilution, and 

improves the long-term present value of the mine. Case studies are presented with a test of the 

production system, a schedule algorithm, a short-term sequence code in Python, and the results for 

optimization using actual field data.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Open Cast mines for thin seam deposits are usually treated as Open Pit mines using 

conventional equipment such as trucks, shovels, and backhoes, even though this mining method is 

not necessarily adequate to recover the ore deposits less than 40 centimeters, which as a collateral 

effect, increases the dilution. In addition, this mining method needs a Crusher either in the mine or 

near the Processing Plant to reduce the material particle size before being milled. The conventional 

mining method presents limitations at the time of blending a variable ore deposit due to the loading 

equipment remaining stationary for days or even weeks in the same production polygon. This means 

that blending is deemed by the number of loading equipment units and the available polygons being 

cut in ore, ready to be loaded. Even though there are many ore cut polygons, the loading equipment 

expends unproductive time moving from polygon to polygon. Under this scenario, the utilization of 

a Continuous Surface Miner (CSM) for digging accurately within ranges of +/- 5 centimeters come 

up as a great option for diminishing the dilution and for satisfying and overcoming the Processing 

Plant requirement. The use of a Scraper can satisfy blending in a large number of ways. With a 

Scraper, not only are the ore thin seams will be recovered, but also blending will improve because 

the load of each Scraper trip can be blended with the loads of any of the all-Scraper trips available, 

and in any ratio.  

This mining method directly affects operating costs since it increases the ore tonnage and 

decreases the waste tonnage so that it reduces the stripping ratio (waste over ore). In short, assuming 

the mining costs for waste and ore are the same, for sending the same ore tonnage to the Processing 

Plant, the CSM-Scraper method needs to cut, load, and transport less waste to the dump in 

comparison to the conventional mining method utilizing truck and shovel. In addition, the use of a 
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Scraper not only replaces the Truck, but it can also easily replace the use of loading equipment, 

since this equipment can load itself as long as the material has been cut and left on the ground by 

the CSM.  The use of a CSM could easily eliminate the need of the Primary Crusher since at any 

time this equipment can dig the ore body with its mounted picks on a drum. The particle size can be 

regulated by the speed of the equipment and the drum’s rotation speed. 

While there is a brand that offers CSMs that can be operated from the land with a handle, 

there are Scrapers that could be easily pulled by an Autonomous Truck; therefore, this method can 

easily be a Semiautonomous Mining method so that the Scrapers are able to load and transport the 

ore material following an algorithm based on blend Processing Plant requirements and taking 

advantage of a short haulage distance.  

The proposed mining method would be strengthened by the use of drones to survey the 

topography, digitizing the contour levels, mapping vertical sections to be cut. This survey would 

then be used to cut the surface using the CSM. The ore material is then loaded and transported by 

the Scraper. The contact lines between ore and waste that are outcropping can be identified, once 

the cut material is cleaned out. Channel samples will be traced, including their coordinates. 

Therefore, the ore grade and its tonnage are going to be estimated mainly based on the channel 

samples, drill hole explorations, contact lines, and so forth. Thus, the grade control is going to be 

improved by reducing the geological uncertainty.  

The flat mine design for thin seam deposits with inclinations less than 5% has a loading and 

cutting equipment with a low work performance. This is especially true when the thin ore seam is 

placed in the middle of the bench because the equipment cuts or digs the bench frontally, while the 
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CSM and Scraper do it from the top down. Figure 1 shows a shovel cutting frontally the thin seam 

ore placed at the middle of the bench.  

 
Figure 1 Cutting on bench frontally. 

Figure 2 shows a continuous surface miner coupled with Scraper digging and loading, 

respectively, the thin seam ore from upward to downward. 

 

 
Figure 2 Digging from upward to downward. 

The use of CSM and Scrapers can be adapted to benches with variable height, following the 

inclination of the seams that sometimes appears and disappears, or when the inter-burden waste 

thickness becomes narrow or broader. So, the Scraper and as well as the CSM can adapt to variable 

bench Open Pit designs following the ore body deposit shape.  

Figure 3 shows an Open Pit design honoring seam inclination. There are 02 benches on the 

left and 04 benches on the right. The shovel has low performance for benches with short height as it 

can see for the first shovel starting from the left. The CSM and the Scraper can easily adapt to this 
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Open Pit that honoring the seam inclination. 

 
Figure 3 Open Pit design with variable benches. 

The mining cycle starts with the drones surveying the topography, mapping contact lines 

between ore and waste. This is followed by the estimation of the grade, ore tonnage, dig depth line, 

and the mining sequence. The material is cut by the CSM following the dig depth line and left in-

situ. With that, the cut ore is loaded and transported by the Scraper, following an algorithm that 

optimizes haulage and blending, thus reducing the ore risk misclassification. Therefore, under 

certain circumstances, the CSM-Scraper mining method coupled with new technology is a feasible 

option over a conventional system with the truck and shovel, diminishing the ore dilution, 

improving the ore grade, getting same concentrated ore tonnage after having processing less ore 

tonnage at Processing Plant, lowering operating costs, and extending the lifespan of the pit.  

1.1 Goals and Objectives 

This thesis proposes a mining method that optimizes short-term mine planning for thin seam 

deposits using semi-autonomous CSM for digging, and Scrapers pulled by an Autonomous Truck 

for loading and transporting respectively the ore material from the Open Cast to the Processing 

Plant, stockpiles and dumps. This will optimize the haulage using an algorithm based on short 

length distance and Processing Plant requirement; diminish the dilution, increase the ore recovery, 
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and reduce the stripping ratio. Ultimately, this will make an Open Pit mine design adaptable to ore 

thin deposit. For achieving those goals, it is necessary to fulfill the following objectives:  

1. Review the recent literature for short and long-term scheduling. 

2. Optimize the short-term scheduling taking into account the use of unconventional 

equipment. 

3. Elaborate an algorithm for optimizing the short-term planning for production and equipment 

including CSMs and Scrapers. 

4. Demonstrate the benefits of CSM/Scraper combined schedule and compare it against the 

best industry practices for production schedules for short scale mining. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

For economic and technical factors, a mine’s resource can never be totally extracted (Peattie, 

R. and Dimitrakopoulos R., 2013). This becomes more critical for short scale mines when trying to 

recover ore from thin seam deposits less than 40 centimeters using conventional equipment.  Most 

of the Open Cast mines with thin seam deposits are treated as Open Pit mines using conventional 

equipment such as trucks, shovels or backhoes. This mining method is not able to recover ore 

deposits that are less than 40 centimeters and can even increase the dilution. In addition, a Crusher 

is required either in the mine or near the Processing Plant to reduce the material particle size before 

being milled.  

Conventional mining method presents limitations at the time of blending a variable ore 

deposit, due to the fact that the loading equipment remains stationary for days or even weeks in the 

same production polygon. This means that the way of blending is determined by the number of 

loading equipment units and the number of available ore cut polygons ready to be loaded. Although 
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there is a large number of ore cut polygons, the loading equipment expends unproductive time 

moving from polygon to polygon. 

Therefore, treat the ore thin as waste has negative economic impacts.  The misclassifications 

of the material have financial implications for the mining company (Dimitrakopoulos, R. and 

Godoy, M., 2014). So, the reduction of the dilution will impact positively not only financially but 

also in the mine reserve and life-of-mine. The use of CSM-Scraper method can recover the 

resources of thin seam. This reduces downstream cost due to a reduction in equipment. Also, this 

method can provide a large number of possible blending options. 

1.3 Proposal Solution 

Given the scenario of losing ore less than 40 centimeters coupled with grade 

misclassification, leading to incorrect blending, the use of a CSM combined with the Scrapers can 

mine the thin seam deposits and blend the ore according to the processes plant requirement in many 

ways.  

The CSM can dig accurately within ranges of +/- 5 centimeters and can easily mine the thin 

seam deposits less than 40 centimeters, diminishing the dilution and satisfying the Processing Plant 

requirements regarding particle sizes of less than 10 centimeters.  

The use the Scraper can satisfy blending in many ways because this equipment can go to any 

low-grade point and pick it up to be blended with another specific high-grade point. So, for a low-

grade block, there are a large number of ways “m” of being blended, being “m” the numbers of high-

grade blocks. 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

❖ Chapter 1 provides an incentive scheme, objectives, and an overview of the thesis. 

❖ Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to production schedules. 

❖ Chapter 3 reviews the literature review on CSMs and Scrapers. 

❖ Chapter 4 presents an algorithm for short-term scheduling utilizing the CSM and Scraper. 

❖ Chapter 5 presents the first case study. The case study looks at the implementation of the 

CSM using the proposed algorithm for calculating the target grade for the Processing Plant.  

❖ Chapter 6 presents the second case study. The second case study, also using the algorithm, is 

based in the project stage. It considers how to increase reserves by adding dilutions through 

the use of CSM and Scrapers, improving the mining recovery of seams less than 40 

centimeters.  

❖ Chapter 7 sums up the thesis findings, addressing the limitations, while, making suggestions 

for future work.  

❖ Chapter 8: This brief chapter provides concluding remarks on this study.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review: Production Schedules 

2.1 Outline 

The following chapter outlines the literature related to topics of stochastic optimization of mine plan- 

scheduling, and it is organized in two main sections. 

2.2 Long Term Planning 

Long-term planning is focused on getting the maximum net present values of the products 

for the entire life of a mine (LOM) based on extracting, sending, and placing the material to either 

waste disposals, stockpiles, Crushers, recognizing long-term technical, economic and operational 

constraints. The next subsections review long-term mining plan progresses. 

2.2.1 Traditional Optimization Model 

The ultimate pit limit is calculated by using of the Lerchs-Grossmann algorithm (Lerchs and 

Grossman, 1956) or similar varieties. The ultimate pit limit maximizes the total economic envelope, 

accounting for the blocks economic value and their precedence relationship. The mining sequence 

guide for long-term scheduling is done by following the pushbacks or mining phases in smaller pits 

within the final pit. It can be obtained through the Lerchs-Grossmann algorithm, by modifying the 

input economic parameters to identify nested pit shells, within the ultimate pit limit, in ascending 

order. (Whittle, 1988). Those pushbacks, based on nested pit shell, provide the fundamentals for 

long-term mine scheduling.  

The long-term mining scheduling is done under the assumption that the ore deposit 

geological characteristics are fully fixed, understood, and characterized. Thus, the ore grade 

represented by an estimated orebody model (Issaks and Srivastava, 1989). 
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2.2.2 Stochastic Optimization Model 

There are several studies looking at stochastic long-term models. While the geostatistical 

estimation techniques assign an expected grade value to each block without reproducing its spatial 

correlation, the univariate distribution, and the extreme ore grade values. The stochastic 

geostatistical simulation methods have an independent, identical conditional probability distribution 

in the block for each ore grade that reproduces its extreme ore grade values, spatial correlations, and 

univariate distribution in a better way. Thus, the simulation throughout the multiple and equally 

probable representation of the deposits provides a quantification of the deposit geological 

uncertainty (Journel, 1974) 

The stochastic optimizer starts by getting a production sequence for each simulated orebody 

using a standard mixed-integer programming formulation making. For each block, this produces a 

probability distribution of a period time in which the block is going to be mined, calculate the 

likelihood of being mined in a given period. So, the objective function results in the mining 

sequence based on the most likely period of being mined for each block (Ramazan and 

Dimitrakopoulos, 2004b). 

The same probability fundamental was developed by Dimitrakopoulos and Ramazan (2004), 

based on the concept of geological risk discounting, the optimizer prioritizes to extract the ore with 

low uncertainty in earlier periods to achieve the forecasted tonnage and grade. This defers the risk 

related to uncertain production to later periods, recognizing that by that time there will be more 

geological information available to make corrections. The penalty costs related to geological 

properties will be reduced over the time. The geological risk discounting is so important that it lets 

companies achieve the forecasted production in early periods to pay back investors.  
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Even though this stochastic optimization encourages the extraction of high grade in the first 

periods, deferring the low grades to later, and reduces production risks. The grade value increases 

by minimizing the deviations and increasing the expected Net Present Value (NPV), as a result of 

identifying the high-grade areas interconnectivity by integrating multiple simulated orebodies with 

mine-production sequence. In addition, the stochastic optimizer manages the production risk over 

time by deferring the high uncertainty to late periods using geological risk discounting, and by 

blending the uncertainty that comes from all implicated blocks. Nevertheless, until now, the 

equipment uncertainty did not consider a holistic simulation (Dimitrakopoulos and Ramazan, 2004).  

The holistic simultaneous optimize the entire mine industry chain, based on the final product 

value, to avoid the lost value during the stepwise approach method. Holistic simultaneous 

optimizations model all kinds of material interactions including blending, recovering, mining, and 

so forth, to optimize the material valuation and increase its certainty under geological uncertainty. 

The holistic simultaneous optimization is formulated to minimize the uncertainty and is modified 

under corrective recourse variables such as stockpiles, destinations, and transportations. 

Goodfellow and Dimitrakopoulos (2016) developed a unifying model for geological 

uncertainty and optimization of mining complexes, clustering the block values in a high-

dimensional material attribute space. Using simultaneous optimization, the block destination is 

calculated and can be allocated to its optimal destination during the production. The authors have 

utilized simulated annealing, particle swarm optimization, and differential evolution metaheuristic 

methods for solving this method. They have applied this method successfully to a very large copper-

gold deposit with better expected NPV results over deterministic solver.  

By 2015, Montiel and Dimitrakopoulos integrated a simultaneous optimization the 
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geological uncertainty with haulage options, using annealing solution method for both block 

extraction level, operation mode level, and transportation level. They have applied this model to 

large copper operation successfully with better expected NPV over previous production plans. 

2.3 Short-Term Scheduling 

The long-term mine planning is focused on optimizing the NPV of the product, honoring 

technical and operational constraints, satisfying annual material movement toward waste disposal, 

and above all, the annual Processing Plant requirement of tonnage and grade. Short-term mine 

planning is focused on optimizing the short-term material movement over some lapse period of time 

(e.g. a month, week, or day) optimizing the integration of cutoff grade, material haulage, and plans 

for the waste rock disposal, as well as the stock (Villa et al., 2017), satisfying the ore tonnage and 

grade required by the Processing Plant. This short-term plan should privilege the short haulage 

distance, the productivity and availability of the equipment, and the matching load and hauling 

equipment, the ore grade blending, and the diminishing the dilution (Villa et al 2017). Maximizing 

compliance with the long-term plan is achieved by delivering consistent tonnage and grades to each 

destination in each period. This will minimize re-handling costs and maximize processor utilization 

and recovery. 

2.3.1 Conventional short-term optimization models 

The short-term optimization plan is derived from the long-term plan and its objective is to 

ensure the production by minimizing the operating cost. Its goals and aspects vary according to each 

mine. In the 1970s and 1980s, linear programing models where developed that maximize profit 

satisfying the mining and Processing Plant requirements (Smith, 1998). Because of the low 
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computing power at that time, those linear programming models were able to solve two-periods 

sequentially, grouping the blocks in polygons within the bench. Thus, in the 1990s, Smith (1998) 

worked out in short-term mixed-integer programming using a commercial solving package, despite 

the computational challenges of solving large and multi-period applications with many binary 

variables. 

Eivazy and Askari-Nasab (2012) have developed a mixed integer programming formulation 

using commercial solvers to optimize the short-term mine schedule under operational aspects. These 

include undefined cut-off grade due to variable destinations, ore reclamation from the fixed grade 

stockpiles for blending, and cheaper haulage costs for ramp routing options.  

Recently, methods attempted to simultaneously optimize scheduling with fleet decisions to get a 

robust short-term mining plan. L’Heureux et al. (2013) deemed mining activities, including drilling, 

blasting, and loader movement optimization, in their mixed integer programming formulation. Thus, 

the shovel must be re-located to a face before extracting the material, and the shovel movement is 

penalized in the objective function. Even though they modified the original formulation as grouping 

the block in units called faces to be scheduled to reduce the solving time due to the computational 

limitation of commercial solvers, they concluded that heuristic solvers fit better for solving 

applications. 

Mousavi et al. (2016) have developed short-term scheduling formulation to optimize 

simultaneously both the mining sequence and destination decisions that incorporate both the 

reclamation of ore from the fix-grade stockpile and more exhaustive block access constraints. For 

getting the solutions, the author utilized a hybrid heuristic including simulated annealing, branch 

and bound, and a large neighborhood search. The authors made the scheduling at block-level 
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basically to avoid both the smoothing effects that diminishes the grade variability of the larger 

aggregated units of block, the schedule of the larger units of blocks when is evaluated at the block-

level often result in no-viable.  

The MineSight Schedule Optimizer (MSSO), based on Mixed Integer Linear Programming 

(MILP), optimizes the schedule taking into account the importance of the haulage cost, that directly 

impacts the operating cost and cutoff grade. Moving more tons per truck per hour for short haulage 

distances creates a lower cutoff grade, extending the life of the mine (Parmar et al., n.d.). This 

optimizer maximizes the NPV, while at the same time satisfying the operational constraints. 

(Parmar et al., n.d.). 

The mine plan should be flexible enough to fit and reduce the variance between what was 

planned and what was executed (Villa et al., 2017); Ultimately, MSSO optimizes the cutoff grade, 

integrating the different plans such as extraction and hauling to different destinations to achieve the 

quality and quantity targets (Villa et al., 2017). 

2.3.2 Stochastic short-term optimization models 

Short-term production schedule unlike to long-term scheduling faces more uncertain system 

due to the more complex mining operation, new geological information that has more local 

geological variability than drilling data was not able to detect at exploration time. Because of these 

reasons, the use of stochastic for short-term planning shows up as critical.  Just few models have 

incorporated the uncertainty in short-term planning. The following sections are going to present a 

literature review of short-term planning that has considered both geological and equipment 

performance uncertainty. 
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2.3.3 Geological uncertainty 

Dimitrakopoulos and Jewbali (2013) have developed a short-term scheduling model focused 

on metal grade uncertainty. After simulating a high-density future grade control utilizing 

exploration data and existing grade control, coming from previously mined areas as well, the model 

updates the simulated ore body models based on grade control simulation results utilizing 

conditional simulation by successive residuals (CSSR) (Vargas-Guzmán and Dimitrakopoulos, 

2002). Then, an optimization of the stochastic short-term scheduling is done using the updated 

orebody models. They used the Stochastic Integer Programming (SIP) formulation that maximizes 

the expected NPV while diminishing production deviation targets. Even though this optimization 

model is basically the application of long-term formulations to shorter periods of time, it has better 

result of expected NPV over both the expected NPV form the original simulated orebodies and 

existing schedule. However, this optimizer does not take account technical aspects including road 

access and fleet capacity while optimizing. 

2.3.4 Equipment uncertainty 

The random equipment performance fluctuates due to operator skill, work conditions, 

maintenance, and weather, etc., making the short-term production schedule fluctuate, causing 

rippling effects to the long-term plan. This occurs due to the grade and tonnage deviations of the 

raw mineral sent to the plant.  

In a study by Panagiotidou and Tagaras (2007), they maximized the productivity at minimal 

cost making an aggressive optimal preventive maintenance schedule at the expense of high 

maintenance costs. However, this approach does not fulfill the complex nature block production 

schedule due to constraints such as grade and tonnage requirements, equipment access, and block 
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precedence. 

2.4 Combining Geological and Equipment Uncertainty 

Matamoros and Dimitrakopoulos (2016) have considered both equipment and geological 

uncertainty to optimize the short-term production schedule. They built Gaussian characterization for 

the haulage cycle time, truck and shovel availability, and hourly shovel production rates based on 

historical data. The orebody model is updated using pre-existing models with future grade control 

data simulation results utilizing conditional simulation with successive residuals. This SIP has the 

target of optimizing the compliance with the long-term plan by minimizing both the deviations of 

grade and tonnage to each destination, and the available equipment deviation with respect to planed 

availability. This method has several inconveniences. Notably, the production schedule is limited by 

the worst-case shovel scenario and it creates an unrealistic equipment utilization factor due to the 

fact that the ratio between production time and availability time assumes a piece of equipment stays 

idle once it has finished its planned production. 
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Chapter 3: Literature Review: CSM and Scrapers 

3.1 Outline 

The following chapter outlines the literature related to topics of continuous surface miner 

and Scrapers, and it is organized in three main sections. 

3.2 Smart Available Equipment 

Nowadays, society is facing the advent of the 4th Industrial Revolution, characterized by a 

fusion and integration of technologies. Concepts associated with this paradigm include the 

Industrial Internet of Things (iIoT) and Smart Manufacturing Technologies, which carry the 

promise of improved safety and productivity, within a sustainable and integrated framework. These 

concepts are consistently being incorporated in the development of “smart cities”, or cities that aim 

to be more efficient, sustainable, equitable, and livable. This idea is extended in the minerals 

industry to the concept of the “smart mine.” A smart mine should integrate the physical and IT 

infrastructures, to the social and business dimensions, in order to leverage its intelligence and 

achieve a more sustainable and profitable process. So, like the future of the broader economy and 

society, the future of the mining should be shaped by the latest developments such as the iloT, 

automatization, and sustainability.  

Therefore, to what extent does the short mining scale need to catch up with those 

developments, specifically for thin seam deposits? Currently, the existence of autonomous or semi-

autonomous equipment such as trucks and drills, coupled with control rooms, dispatch systems, 

drones, and digital maintenance management, highlights that a mining future with remote operation 

could be both feasible and profitable. However, this kind of future mine work will requiring having 

a strong and robust internet connectivity between all facilities, equipment, and workers, in order to 
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process big data. These disruptive technologies have impacted the mining industry in areas such as:  

➢ Exploration: Companies such as Goldcorp and IBM Watson are using artificial intelligence 

(AI) to find better drilling locations. Similarly, Goldspot Discoveries Inc. utilizes machine 

learning to explore as well. GoldSpot Discoveries is revolutionizing the mineral exploration 

business by utilizing machine learning to better target drilling locations on a regional and 

localized scale.  

➢ Mining Operations: There are companies as Rio Tinto that have been utilizing Autonomous 

Trucks since 2008. Currently, brands such as Caterpillar, Komatsu, and Liebherr have launched 

Autonomous Trucks for surface mines. Volvo has created an Autonomous Truck for 

underground mines, K-Tec, a Canadian Scraper manufacturer, has Scrapers that can be pulled 

either by tractor or by articulated dump trucks (ADT). This option opens a window for using 

ADTs with the support of companies such as ASI, that offer to convert manual ADTs to 

autonomous. There is others equipment, such as drillers and Dozers, that are controlled remotely 

from control rooms. The continuous surface miner can be controlled remotely. Rio Tinto utilizes 

an autonomous train for transporting material long distances.  

➢ Logistics: RWE and Rio Tinto have a logistics system that integrates all their operations 

simultaneously. 

➢ Safety: Sensors developed under the iIoT principles can monitor and assess in real time the 

mechanical status of equipment, thus preventing breakdowns before they occur, improving 

safety conditions.  

➢ Surveying: Drones are being used for creating maps and 3D models of inaccessible and 

hazardous zones.  
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➢ Integration: ABB is working on integrating the entire production chain from the mine site to 

the port. Rio Tinto plans to integrate all autonomous equipment from the mining operation site 

to port in a network, enabling machine make-decisions (Smart Mine). 

The main impacts of the implementation of smart mines are among others:  

➢ Shifting the maintenance and dynamic allocations of resources, towards automated and 

intelligent supply systems. 

➢ Increase in the use of biosensors integrated to intelligent infrastructure, to achieve safer work 

environments. 

➢ Consolidation of autonomous technologies and tele-operation for working in harsh 

environments and remote locations. 

➢ Evolution of the decision-making process based on the tactical visualization of critical 

information.  

➢ Development of new management structures and regulations which can improve safety and 

guarantee confidentiality in accordance with the use of these new technologies.  

So far, the successful application of edge technology has been in large-scale mines. 

However, for short-scale mines, the use has been very scarce or null due to the limited capital cost 

expenses and the small material movement quantity. This is worse for short scale mines that have a 

thin seam deposit. 

3.3 Continuous Surface Miner 

The disruptive technologies give engineers several unprecedent options for reducing 

operation costs. Thus, the selection of the equipment demands a careful economic analysis. Cut or 

digging equipment should be selected for soft-thin seam deposits based on an analysis of the 
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geology, rock mechanics, performance, and overall finances.  

Since the soft-thin seam deposit are flat or have a small inclination, the hypothesis of 

digging from the top down becomes stronger because it leaves a waste protecting layer over the ore 

seam. This protective layer can be extracted carefully using continuous surface miners. For 

example, Volk (2015) suggests applying the know-how gained in asphalt milling to the mining 

industry, which requires cutting or digging with high precision. Even more, the continuous surface 

miner is not only for highly precise levelling work, but also, better for crushing, loading, and 

environmental care. Thus, some conventional mining methods such as drilling, blasting, and 

primary crushing, can be easily replaced using CSM because this equipment cuts or digs with drum 

mounted picks, which are placed in the middle bottom of the equipment (center gravity). Figures 4 

and 5 show a CSM design and drum location that can be tailored according to the type of material 

being cut. This drum is designed to dig from upward to downward by a drum with pics and sending 

the cut material through a conveyor. 

 
Figure 4 CSM design. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010) 
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The drum, placed on the middle bottom of the CSM, can be tailored according to the material type. 

 

Figure 5 Drum Location. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010)  

The CSM works pretty similar to road milling machines, and the crushed material can be left 

in-situ. This process is known as “windrow,” in which the front-end loader picks up the material to 

feed mobile feeder, truck, or mobile conveyor or is loaded either onto a truck or mobile belt 

conveyor (Schimm & Georg, 2015). Figures 6 and 7 show the cutting process by pics and forces.  

 
Figure 6 The Cutting Process. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010)  
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Figure 7 shows the forces acting through pick during the cutting process. 

 
Figure 7 Cutting Forces. 

 (Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010)  

 

The CSM can mine the material selectively having less diluted material; thus, the Processing 

Plant process less waste increases the mass yield, improving downstream process. This equipment 

provides higher selectivity for thin seam with accuracy of 2.5 cm (see Figure 8). The CSM 

positively impacts the downstream process and costs (Volk, 2015) (see Figure 9). In addition, the 

CSM’s operator can mine watching the interface monitor that displays using the camera system 

placed behind of the milling drum (Volk, 2015).  
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Figure 8 Accurate Cutting. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010)  

Additionally, the CSM positively impacts the downstream process for having less steps such as 

drilling, blasting and loading (Volk, 2015) as shown in Figure 9 to reduce the downstream process 

cost, it is important to have less waste to process because of having diminished the dilution. causing 

less dilution. However, the particle size required by the Processing Plant is important to eliminate 

the primary crush.  Figure 9 shows that conventional method has more steps than using CSM. 

 

Figure 9 CSM Process Chain vs Conventional Method Process Chain. 

(Volk, 2015) 
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Prakash et al. (2020), propose that the crushed particle size is intimately related to drum 

design, including the pick size, line spacing between picks, CSM’s speed, drum’s rotation speed, 

among others. However, more research is needed about rock mass characterization during the drum 

design. 

Prakash et al. (2019), found that CSM’s performance is directly related to rock strength 

properties. So, the power consumption of operating parameters such as cutting depth, cutting speed, 

and rock strength are measured for uniaxial compressive strength. Furthermore, the uniaxial 

compression strength (UCS) as well as the engine power impacts on cutting speed. Prakash et al. 

observed that cutting speed is exponentially related to UCS. This relation can guide the maximum 

speed safe needed for a specific rock strength to reduce the breakdown machine risk. Figure 10 

shows the speed versus the UCS for different cutting depth from 50 millimeters through 400 

millimeters.  

 

Figure 10 Speed vs UCS for different cutting depth. 

(Prakash et. Al, 2019) 
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Table 1 shows the inverse relationship between the cutting depth and the speed for different 

UCS (Prakash et. al 2019). 

Table 1 Cutting Depth and Cutting Speed for Different UCS 

 
 

Even though rock mass parameters have a direct implication for identifying the maximum 

safety speed limit, they also are important for selecting the CSM and evaluating the impact on the 

CSM operation method. 

The equipment operation is given by the number of pics, drum dimensions, drum weight, 

cutting tool configurations, and engine power. The operation method based on loading option can be 

windrowing or conveyor loading, and based on dimension of the operating area, among others. 

(Premananda at all, 2009) The following scheme guides the cutability of the CSM to different kind 

of rocks (Handbook Wirtgen, 2010).  
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Figure 11 shows a general schematic rock cuttability summary based on UCS. So, it is 

affordable to cut material under 50 MPa. 

 

Figure 11 Rock Cuttability in Terms of UCS. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010)  

 

The performance of the continuous surface miner is related to rock parameters, drum design, 
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speed, and the depth of cutting. These play an important rule at the time to diminishes the dilution. 

The dig depth can be regulated and displayed on the operator’s monitor. The level is graduated by 

ultrasonic sensors on the forward sides of the CSM that measure the distance until the natural 

surface.  

In addition, there is a wire that is constantly reading, while the CSM is moving the surface 

depth. Thus, the system automatically converts the profile signals to get the desired profile. Also, a 

laser can be used to control cutting depth. It can be mounted either on the right or left side of the 

laser receptor, which is connected to automatic systems of levelling. This system has an accuracy of 

+/- 5 cm. However, using GPS connected to automatic depth levelling, the CSM can dig following a 

prestablished vertical cutting line. Thus, the continuous surface miner satisfies the requirement of 

cutting from upward to downward with a precision +/- 5 centimeters (Volk, 2016). 

The cutting depth is controlled either manually or by sensor. Figure 12 shows the cutting depth 

adjustment through a hydraulic system. 

 

Figure 12 Cutting Depth Adjustment. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010)  
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Figure 13 shows sensors for measuring the distance until the surface to control the depth of the cut. 

 

Figure 13 Cutting Depth Control. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010)  

 

 

3.4 Scraper 

The Scraper is characterized for being self-loading, pushed by Dozer, or pulled by tractor or 

truck. This equipment is more common in civil work than mining work. However, in specific 

scenarios, this equipment can fit well in certain mining operations in which the material was cut by 

either a Dozer or a CSM. Most of the manufacturers suggest that an affordable operational distance 

is more or less 1.2 kilometers. The fleet Scraper estimation follows the same technical principles as 

the trucks. Carmichael (1987) proposed an optimal load time based on cost per production couple 

with a queueing model of pusher-Scraper operation. Kuprenas and Henkhaus (2000) presented a 
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heuristic tool for Scraper Selection and Production Estimation (SSPE) based on equipment 

parameters, taking into account the manufacturer’s handbook and factors such as distance, density, 

and swell factor, etc. Thus, SSPE was able to calculate the cycle time multiplied by the hourly rate 

cost, resulting in the operating cost for a specific operation.  Likewise, Mayfield (2004) took the 

equipment parameters from the manufacturer Caterpillar (Performance Handbook, 33rd edition) to 

build a spreadsheet-based interactive advisory system in Excel, using macros to calculate the 

production rate, the required time to move the material tonnage target, and the cost per each 

Scraper. So, it gives a list according to shortest time and lowest price.   

Talpac fleet management software for Trucks and Scrapers also has a database including the 

parameters of several equipment manufacturers. This software can determine fleet productivity 

based on Monte Carlo-type simulation (Velasquez, 2014).  Thus, this software is able to calculate 

the cycle time and the required time to move the target. Talpac can give a several scenarios based 

on each parameter including, distance, roll resistance, and grade, etc.  

The previous article examined software focused on the fleet management based on Scrapers 

that are characterized for being either self-loading or being pusher-loading (pushed by Dozer). In 

addition, K-Tec allied with Trimble has announced during ConExpo 2017 a Scraper with 

Trimble® GCS900 2D or 3D Grade Control System. In opinion of Russ Goossen, CEO for K-Tec 

Earthmovers Inc., this equipment is available to work when precision excavation and finish grading 

is needed. Figure 14 shows a Scraper from K-Tec using a GPS from Trimble. 
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Figure 14 Scraper from K-Tec. 

(https://ktec.com/news/k-tecs-conexpo-2017-highlights-march-2017-newsletter) 

 

https://ktec.com/news/k-tecs-conexpo-2017-highlights-march-2017-newsletter
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Chapter 4: Algorithm for Short-Term Scheduling Under the Utilization of the CSM 

and Scraper 

 The long-term planning guides the life of the mine through annual plans that are split during 

mining operations into short-term monthly and weekly plans for mineral extraction (Garcia et al., 

2015). Long-term planning cannot forecast in detail the activities and events during the operations 

such as the equipment movements, unscheduled maintenance events, geo-mechanical changes, pit 

shape changes, and so forth. While long-term planning provides an important annual average guide, 

these plans cannot always predict future opearational events (Garcia et al., 2015). 

The short-term mine plan is responsible for where and how to mine, and what rates to mine 

based on the information that comes from mapping the material either as ore or waste at the time of 

drilling and blasting (Garcia et al., 2015).  The assignation of the material as ore or waste is called 

ore grade control. The misclassification of material has a negative economic impact 

(Dimitrakopoulos and Godoy, 2013), even bankrupting some mining companies. These 

bankruptcies have significant negative economic and social impacts on workers and communities 

connected to the mining operation.  

Several theories have considered how to improve productivity and reduce the operative cost 

of mining to manage economic downturns and shocks. In testing these theories, while ultimately 

building economic resiliency, there are several important questions to ask. First, to what extent is it 

possible to increase the ore tonnage by reducing the uncertainty of assignation of material based on 

economic classification functions? According to Dimitrakopoulos and Godoy (2013), the loss 

functions can improve the quantity of tonnage ore, improving overall productivity. The CSM-

Scraper method digs accurately the outcropping seams, from top down, incorporating ore tonnage 

from thin seams. Hence, the ore tonnage from the thin seams is classified as ore instead of waste. 
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Second, is better to do the Sampling Blast Holes (BH) or Reverse Circulation Sampling? Engström 

& Esbensen (2017) find that BH can be fit for this purpose. For thin seam deposits, the channel can 

be fit for this purpose. Third, is it important too to reduce the simulation process time? Peattie and 

Dimitrakopoulos (2013) propose that the direct block simulation method includes the data in a 

timely matter to be used ahead of mining operations.  Most of the mining plan studies as well as 

mining software have been developed based on block models and flat benches. However, thin seam 

mines using CSM-Scraper require a tailored mining software for blending and designing Open Cast 

or pit with variable benches ahead of production.  

With improvement of productivity and reduced cost, the mine companies can successfully 

overcome the economic downturns in order to continue mining operations, avoiding economic and 

social crises for workers and communities in proximity to mining operations. However, previous 

research has focused on getting the right ore assignation for conventional Open Pit mines featured 

by having flat benches with conventional steps for drilling, blasting, loading, and hauling. For short 

scale mines, especially those that are characterized for having thin seam deposits, there is scarce 

research not only on scheduling the outcrop thin seam deposits with small inclination, but also on 

applying new technologies and non-conventional equipment for diminishing the dilution to increase 

the reserve, reducing the amount of waste material being sent to Processing Plants.  

According to Peattie and Dimitrakopoulos (2013), mining companies lost enormous 

quantities of money when the ore is sent to the waste rock disposal or waste is sent to be processed. 

This lost money can be expressed through the economic classification of the material, such as loss 

functions. As result of subtracting the recovered revenue from the potential revenue, profits 

functions that are then applied to ore express the profit associated with each classification scenario 
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and risk coefficients that quantify the impact from the misclassifications through the loss and profit 

functions. This author proposes that sequential indicator simulation along with the minimum loss 

function is a better form of calculation, especially for high grade ore. The right assignation for thin 

seam deposits passes by operational theme too because the dilution lowers the ore grade until it is 

sometimes considered waste. Thus, the reduction of the waste and the increase of the ore as a result 

of diminishing of the dilution can be improved by using the suitable cutting-edge technology. This 

can play an important role at time of decision making for sending the material as ore to Processing 

Plants or waste to waste rock facilities. 

When commodity prices are lower, the mines should enhance the quantity of ore tonnage 

and reduce expenses involved in extracting the ore. The grade control as discussed by 

Dimitrakopoulos and Godoy (2014) is based on asymmetries in the financial cost and the 

uncertainty in the grade estimations. To reduce the operative cost the mine should increase the ore 

and reduce waste; ultimately, reducing the stripping ratio. The use of a CSM can fit this purpose 

since its digging is more selective, not only reducing the dilution, but also, adding the resources less 

than 40 centimeters as reserve instead of being sent to waste disposal. In addition, the operative cost 

is going to be reduced as result of replacing the Crusher, Dozer or shovel by with a CSM, and the 

loader and truck by Scraper. Also, the samples channels coupled with mining software can give 

engineers the possibility of running a large range of possibilities in a short time, producing results 

of material assignation as ore or waste ahead of mining.  

For economic and technical factors, mineral resource never could be totally mined. The 

reserve, or the resources that are economically feasible to be extracted, is forecasted using the new 

data from the sample channels during mining by assessing and validating the body of ore, having 
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the select mining units (blocks) ahead of production. The data from the sample channels have a 

different quantity and quality with respect to the database from drill holes (exploratory drilling). 

They should be available with enough time before for production or mining, in order to avoid the 

typically assuming free selection between ore and waste, ignoring the future economic impacts.  

The misclassifications of the material create large economic losses. Additionally, the 

decrease of metal prices forces the mines to increase their productivity and suppress their cost, 

Dimitrakopoulos and Godoy (2014).  So, it is crucial to correctly identify whether or not the 

material is ore or waste. Therefore, by sampling the materials, it can be ensured that the system of 

sample channels will be suitable for assigning the material in order to make blends under Scraper 

features that will significantly increase the number of alternatives for blending each block, in 

comparison to conventional equipment.  So, low grade tonnage is going to be sent to Processing 

Plant instead of waste disposal.  

The blending concept combining operational CSM and Scraper is that each low-grade block 

can be blended with the remaining blocks to get the required grade. This concept differs from 

blending polygons or zones. The conventional mining method presents limitations at the time of 

blending a variable ore deposit due to the loading equipment which remains stationary for days or 

even weeks in the same production polygon. This means that the way of blending is determined by 

the number of loading equipment units and the number of available ore cut polygons ready to be 

loaded. Even though there are a large number of ore cut polygons, the loading equipment expends 

unproductive time moving from polygon to polygon. On the other hand, the Scraper in each trip can 

pick up any block from the polygon, so, each block can be blended with one, two, three, or n blocks 

to get the required grade. In other words, each block can be blended in large number ways that is 
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expressed mathematically by a binomial formula. 

4.1 Mining Method 

 The mining method starts by reading the natural surface with a scanner. With that the 

engineers can make parallel vertical sections each 3.8 meters wide, which is the CSM’s drum width. 

Those vertical sections are going to be sent to the CSM which can start to cut or dig and windrow 

the material following those vertical sections in order to get the desired profile. Once the cut 

material is laying in-situ, samples channels are performed to validate the ore body and map the zone 

according to the ore grade and the kind of Processing Plant. In other words, the low-grade, or high-

grade zones are identified for each process in the Processing Plant. With that, the engineers are 

ready to apply combinations to get the best blend alternative to each low-grade block.  

Figure 15 shows in the left a drone reading the natural surface and on the right contour level. 

  

Figure 15 Drone Readings and Contour levels. 

Left: Drone surveying the surface. 

Right: Contour levels. 

 

   

Figure 16 Vertical Sections and Cutting Process. 

Left: A vertical section showing the top contact (green) and the bottom contact (purple). 

Right: a CSM cutting the material after receiving a vertical section. 
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Figure 17 Sample Channels and Grid Model Mapped by Type of Mineral Processing. 

Left: sample channels. 

Right: Material mapped according to its metallurgic process. 

 

  

Figure 18 Grid Model Populated by Grade. 

Left: A gid model colored by ore grade. 

Right: Scrapers picking up the material to blend and send to Processing Plant. 

 

 The underlying ore thin seam deposit is re-estimated through the new data that come from 

the sample channels. Thus, the ore is forecasted using the new data coming from the sample 

channels during mining to assess and validate the body of the ore from the select mining units 

(blocks) ahead of production. The data from the sample channels should be available with enough 

time before scrapers load and haul to avoid misclassification. Once the Scraper finish picking up 

and hauling the entire ore cut, the mining system start again with new cycle for the next cut or slice 

of the ore.  

4.2 Coding Blend for Scraper and CSM in thin-soft ore beds 

 The use of CSM coupled with the Scraper to dig, load, and transport the thin-soft ore beds 

let mine operators diminish the dilution, increase the reserve, and carrying out the blend 

requirements satisfactorily. The utilization of any loader that cuts the front of the bench face, in 
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comparison with CSM, produces significant dilution especially when the ore bed is less than the 

height of the bucket. Also, the loader equipment likely cannot recover the ore beds less than 40 or 

30-centimeters. However, the CSM can dig from upward to downward with an accuracy of more 

less 5-centimeter. The loaders equipment is usually stationary for periods of days or weeks, in this 

way, the blending is limited by operation phases. For example, a mine that has two loaders, has 

limited ways to blend based on these two loaders, while the use of CSM and Scrapers have plenty of 

ways to blend because of the available cut ore is spread out in a vast area to be loaded and sent to 

the Processing Plant. Those have an advantage among others such as less noise, less dust, e.g., 

makes the use of CSM and Scraper feasible to be used in a thin-ore soft bed.  

4.3 Populating the Grid Model 

 This study developed an algorithm using Python to describe the mining process using CSM 

and Scrapers. The Python scripts start uploading and identifying the outliers from the raw data 

coming from drill holes. The script can plot an overview of the collars labeled with any items grade 

or density, among other options. This script is able to export hypertext markup language (html) files 

to be displayed as interactive touchable plots and histograms on the webpages on any tablet, 

computer, or smartphone. Once the outliers are identified, the script has the option of reducing them 

to umbral maximum and minimum arbitrarily, deleted, or leave them without any changes. With 

those changes, the script is ready to indicate which items should be composited from top through 

bottom. 

 While the width of a block will be determined by the scraper width, the length is going to be 

equal to the length needed by Scraper to fill its heaped capacity. The following lines explain the 

dimension of a block length: 
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Block length in feet or meter = Blkl   Scraper heaped capacity in feet or meter = Shc 

Swell factor = sf     CSM cut depth in feet or meter = Depth 

Overlap in percentage = Ov    Block width = Blkw 

CSM’s drum = Drm     Blkw = Ew * Drm 

Blkl = Shc / (sf * Depth * Blkw)    Block height = Blkh 

So, the block dimension is Blkl, Blkw, and Blkh 

Figure 19 shows the grid dimension of 65 x 3.75 meters with 15 centimeters of depth. 

 

Figure 19 Grid Dimension. 

 After compositing the grade and density items, the script start making an empty grid 2D 

model, which is going to be populating with the ore percentages and all grades and densities items.  

The ore grid percentage represents the grid cell location regarding the ore body. There are three 

possible scenarios: 

1. If the grid cell falls within the ore body, its percentage is 100%. 

2. If the grid cell falls at the ore body border, its percentage is greater than 0% and less than 

100%. 

3. If the grid cell falls out of the ore body, its percentage is 0%. 

To start populating the grid model with the ore percentage item, the ore body shape is needed. The 

script is able to upload the “.dxf” file of the ore body boundary in 2D from either AutoCad or 

MinePlan. With that, the script is ready to populate the grid model using Shapely Package.  
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 The script displays several variograms and can modify the variogram parameter such as sill, 

range, lag distance, azimuth, azimuth tolerance, and nugget. After having the grid model populated 

with the ore percentage item couple with the variogram, the script is ready to interpolate the grid 

model using either Ordinary Kriging or simple Kriging using the GeostatsPy Package.  

 This code identifies the outliers, display histograms and collar, composite, populate the grid 

model and display it to have and visual validation between the composite and the grid model.  All 

previous steps provide grid models for the scheduling stage, the scheduling code was also done in 

Python. The previous steps are summarized in the following lines: 

1. Creating the project, which is a folder that is going to be the folder project path. Everything 

is going to be saved in the folder project folder. 

2. The database is saved as a csv file including collar, assay, and survey. With that, the script 

can display histograms and identify layers and composite. 

3. An empty block model is created with the dimension mentioned above. 

4. The ore body is saved as a dxf file. The script populates a grid model with the ore 

percentage item.  

5. A variogram is selected to interpolate the selected items to populate the grid model. 

6. The grid model is populated using either Simple Kriging or Ordinary Kriging, as long as 

there is a pre-defined variogram with all parameters including nugget, sill, and range, etc. 

7. The result (grid model) is exported to be displayed as a visual validation. 

 With this populated grid model, the mining method system starts reading the surface by 

scanner, followed by parallel vertical sections, cutting by CSM, making sample channels, and 

mapping consecutively. 
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4.4 Scheduling 

 After mapping the ore according to its type of metallurgy process, the scheduling process 

starts, for which a script was built in Python following next steps:  

1. Import the grid model. 

2. Define the mining polygon or the zone that is going to be mined. 

3. The data is analyze statistically using Statsmodels, which is a Python module, in order to 

identify the outliers and either eliminated or take the minimum or maximum threshold. So, if 

the outliers are less than the minimum permissible, the outliers m - can be eliminated or 

assigning with the minimum threshold value, in the same way if the outliers is greater than 

maximum permissible. 

4. Once the data is cleaned, the minimum low grade as well as the maximum tonnage to be 

mined and sent to the Processing Plant will be obtained as a result of projections of the 

required grade by the Processing Plant in grade tonnage curve correlation. 

5. With the required Processing Plant grade along with minimum low grade, the block model is 

mapped in two zones. Low-grade for blocks that have a grade less than the required 

Processing Plant grade, and High-grade for blocks that have a grade greater than required by 

the Processing Plant grade.  

6. The blocks are going to be clustered according to the Euclidean distance and for being High 

or Low-grade.   

 Euclidian distance between ‘p and ‘q’ point: 
2 2 2

1 1 2 2 3 3d( , ) ( ) ( ) ( )p q p q p q= − + − + −p q  

7. The main access is given as an input and the Euclidian distance from it to the Low-grade 

clusters are sorted by shortest length.  
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8. The schedule starts creating the operation access through the shortest distance. Those blocks 

that fall within this operation access has a grade greater than required Processing Plant 

grade.  

9. Once the main access connects the closest low-grade cluster, the first low grade block gets 

its best match through several combinations 
n
k

 
 
 

 that start with 2k =  to number n , n is an 

input number that the users should fill out. So, the scrip will get a great number of blends 

that is represented by the binomial formula 
2

n

k

n

k=

 
 
 

 . This number of blends or combinations 

give the number of ways how a low-grade block can blend with another blocks. In other 

words, this is the number of subsets of k-combinations from and n-element set. The best 

match is going to be the closest grade blend to required Processing Plant grade. 

k Number of LowGrade Blocks=  

n k Number of High Grade Blocks− =  

2, 3, 4, ... 1, 2, 3, 4, ... nn and k      

2

Possible number of blen

n

ing

k

d

n

k
=

=

 
 
 

  

Each possible blend has calculated weighted average grade by ton. 

gr block grade=  

tn block ton=  

tn block ton=  

- ( )k Subset of k elemnt peossible blend=  
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k k

k

(gr tn )
SAG

tn
=



 

RPPG = Required Processing Plant Grade  

TG = Tolerance Grade  

BB = Best Blend  

minBB (abs(SAG - RPPG))=  

if ; then, thesubset is scheduled. All the blocks into the subset is scheduled and saved them into the item S.BB TG

 

mS =Turn of being hauling (hauling sequence)  

maxmS (S +1)=  

10. After finding the best match, both blocks are scheduled. 

11. The script follows with next low-grade block and the process can be repeated in steps 9 and 

10. 

12. The second shortest low-grade cluster will start after all the low-grade blocks from the first 

cluster are scheduled.  

13. The script will continue until finish to blend all the low-grade blocks from all the cluster. 

The entire code is attached to Annex A. 

A scheme of Python code steps is showed in the Figure 20.
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Figure 20 Algorithm Steps. 
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 The blending concept goes basically from block to block, it means, a low-grade block (P2O5 

< 28.5%) will be identified and will be blended with all high-grade blocks. Just those blocks whose 

grade falls into the permissible bounds are going to be sorted from shortest absolute value. So, the 

shortest absolute value is going to be the best match. The best-identified match to low-grade block 

will be chosen between them to make the blend. For instance, a mining polygon of 4 blocks with at 

least one low grade of P2O5 (less than 23%) has 25 alternatives for blending as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Matrix of Possible Blending 

2

4

1

2

2 4 1 4

3 4
2 3 4

1 1 1

2 3 4
1 3 6

2 2 2

3 4 4
1 4 1

3 3 4

25

Possible number of blending

n

k

k

n

k

n and k

n
possibleblendins

k

=

=

=
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= = =     
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  The proposed methodology was applied to thin deposits that are in two different 

mining stages. The first one, Sarita Opencast, is in operation and was applied for short-term 

planning, the second one, Esperanza, is in the project stage.1 

 
1 The names of the mine and mining project discussed throughout this thesis, Sarita and Esperanza, have been changed 

to pseudonyms to protect the confidentiality of the companies.  
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Chapter 5: Case Study One – Mining Operation Stage   

5.1 Open Cast Calcareous Sarita 

The deposit of shells is located in Piura, in northern Perú, approximately 1,000 km from 

Lima, and 110 km at south of city of Piura, and 30 km from the Pacific Ocean. The structural 

geology has two sectors including Macizo Illescas and the Baja Sechura basin. 

5.2 Geology 

5.2.1 Regional Geology 

 The Sarita project is located along the coastal plain, which gives it a very homogeneous 

physiography. The successive geological events that have occurred in this region over time are 

responsible for the spatial and temporal distribution of the different types of rocks that make up the 

project area, which have been modeling their morphology and relief since the Paleozoic until the 

recent Quaternary, thus determining the current geological configuration of the territory. 

5.2.2 Local Geology 

 The study area corresponding to the Sarita is located on a flat area partly covered by dunes, 

located in the Para-Andean Region. Geologically, the study area presents sedimentary materials 

from the Recent Quaternary. It is made up of silty sand deposits with intercalations of medium to 

fine grain sands with Coquina horizons. Below the recent deposits there are diagenized wind 

deposits in a sandy matrix with calcareous cement and below these there are intercalations of 

conglomerates with gray diatomites, interspersed with white reef sandstones, corresponding to the 

Tablazo de Talara and the upper levels of the Zapallal Formation. Figure 21 shows a picture of a 

limestone composed of shells remains and compact reefs with the presence of gravel. 
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Figure 21 Calcareous Rock. 

 

Zapallal Formation 

Within the Sarita concession, this lithostratigraphic unit emerges only in its upper limb in the South 

and NE zones of the project area. It is made up of compact, coquina fine sand with fragments of reef 

shells and conglomeradic levels of diverse lithology with gravels less than 5 centimeters in a 

slightly cemented sandy matrix. It is covered by light brown wind sand, vegetable remains, and a 

few remains of calcareous fragments as a result of erosion from its upper levels. 

 

Tablazos 

 There are extensive portions of the emerged continental shelf due to the successive risings 

that occurred in the area, and lithologically they are composed of cokiniferous materials.  

Tablazo of Talara 
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 Located on the low plain of the Sechura desert, it is a surface almost flat and slightly sloping 

to the SW. It is affected by fluvial and marine erosive agents, and in turn is covered by wind 

accumulations. It is a raised Pleistocene marine terrace, which presents great extension in the region 

and constitutes 95% of the total project area. Its relief is essentially flat, with slight undulations due 

to wind action and the crossing of small gorges, which are activated only in rainy periods. 

Topographically, this unit develops at an average elevation of 80 meters above sea level, being 

slightly inclined towards the SE. This unit is formed from the base to the top by compact diatoms 

with intercalation of oxides that gives a yellowish reddish color and plaster streaks. Features 

include:  

➢  Slightly moist clay sequences followed by a medium to coarse grain burdensome layer. 

➢  Conglomerates with sandy matrix, whitish color greyish, presence of gravel. 

➢ A calcareous sequence with sand which decreases towards the top, present remains of shells, 

reefs, and gravel. It is whitish grayish in color. In some areas it appears with charcoal veins 

intercalated with cement calcareous. 

➢ Coquina levels brownish at the base and cream to beige in the top, moderately compact, with 

intercalations of charcoal veins and remains of shells moderately preserved. 

➢ Calcareous mud with sandy matrix in transition zone of color gray-brown to whitish beige, 

very compact at the top and with cavities due to leaching at the base. It presents scarce 

remains of shells. Little compact grayish green clay that changes from face to a limestone 

sand of fine grain beige color. 

➢ As a last level, at the top of this entire sequence we have a layer of earthy limestone, beige 

sandy matrix. 
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➢ Whitish features remain from shells and loose reefs and moderately compacted with 

presence of sporadic gravel and roots. 

Wind Deposits 

These deposits are accumulations of fine to medium grain sands, which have been carried by 

the wind from their sources of origin. They appear as small mantles or accumulations up to 1 or 2 

meters thick, composed of silty brown sand with fragments of reef shells, gravels and root remains 

at their deepest level and at the top you have gray to dark brown wind sands with few fragments of 

shells, reefs, gravel, and roots. 

5.3 Background and Motivation 

 By 2016, the mining company completed the start-up phase of a new cement Processing 

Plant in Piura, Perú. To operate its new Sarita Open Cast, the mining hired mining contractor, third 

company, who utilized a conventional method for the extraction of sedimentary deposits of 

calcareous layers. 

By the beginning of 2017, the El Niño phenomenon destroyed almost 14 kilometers of the 

connecting route between the Processing Plant and the Sarita Open Cast. Figure 22 shows the 

damaged road from the Open Cast to Processing Plant. 
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Figure 22 Damaged Road.  

Figure 23 shows the flooded area next to road by the Corriente del Niño. 

 

 

Figure 23 Flooded Area. 

 

Under such circumstances, the mining company aimed to lower the operating cost, for 

which it took the right to modify the contract with third company, leaving them less critical tasks, 

and requested its own Mine Department to look for an alternative and cheaper mining method. 
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5.4 Problem Definition 

There was a need to control the high operating expenses related to Dozers, loaders, trucks, 

and Crusher in order to obtain the adequate grade and size of calcareous material that satisfies plant 

requirements. Analyzing the possibility of reducing costs related to stocking and rehandling. 

5.5 Challenges 

➢ Modernize mining operations through Automated Planning.  

➢ Improve grade control. 

➢ Diminish dilution. 

➢ Reduction of dust and noise. 

➢ Enhance safety standards. 

5.6 Goals 

➢ The mining operating cost should be less than the operating outsourcing cost. 

➢ The particle size of the calcareous material should be less than 10 cm. 

➢ The new mining method should be able to reduce the presence of peak values for 

contaminants. 

5.7 Proposed Solution 

5.7.1 Brief Review of Geology  

The deposit of Sarita at the north of Perú, Piura, is of marine origin and consists of four 

friable beds of calcareous sediments with thicknesses that go from a few centimeters up to four 

meters. Table 3 shows the thickness, UCS, per seam and material. 
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Table 3 Thickness and UCS per lithology. 

Material Bed MPa Thickness (m)

Overburden Ov 1 0.5

Bed A 9 0.6

Bed B 5 1

Bed C 15 1

Bed D 11 0.4

 Calcareous 

beds 

Virrilá Open Cast

 
 

5.7.2 Conceptualizing the New Mining Method 

For mining the calcareous beds, SM had a conventional Dozer, and several wheel loaders and trucks 

for transporting ore to the Crusher. Once SM was relieved from the main operations, the mining 

company replaced the Dozer and the Crusher with a continuous surface miner (Wirtgen, model 

SM3800) for production. Low- and high-grade zones were mapped to cut calcareous material for 

stockpiling in accordance with its grade. Figure 24 shows on the left a calcareous extraction process 

using Dozer, truck, shovel, front-end loader, and Crusher, and on the right the proposed mining 

method utilizing CSM, loader and a truck. 
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Figure 24 Comparison of mining methods. 

 

Figure 25 shows the low and high grades grading from blue through red using MinePlan. 

 

Figure 25 Contour Grade Level. 
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5.7.3 About the Surface Miner 

The continuous surface miner has a drum located between the crawlers which digs with a precision 

of +/- 5 cm. Selection of the equipment dimension was done based on tables provided by Wirtgen. 

Figure 26 shows a cutting system scheme. 

 
Figure 26 Cutting System Scheme. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010)  
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Figure 27 shows the performance ranges of the CSM to different unconfined compressive strength.  

 

Figure 27 Performance Ranges of the CSM. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010)  

 

While the horizontal axis measures the UCS, the vertical cutting performance of the CSM in 

bench cubic meter per hour. Calcareous characteristics of friable beds allows for the elimination of 

the use of the Crusher. Instead, the CSM is able to cut and crush the material at less than 10 

centimeters, as required by the Processing Plant. In this way, the use of the CSM contributes to 

reaching the goal targeted of reducing the operating expenses cost, while eliminating the use of the 

Crusher, that third company used to getting calcareous material less than 10 centimeters. Figure 28 

shows the grain size distribution of the limestone. 
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Figure 28 Grain Size Distribution of Limestone. 

(Wirtgen SM Handbook, 2010) 

 

Almost a 100% of the particle sizes is less than 125 millimeters. Assuming that limestone is 

harder than calcareous generally, the CSM would have problem crushing the calcareous to less than 

10 centimeters.  

The following table shows that the calcareous material from Sarita has at most, a hardness of 

11 MPa. (Table 4). So, from Figure 28, the CSM-3800 would have a performance over 1,000 bench 

cubic meters per hour.  
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Table 4 Thickness and UCS. 

Material Bed MPa Thickness (m)

Overburden Ov 1 0.5

Bed A 9 0.6

Bed B 5 1

Bed C 15 1

Bed D 11 0.4

 Calcareous 

beds 

Virrilá Open Cast

 

5.8 Testing Similar Equipment 

Before the definitive acquisition, an asphalt recycler was tested due to its similar design 

characteristics. Results confirmed initial assumptions. Figure 29 shows an asphalt recycler cutting 

the calcareous material in-situ, Sarita. 

 

 
Figure 29 Asphalt Recyclers tested in-situ. 
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Figure 30 shows a work cutting scheme of the asphalt recycler, which is similar to CSM. 

(Wirtgen Recycler Manual, 2011) 

 

 

Figure 30 Asphalt Recyclers. 
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Chapter 6: Case Study Two – Project Mining Stage 

 

The Esperanza Bayovar 100 Phosphate Project2 is located in the north of Piura, Perú. The 

project is located in the Sechura desert that was described geologically by Cheney (1979) who 

explained that the western Sechura Desert is underlain by a thick series of Eocene to Pliocene age 

marine sediments that were deposited in a shallow north-trending basin between the Andes and the 

Illescas mountains. This deposit is an enriched, sedimentary marine phosphorite of middle Miocene 

age and is part of the Sechura Phosphate District.  The district is the world's largest accumulation 

where the two primary components are diatomite and phosphate pellets. Phosphorite is a general 

term that describes naturally occurring mineral assemblages containing a high concentration of 

phosphate minerals and typically refers to marine sedimentary phosphorite deposits. This 

sedimentary deposit is characterized for having flat-lying, thick beds, and underlie varying 

thicknesses of overburden. (T. M. Cheney, et al., 1979). 

6.1 Geology  

The Bayovar 100 deposit consists of a series of interbedded friable phosphorite, diatomite, 

and few small beds of sandstone, and tuff occur in few parts of the series (T. M. Cheney, et al., 

1979). The beds of the Sechura phosphate deposits are regular in thickness and grade and are 

continuous over large areas. 

The Bayovar 100 deposit is a sedimentary deposit with shallow-sea phosphate rock deposit 

with eight main seams of phosphorites dipping between 1° and 2° to the North-Northeast. The 

deposition of the phosphate-rich levels corresponds to oolites and pellets associated with organic 

 
2 The deposit name of the Esperanza mining project has been changed to protect the confidentiality of the company.   
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remains deposited during the Miocene. The phosphorite beds are interlayered with beds of diatomite 

containing minor concentrations of phosphate pellets. 

Based on the information obtained in the laboratory and the field, eight main Seams of 

phosphorite were defined as Beds 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. The greatest thickness and distribution of 

these phosphate seams are in the central zone.  

6.2 Background and Motivation  

The deposit of phosphate at north of Peru, Piura, is a marine origin consists of (a) 15 seams 

of phosphate minerals with thickness starting at a few centimeters to 3.5 meters interbedded mainly 

with (b) soft Diatomite composed chemically SiO2 nH2O, and a (c) seam of friable sandstone 

generally with locally hard medium quartz grains, (d) minimum quantities of thin volcanic tuff 

seams, and the last but not the less important the friable beds of phosphate mineral of marine origin.  

The phosphate rock compounds 15 seams of which are 8 leading for being thicker. All 

seams are typically massive and have an overall dip of +-3%, with thickness from a few centimeters 

to 3.5 meters. The upper phosphorite bed contact is almost planar, less irregular, and gradational 

than lower phosphorite bed contact. The phosphorite beds are interbedded basically with friable soft 

diatomite. The thickness of interbedded diatomite in some cases raises to 40 meters when phosphate 

layers disappear. Other cases decrease to less than a meter when the phosphate layers become close 

to one another. 

While upper overburden has a thickness from a few centimeters to 40 meters and is 

integrated mainly by compacted eolian sands whose thickness is from a few centimeters to 10 

meters, the lower overburden is integrated by white diatomite. 

The interburden has a thickness 60 meters in average and while it is integrated in top by 
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white diatomite and sandstone (from now on Clambore, and its thickness is 1.5 meter in average) 

which has locally hard medium cement quartz grains, the bottom is mainly by friable soft dark 

diatomite, where there are the most of phosphate beds, 11 of 15.  

There are eight primary phosphate beds. Due to their greater thickness, they are labeled 0, 1, 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Only the bed 1 of phosphate comes up until natural surface in the North-West of 

the mining envelope and dip to east until to achieve almost 40-meter under the natural surface. The 

remaining beds are under the Clambore, which has a certain parallelism of almost 40-meter with the 

natural surface. 

The deposit is represented by eight layers of primarily phosphate minerals spread in an area 

of 3 km wide, 7 km long, and 90 m deep. The multilayers of phosphate rocks are shadow in the 

North-West of the deposit and are under 40-meter of overburden in the north-east.  

Peru is mining country that been extracting ore since before the Incan empire. However, 

most of this experience was accumulated working on metallic mines with conventional mining 

method and conventional equipment. Thus, even though this deposit is different from the metallic 

deposits, the mining method proposed to extract the phosphate bed was the conventional truck and 

shovel. That proposition was not surprising since there is a mining operation next to project that 

shares the same deposits, working with conventional equipment. 

This method proposes to use front-end loader or shovel of 34 m3 for waste, coupled with 

trucks. This mining method takes account of the use of in-pit back-fill after the third year once a 

sufficient volume (box cut) has been excavated. While the box cut is being built, the waste from 

overburden and inter-burden will be stored a waste disposal out-side of the pit. 

The mine design contemplates multiple benches for extracting the phosphate mineral. So, 
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the overburden will be removed with excavator and front-end loaders of 34 m3 of capacity matched 

with 180-tonne capacity haul truck. The overburden wall will have 10-meter of height and be 

removed ahead of the phosphate mineral extraction. 

The inter-burden waste will be loaded with 17 m3 backhoes matched with 91-tonne capacity 

haul trucks; however, when the interbedded waste has enough thickness, it can be cut and load with 

a 34 m3 Front-End Loaders (FEL) or Shovels.  

6.3 Problem Definition 

In this study the beds with thickness less than 40 centimeters were considered and sent like 

waste. The dilution was considered in the range of 10 centimeters.  

6.4 Challenge 

The extraction of thin seam deposits faces several challenges due to the level of accuracy 

needed to cut them. The conventional equipment struggles to mine them. Not only the unrecovered 

ore by the conventional equipment impacts directly to the reserves; but also, the use of this 

equipment impacts the dilution control and blending. Therefore, the conventional equipment has a 

negative impact to the final economic results of the operation.  

6.5 Goals 

Increase the reserve because of incorporating the beds with thickness less than 40 

centimeters and reducing the dilution. 

Send to the Processing Plant ore with particle size less than 10 centimeters. Table 5 shows 

the thickness and average P2O5 grade for each seam, bed. 
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Table 5 Grade and Thickness of the Regional Phosphorite and Interburden Bed. 

UNIT THICKNESS P2O5 

Diatomite +1 7.6 6.2 

Bed 1 1.3 23.7 

Diatomite 1-2 3.4 6.3 

Bed 2 1.1 14.1 

Diatomite 2-3 3.2 6.4 

Bed 3 1.1 22.6 

Diatomite 3-4 5.7 4.2 

Bed 4 0.3 - 

Diatomite 4-5 - - 

Bed 5 0.9 19.3 

Diatomite 5-6 5.7 3.6 

Bed 6 0.8 17.9 

Diatomite 6-7 3.5 4.2 

Bed 7 4.2 10.3 

 

Studying the thickness of beds, Cheney et al. (1979) pointed out that bed 4 has a thickness 

of generally less than 0.3 meters and that beds 5 and 6 have a little bit less than a meter, which was 

confirmed decades later by geology engineers on the project. Figure 31 shows one of the cross-

sections of the geology interpretations by a geology engineer of the project. The cross-sections are 

spaced at intervals of approximately 400 m. These interpretations include the 192 available drill 

holes. All of the drill holes are within the mapping area of outcrops, test pits, and trenches.  

 

Figure 31 Vertical Section of Phosphate Deposit. 
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The geology engineers have found fifteen (15) phosphorite beds are identified (Beds S, S1, 

0a, 0, 1, 1a, 2, 2a, 3, 3a, 4, 4a, 5, 6, and 7), of which there are two beds very close to 40 centimeters 

and 8 seams that are equal or less than a meter.  

6.6 Proposed Solution 

6.6.1 Brief Review 

The geologic structure is a simple relatively flat-lying accumulation of marine sediments 

(diatomite and phosphorite) with the occasional influx of volcanic tuff and quartz sand. Folding, 

fracturing, faulting and unconformities have not made a significant impact of the stratigraphic beds 

and have little impact on the mining and mineral processing of the Bayovar 100 Phosphate Deposit. 

The Esperanza phosphate mine will be developed as a multi-layer, Open Pit, using continuous 

surface mining system. 

 The annual process plant requirement is of 6M-tonnes of phosphate mineral with particle 

size lower than 100-mm. The phosphate mineral will be stored in the stockpile near the Processing 

Plant and will be divided according to processing type including only wash or wash and flotation. 

The numerical groundwater flow modeling along with the hydrological test data indicate that dry 

open-pit mining will be strongly possible due to the predicted inflows of the order of 20% of likely 

evaporation. So, free standing water will not accumulate within the pit. However, there will be some 

water catchment that will be pumped outside the pit and used on the roads to control dust.   

A geotechnical study on the deposit recommends 26° to 30° overall permanent wall angle at 

a static factor of 1.3. The open-pit design contemplates 20-m of wall and 14-m of wide berms, or 

10-m of wall and 7-m of wide berms. The bench face angles vary according to geotechnical units. 

For sandstones it is 20°, white diatomite is 53°, clambore is 20°, and dark diatomite 55°.  
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To sum up, the geotechnical and hydrological parameters are favorable to mining with 

shovel/truck system, or Bucket Wheel Excavator (BWE) system. However, the continuous mining 

system, that runs with electricity, is ideal under certain circumstances, such as lessen the of the 

electricity, and/or when less strength of the rock, horizontal sediment deposits, huge stripping ratio, 

large height bench, and the huge annual movement of mineral, as well as waste. 

The overburden waste rock has a thickness of 35 meters to 65 meters with an average of 40 

meters and will be divided in 2 and 4 operating benches respectively that are progressively 

staggered to provide a safe operating surface.  

The objective is to maximize the overburden volume excavated and transported by the 

continuous mining equipment, so as to reduce the OPEX. A Bucket Wheel Excavator (BWE) 

system has been selected. Although capital intensive the BWE system, including the belt conveyors 

and spreader, can efficiently excavate over 99% of the overburden waste and transport the 

overburden to its final disposal site at a significantly lower operating cost than conventional mining 

system of loading and hauling using mobile equipment. The less that 1% of unmined overburden is 

associated with a temporary protective waste layer of 40-cm of thickness over the uppermost 

phosphorite ore bed. This protective layer allows geologists to improve the ore grade control, 

digging little holes and minimizing the dilution through the use of a CSM for cutting and 

windrowing, and a Scraper for transporting the protective layer waste to the transfer station by 

Scraper prior to mining the phosphorite ore.  

Bench 5 and 6 are multi-layered sequence of phosphate beds and interbedded of diatomite 

waste. The interbedded waste thicker than 0.4-meter will be ripped by the Dozer and loading and 

hauling by Scraper will be used to backfill waste inside the pit.  A protective layer of waste will be 
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left in place to protect the phosphate bed. Prior to mining each phosphate bed, a surface miner will 

cut and windrow the protective layer, so that the Scrapers can load, and haul backfill or transport 

them to a waste collective transfer station located on specific benches to send to a waste rock 

facility.  

Figure 32 shows a vertical section of continuous mining system, in which the benches honor 

the inclination of the seams, and Figure 33 shows vertical sections layout of the first year, in which 

there are Backet Wheel Excavator for cutting and belt conveyor system to transport the waste and 

CSM and Scraper for digging and transporting the ore seam. 
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Figure 32 Vertical Section of Continuous Mining System. 

 

Figure 333 Vertical Sections Layout of the First Year. 
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All phosphorite ore beds will be mined by surface miners that will windrow the ore to be 

loaded by scarpers and transported less than 1.2 kilometers to a transfer station where the ore will 

be unloaded by gravity into a hopper and fed to a belt conveyor system. The conveyor will transport 

the ore to blending stockpiles located near the beneficiation plant. 

There will be a stockpile, close to the Processing Plant, divided according to the processing 

methods type. For example, some phosphate rocks are concentrated by washing (called Wash Only) 

and others require washing and flotation (Wash and Float). The mining method contemplates 

enormous, exposed phosphate bed (areas of 1,000 x 250-meter), for the 7 benches to be cut by the 

CSM, loaded and hauled selectively by Scrapers. The multiple faces within the bed, as well as 

multiple beds with similar processing characteristics, allows the Scraper to be extremely selective 

for blending and coupled with the stockpiling will stabilize the phosphorite ore blend to be 

processed by the plant. At the bottom of the pit, before removing the seam 7, the interbedded waste 

on the seam 7 will be ripped and pushed 45-meters until the toe of the backfill. 

The mining company figured out that under circumstances, such as the cheaper cost of the 

electricity, less strength of the rock, sediment deposit, huge stripping ratio, huge annual movement 

of mineral, as well as waste, the mining continuous system is more feasible and suitable over 

conventional system despite the significant upfront cost. However, the cheaper operating 

expenditure cost makes it more feasible economically to extract the variable benches following the 

small bed inclination or dip. However, it is not the purpose of this thesis to compare both mining 

system, and to demonstrate which is better. Rather, the goal has been to consider the use of cutting-

edge technology to extract and blending the thin ore beds, in this case less than 40 centimeters and 

diminish the dilution. Nonetheless, the estimated capital expenditure cost and the operating 
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expenditure cost of both systems (shovel and truck, and BWE) for this phosphate deposit are 

included in Annex B2. Those number are referential.   Figure 34 shows an ore thin bed less than 40 

centimeters and a table showing the mean, minimum, and maximum thickness. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 344 Contour Thickness Level. 
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Table 6 shows the minimum, mean, and maximum thickness of 15 Phosphate Layers. 

 

Table 6 Minimum, Average, and Maximum Thickness. 

 
 

Table 7 shows that the tone-dilution of the resource beds greater than 28.5 % of phosphate is around 

160 million tones, of which 5 million tones are less than 40 centimeters. Also, this table shows ton-

dilution for beds with grade greater than 28.5% of P2O5. The second column, starting from the left, 

shows those tonnages for seams with thickness greater than 40 centimeters, and the last column or 

third column shows those tonnages for seams less than 40 centimeters. 

Seam 
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Table 7 Ton-Dilution for Beds. 

Grade % 

Thickness > 

0.4m @ > 
28.5% 

Total Tons 

Thickness < 0.4m 

@ > 28.5% 

Total Tons 

28.5 16.7 0.2 

29 21.9 0.8 

29.5 20.7 0.9 

30 20.4 1.1 

30.5 30.7 1.1 

31 24.6 0.8 

31.5 10.9 0.2 

32 8.9 0.0 

Grand Total 154.8 5.0 

 

Table 8 shows total ton-dilution for beds with grade greater than 28.5% of P2O5. The second 

column, starting from the left, shows the total dilution tons and average grade for seams with 

thickness greater than 40 centimeters, and the last column or third column shows those tonnages for 

seams less than 40 centimeters. 

Table 8 Total Dilution-Tonnage. 

 

Thickness 

> 0.4m @ 
> 28.5% 

Total 

Thickness 

< 0.4m @ 
> 28.5% 

Total 

Grade % 30.0 5.0 

Tones 30.1 154.8 

 

There are beds with a thickness equal or less than one meter, even close to 40 centimeters. 

The beds with a thickness of less than 40 centimeters can be considered as ore due to the fact that 

the CSM is able to cut with high precision of +/- 5 centimeters and the Scraper is able to load and 

haul this bed in a selective way. Table 9 summarizes the geotechnical parameters of the individual 

stratigraphic units. 
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Table 9 The Geotechnical Parameters of the Individual Stratigraphic Units. 

Stratigraphic Unit 
Quaternary 

Sand 

Inca 

Diatomite 

Clambore 

Sandstone 

Light 

Diatomite 

Dark 

Diatomite 

Phosphate 

Ore (Avg.) 

UCS (Mpa) ‐ 1.1 to 2.4 2.6 to 18.7* 1.1 0.8 to 2.8  

Wet Density (g/cm³) 2.11 1.18 2.17 1.40 1.29 1.71 

Moisture % 12.8% 84.8% 13.2% 72.0% 80.7% 37.4% 

Dry Density (g/cm³) 1.87 0.67 1.75 0.86 0.74 1.24 

Swell Factor 1.25 1.70 1.25 1.50 1.50 1.26 

Soil Density (g/cm³) 1.69 0.69 1.74 0.93 0.86 1.36 

Angle of Repose (°, 

static) 
32 25 33 30 30 33 

 

The Clambore Unit is primarily softer sand, although it also contains harder layers. These 

hard layers may exhibit high UCS values compared to the drill core samples, measuring 

approximately 15 cm long. 

6.6.2 Density 

Esperanza performed an analysis that resulted in the assignment of density values by 

lithology unit, wet and dry. These results are summarized in Table 10. 

Table 10 : Wet Density by Seam of Phosphate Ore. 

Seam Density 

0 1.89 

0A 1.71 

1 1.75 

1A 1.90 

2 1.59 

2A 1.32 

3 1.52 

3A 1.71 

4A 1.46 

5 1.72 

6 1.66 

7 1.82 

S 1.68 
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Chapter 7: Result and Discussions 

7.1 Case Study One – Mining Operation Stage: Results and Discussion  

The start-up was done in a few weeks due to the availability of shallow seams. The Open 

Cast mine of Sarita, located in Piura, Peru needed to control the high operating expenses related to 

Dozers, loaders, trucks, and the Crusher in order to obtain the adequate grade and size of calcareous 

material that satisfies plant requirements. They changed the mining method using a continuous 

surface miner to dig the seams using the top-down approach. 

In this work, we formalize the notion of smart mines and provide a brief survey on the 

current advances existing in the industry, which could lead to the implementation of a smart mine. 

We link ideas from autonomous equipment to potential applications in the minerals industry 

especially in small mine operations which may allow for safer and more efficient production. The 

calcareous beds are cut by the SM3800, which can be operated from the land with a handle, and 

piled with a wheel loader at the site according to its grade to be later blended and sent to the 

Processing Plant. Figure 35 shows the CSM digging the outcropping calcareous material. 
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Figure 355 CSM Digging Calcareous Material. 

The calcareous beds are cut by the SM3800 and piled with a wheel loader at the site 

according to its grade to be later blended and sent to the Processing Plant. Figure 36 shows on the 

left accumulated piles by the front-end loader and the right the loading, hauling and digging by 

front-end loader, truck, and CSM respectively. 

   

Figure 366 Front-End Loder and CSM. 

 

Due to the use of the CSM at the mine site, the use of the Crusher and the rehandle were eliminated. 

The material was piled in-situ without being transported to temporary stockpiles near the Crusher, 
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less truck backup during loading. As a result of having implemented the CSM in the Open Cast, the 

company reduced the operating expenditure cost up to up to 40% less than the outsourcing 

operating cost. See the following Figure 37 shows the daily cost per ton during the first month using 

Sm3800. The unit operating cost was stabilized after the first 20 days being $0.70 dollars per ton, 

meanwhile the third company charged $1.2 dollars per ton. 

 

 

Figure 377 SM3800 Daily Cost. 

 

The mining company started using the script created in Python since April 2020 to estimate the tons 

and grade of the calcareous, as well as, to blend and send the material to the Processing Plant. The 

mining engineer has more control of the tonnage, grade, and blending of the material to send to the 

Processing Plant. 
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Table 11 Drill Holes Data. 

BHID E N Z Dip Azimuth From To Lithology Thickness CaO% 

2CV-319 525,852 9,344,627 40.5 90 0 3.85 5.55 A2 1.7 51.24 

2CV-319 525,852 9,344,627 40.5 90 0 5.55 7.25 A2 1.7 50.15 

2CV-319 525,852 9,344,627 40.5 90 0 7.25 9.35 A2 2.1 49.99 

2CV-324 525,852 9,344,227 35 90 0 1 2.65 A1 1.65 53.58 

2CV-324 525,852 9,344,227 35 90 0 2.65 4.3 A2 1.65 53.83 

2CV-324 525,852 9,344,227 35 90 0 4.3 4.9 B1 0.6 51.12 

2CV-324 525,852 9,344,227 35 90 0 4.9 5.7 B2 0.8 42.94 

2CV-327 527,052 9,344,227 33.74 90 0 0.2 1.6 A1 1.4 51.49 

2CV-478 526,052 9,344,627 36.4 90 0 0.3 1.8 A1 1.5 41.27 

 

Table 11 shows the raw data come from exploration stage that was uploaded to the algorithm to get 

outliers through threshold limits.  

Table 12 shows the outlier (in red) values after running the fisrt step of the code. 

Table 12 Outliers Table. 

BHID  E   N  Z Dip Azimuth From To Lithology Thickness CaO% 

2CV-479 525,652  9,344,627  40 90 0 2.6 4.15 A2 1.55 29.2 

2CV-479 525,652  9,344,627  40 90 0 4.15 5.95 A2 1.8 48.8 

2CV-489 525,652  9,344,227  38.4 90 0 0.2 0.9 A1 0.7 52.86 

2CV-489 525,652  9,344,227  38.4 90 0 0.9 2.4 A2 1.5 54.22 

2CV-489 525,652  9,344,227  38.4 90 0 2.4 3.9 A2 1.5 57.2 

2CV-489 525,652  9,344,227  38.4 90 0 3.9 5 B1 1.1 52.68 
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Figure 38 shows the outliers for the CaO after running the fisrt step of the code. 

 

Figure 388 Outliers Chart. 

After working on the outliers, which can be deleted or cut up to threshold limit values, the 

script works obtain the composite from the top down, calculating total thickness. Table 13 shows a 

composite table report in csv format after running the second step of the code.  

Table 13 Composite Table. 

BHID  E   N  Z Hangingwall Footwall Lith Thick CaO 

2CV-319 525,852  9,344,627  40.5 33.25 31.15 A2 2.1 49.99 

2CV-324 525,852  9,344,227  35 34 32.35 A1 1.65 53.58 

2CV-327 527,052  9,344,227  33.74 33.54 32.14 A1 1.4 51.49 

2CV-478 526,052  9,344,627  36.4 36.1 34.6 A1 1.5 41.27 

2CV-478 526,052  9,344,627  36.4 34.6 32.2 A2 2.4 52.92 

2CV-478 526,052  9,344,627  36.4 32.2 30.9 A3 1.3 39.97 
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Figure 39 Shows a plan view of the drillhole collars after running the second step of the code. 

 

Figure 399 Drillholes Plan View. 

 

Figure 400 Grid Geology Model. 
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Figure 41 shows the Variogram before running the fourth step of the code.  

 

Figure 411 Variogram. 

 

The script is able to display the collar, geology grid model, variograms, and the populating 

grid model with the ore items.  

Figure 42 shows the populated grid model after running the fourth step of the code. 

 

Figure 422 Populated Grid Model. 
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Table 14 shows a report in csv format after running the fourth step of the code. 

Table 14 Grid Model Report. 

E N THICKNESS Percent Dd_CompCaO_Comp Ton Fine Trips

8 8 0.25 100 1.06 36.11737 16.96 6.125505 14

8 96 0.25 100 1.06 35.78973 16.96 6.069939 14

8 24 0.25 100 1.06 36.08311 16.96 6.119695 14

8 32 0.25 100 1.06 36.05562 16.96 6.115032 14

8 40 0.25 100 1.06 36.02466 16.96 6.109782 14

8 48 0.25 100 1.06 35.9934 16.96 6.104481 14

8 56 0.25 100 1.06 35.96171 16.96 6.099106 14  

Table 14 shows a summary report of the resources after running the fourtrh step of the code. 

Table 14 Grade and Tonnage Report per each Seam. 

E N THICKNESS Percent Dd_CompCaO_Comp Ton

8 8 0.25 100 1.06 36.11737 16.96

8 96 0.25 100 1.06 35.78973 16.96

8 24 0.25 100 1.06 36.08311 16.96

8 32 0.25 100 1.06 36.05562 16.96

8 40 0.25 100 1.06 36.02466 16.96

8 48 0.25 100 1.06 35.9934 16.96  

Table 15 shows the blending report in csv format after running the fith step of the code. 

Table 15 Blending Report. 

E N THICKNESS Percent CaO_Comp SEQ Trips

8 8 0.25 100 36.11737 1 14

8 96 0.25 100 35.78973 1 14

8 24 0.25 100 36.08311 1 14

8 32 0.25 100 36.05562 1 14

8 40 0.25 100 36.02466 1 14

8 48 0.25 100 35.9934 1 14

8 56 0.25 100 35.96171 1 14

8 72 0.25 100 35.89631 1 14

8 80 0.25 100 35.86217 1 14

8 88 0.25 100 35.82675 1 14

8 104 0.25 100 35.75077 1 14

8 112 0.25 100 35.70945 1 14

8 64 0.25 100 35.92941 1 14

8 16 0.25 100 36.10383 1 14

16 8 0.25 100 36.12295 2 8

32 8 0.25 100 36.12116 2 8

48 8 0.25 100 36.10814 2 8

64 8 0.25 100 34.63377 2 8

24 8 0.25 100 36.12418 2 8

40 8 0.25 100 36.11467 2 8

72 8 0.25 100 34.65428 2 8

80 8 0.25 100 34.67029 2 8

32 40 0.25 100 36.04961 3 1

16 96 0.25 100 35.83346 4 1

16 88 0.25 100 35.86448 5 1
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Figure 43 shows the average blending grade (in blue dots – vertical left axes) versus schedule (days 

– horizontal axes) and trips (orange dots - vertical right axes) after running the code. 

 

Figure 433 Blending Grade versus Trips Programmed in a Time Line. 

In Figure 44, each dot represents a grid cells of 4.0 meters times 40.0 meters with a depth of 

0.25 meters. Having a density of 1.25, the metric tonnes for each cells is 50 metric tonnes. As the 

Scraper can load 50 metric tones, each trip is represented by a dot in Figure 44. This figure shows a 

polygon-grid model for a week. On the right are the grades before mining. In the middle, the grid 

shows the days, which are represented by color. On the left, the grid shows groups of blocks that are 

being sent together (the first trips are in blue and the last ones in red). Also, this figure shows at the 

end the material classification (waste in red dots, low grade in yellow dots, and high grade in blue 

dots). This schedule of the grid model can be exported in html format, and this file can be opened in 

any modern cellphone or tablet.  

This example is for five working days. 
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Figure 444 Scheduled Grid Model for a week. 
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Before implementing the algorithm couple with CSM, the Open Cast was working with 

conventional equipment and without mining software to project the tonnage, grade, and blending. 

The implementation of the CSM reduced the cost significantly and script usage provides the 

calculation of the ore, grade, and the ore scheduling. Therefore, the new technology, coupled with 

the modern programming languages, improves the productivity and the profitability for short scale 

mining industry.  

7.2 Case Study Two – Project Mining Stage: Results and Discussion  

The use of the CSM coupled with the Scraper increase the reserve and the ore grade as well. 

For which, the following analysis was elaborated based on the phosphate mining project. 

The grade of 0.1 meter of dilution was tested having grade from 2% through 20% of P2O5, 

as it is shown in the following chart to different seams. Table 16 shows a heading of intervals grade 

of 3% running from 0 through 22%. Each interval grade has the average grade dilution based on the 

drillhole data. 
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Table 16 Mean Average Dilution Grade per Grade Range According to the Drill Hole Samples. 

Sea

m 

Range P2O5% 

(0-3) 

Range P2O5% 

(3-6) 

Range P2O5% 

(6-9) 

Range P2O5% 

(9-12) 

Range P2O5% 

(12-15) 

Range P2O5% 

(15-18) 

Range P2O5% 

(18-22) 

Total 

Samp

les 

Avera

ge 

Grade 

Diluti

on 

Count 

Samp

les 

Avera

ge 

Grade 

Diluti

on 

Count 

Samp

les 

Avera

ge 

Grade 

Diluti

on 

Count 

Samp

les 

Avera

ge 

Grade 

Diluti

on 

Count 

Samp

les 

Avera

ge 

Grade 

Diluti

on 

Count 

Samp

les 

Avera

ge 

Grade 

Diluti

on 

Count 

Samp

les 

Avera

ge 

Grade 

Diluti

on 

Count 

Samp

les 

0 2.11 26 4.57 43 7.17 31 10.26 14 13.34 9 16.42 4   0 127 

1 1.37 10 4.64 32 7.27 35 10.56 31 13.14 9 16.22 6 19.8 3 126 

2 2.55 16 4.35 59 7.56 24 10.52 17 13.37 9 16.45 4 21.77 1 130 

3 2.2 25 4.38 45 7.57 26 10.04 19 13.46 13 16.44 6 19.02 2 136 

5 2.38 8 4.59 36 7.3 54 10.11 20 13.58 12 15.84 7 18.48 3 140 

6 2.21 34 4.55 41 7.5 20 10.77 12 13.74 3 15.12 1 19.5 2 113 

7 1.77 16 4.53 35 7.77 44 10.04 32 13.64 6 15.99 3 18.13 1 137 

0A 2.18 3 4.14 2 7.14 4 8.33 3   0   0   0 12 

1A 2.53 4 5.31 5 7.59 11 10.88 3 14.03 1   0   0 24 

2A 1.93 41 4.09 35 7.47 13 10.48 4 14.89 1   0   0 94 

3A 2.08 4 5 9 7.44 19 10.11 9 13.44 9 15.64 4   0 54 

4A 1.37 28 4.44 50 7.35 12 10.27 3 12.7 1   0   0 94 

0B   0 4.78 1   0   0   0   0   0 1 

4 2.08 6 4.57 31 7.46 33 10.54 10 12.85 4 15.84 2   0 86 

 

 

Figure 45 shows the mean grade per each range of 3% for each seam. 

 

 

Figure 455 Average Grade Dilution per each Layer and Grade Range of 3% 
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The following table shows the average grade of the ore deposit 6.8% of P2O5 and the average grade 

for each bed. Table 17 shows the average grade per each layer and bench. 

Table 17 Average Dilution Grade per each Layer. 

Seam 
Average Grade of the 

Dilution P2O5% 

Seam S 3.83 

Seam S1 2.13 

Seam 0 6.26 

Seam 0A 5.98 

Seam 1 8.34 

Seam 1A 7.02 

Seam 2 6.05 

Seam 2A 3.6 

Seam 3 7.84 

Seam 3A 7.98 

Seam 4 6.84 

Seam 4A 3.47 

Seam 5 8.23 

Seam 6 6.74 

Seam 7 6.03 

Weighted Average by Tons 6.79 

 

 

The dilution is treated in different way for conventional and CSM method. The reserve is 

incremented in 6.8% because of the accuracy of the CSM to cut the contacts in comparison to the 

backhoe. The following figure shows the mining recovery for both methods. The mining recovery is 

95% for both methods. The conventional method (third company) and the CSM (Esperanza) dig the 

same thickness of 1.4 meter. Figure 46 shows that after the analysis, the use of the CSM obtain 7% 

more ROM in comparison with the use of conventional equipment. 

In Figure 46, the upper left part of figure shows the third company (conventional method) losing 10 
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centimeters of the bed and gaining 10 centimeters at the bottom. The conventional mining method 

has an accuracy optimistically of 10 centimeters. So, according to third companies, this method 

should lose 10 centimeters of the topo contact and gain or dilute 10 centimeters of the bottom 

contact. Meanwhile, using CSM the dilution is 5 centimeters on both sides, top and bottom, as 

feature on the upper right part of the image. 

As an example, the Figure 46, which shows a seam measuring one meter of thickness, shows that 

the conventional method can recover 0.9 meter out of one meter. Meanwhile, the CSM recovers 

100% of the meter. Even though they dig the same thickness, the conventional method losses 0.1 

meter of good ore grade and adds 0.1 meter of diluted, low grade. On the other hand, the CSM 

recovers all the good grade and adds 0.05 meter in both sides, top and bottom. The entire math 

analysis is attached to Annex B. 

 Dilution 0.05 m

Ore                      Fospac

In Situ              

            Consultant Company

 Dilution 0.05 m

Ore Insitu = ROM cc / (95%) ROM fospac

 =    109.47  x 1.07 x 95%

109.47  = 104 / (95%) ROM fospac 111.3        

 = ((Ore Insitu)*1.07)95%

 In Volumen

Contact Waste /Ore

   Dilution 0.1 m

Loss 0.1 m

 
Seam In Situ Dilution ROM Mine Fine

Thickness %P2O5 %P2O5 %P2O5 P2O5

(m) (Dry) (Dry) (Dry) Recovery

Conventional 

Method
1.4 18 6 17.1 90%

CSM-Scraper 1.4 18.0 6.0 17.2 98%

CSM-Scraper / Conventional Method = 98% / 90% = 1.07877193  

Figure 466 Analysis of Dilution’s Impact. 

 

Third Company 

Conventional 

Method 

Esparanza Mine 

CSM-Scraper 
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As the grade gradually decreases at the extremes of the bed, the CSM’s diluted grade is 

higher than the diluted grade of the conventional method.  However, the following table shows an 

example assuming the same grade for both mining methods. The example took the ore grade 

average of 18% of P2O5 and diluted grade of 5%. The grades after mining processes show that 

conventional method (third company) is less than 0.1%. Table 18 shows the analysis of mining 

recovery factor for a seam of 1.4 meters of thickness. The CSM-Scraper method has 98% of mining 

recovery factor against 90% for conventional method. Therefore, for each 100 ore programmed tons 

the CSM-Scraper will recover 97 tons and the conventional method 90 tons. 

Table 18 Recovery Factor and ROM Grade at Thickness of 1.4 m. 

Seam Roof Roof Floor 
Mining Recovery 
by Conventional 

Equipment 

In Situ Dilution Recovered ROM 
Mine 
Fine 

Thickness Loss Dilution Dilution %P2O5 %P2O5 Thickness %P2O5 P2O5 

(m) (m) (m) (m) Loss Recovery (Dry) (Dry) (m) (Dry) Recovery 

1.4 0.1 - 0.1 0.05 0.95 18 6 1.3 17.1 90% 

1.4 - 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.43 17.2 98% 

 

 

The following chart shows that tonnage increment factor increases at the same time that the 

ore bed thickness decreases. While this ratio is 1.07 or 107% at ore bed thickness of 1.4 meters and 

1.24 or 124% at 0.4 meter of thickness. The entire math analysis is attached to Annex B. Table 19 

shows the tonnage factor (fine ore tonnages) increases for different thickness. 

 

 

CSM-S 
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Table 19 Tonnage Increases Factor at Various In-Situ Thickness. 

 

Geology and Operational Inputs Third Company CSM-Scrapers 

Seam Mining Recovery by 

Conventional 
Equipment 

In Situ Dilution Recovered ROM Mine Fine Recovered ROM Mine Fine 

Thickness %P2O5 %P2O5 Thickness %P2O5 P2O5 Thickness %P2O5 P2O5 

(m) Loss Recovery (Dry) (Dry) (m) (Dry) Recovery (m) (Dry) Recovery 

0.4 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.38 15.00 79% 0.48 15.60 104% 

0.5 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.48 15.60 82% 0.58 16.00 102% 

0.6 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.57 16.00 84% 0.67 16.29 101% 

0.7 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.67 16.29 86% 0.77 16.50 100% 

0.8 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.76 16.50 87% 0.86 16.67 100% 

0.9 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.86 16.67 88% 0.96 16.80 99% 

1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.95 16.80 89% 1.05 16.91 99% 

1.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.05 16.91 89% 1.15 17.00 98% 

1.2 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.14 17.00 90% 1.24 17.08 98% 

1.3 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.24 17.08 90% 1.34 17.14 98% 

1.4 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.33 17.14 90% 1.43 17.20 98% 

1.5 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.43 17.20 91% 1.53 17.25 97% 

1.6 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.52 17.25 91% 1.62 17.29 97% 

 

 

 

The CSM increases the reserve due to the accuracy of the dig until 5 centimeters, and 

combined with the Scraper, can give several possibilities for blending. The following chart shows in 

blue the areas of seams with thickness less than 40 centimeters that would have been sent to waste 

disposal by the backhoe instead of Processing Plant, as the CSM will do. Figure 47 shows the in 

blue the seams less than 40 centimeters that are incorporated as reserve. 
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Figure 477 Thin Seam Areas. 

The script was run to find the schedule of sending the ore with the target average grade is 

23% of P2O5 with threshold of +- 0.25%; so, the grade range acceptable by the Processing Plant 

runs from 22.75 to 23.25%. The chart shows that the average grade falls between the threshold, 

from 22.75% through 23.25% of P2O5. Figure 47 shows the at-right axe the average grade required 

by the Processing Plant with a range +- 0.25% and on the left, the number of trips for each blending. 

The horizontal axes show the schedule of the grids to send to the Processing Plant. 

In Figure 48, the blue dots represent the average grade. The production access has a grade 

greater or beyond the upper threshold. The orange dots represent the number of scrapper trips to 

blend. The block cluster sequenced is represented on the ‘x’ axis. This axis represents the sequence 

of sending trips to the Processing Plant. While the vertical right axis represents the average grade of 

the block cluster, the left vertical axis represents the trips for each block cluster. For example, the 

block cluster sequence 24 (axis x) means that these 4 blocks are going to be sent to the Processing 

Plant after 23 block clusters and its average grade is 22.75%. 
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Figure 488 Blending Grade versus Trips Programmed in a Time Line. 

 

The script also can export a grid model in html file to be seen in any laptop, tablet, or 

smartphone. This html file is interactive and is built using Bokeh package in Python. The arrow at 

the bottom left corner is the production access to reach low ore grade zones represented by the 

number 2. Figure 49 shows the grid model that is exported in html file to be loaded in a laptop, 

tablet, or smartphone. 
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Figure 499 Scheduled Grid Model. 

 

The Table 20 shows the report in csv format after running the fifth step of the code. 

Table 20 Report Schedule in CSV File 
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The script also can export the grid model as block model to be uploaded in MinePlan mining 

software. Figure 50 shows the imported grid model in MinePlan after running sixth step of the code. 

 
 

Figure 50 Imported Grid Model in MinePlan.50  

 

 

 

7.3 Future Work  

Nowadays, SM3800 can be controlled by an operator from outside the equipment. Indeed, 

since this equipment has similarities with the Dozer, it is possible that this equipment, like the 

Dozer, can be semi-autonomous. An individual who works in Wirtgen Product Manager Mining, 

pointed out that the Japanese RC can operate using machine movement, speeds, and levelling with a 

wireless connection to the machine (personal communication). Local regulations do not allow for 

remote control, meaning that the operator must control the machine from a distance point of more or 

less 20 to 30 meters. The following link shows the Japanese mine operation (Wirtgen, Japanese 

case).  

   The Scraper can cut following the line given by the Mine Planning team; as well as the 
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SM3800. This equipment could be transformed to autonomous as some trucks are today. There are 

brands such as Caterpillar and Volvo that have autonomous vehicles for mining, and they could 

offer an autonomous Scraper or articulated dump truck in the future. The benefit of using Scrapers 

is to eliminate piling and loading. The Scraper is capable of loading from different points to perform 

the blending as the stock is spread out instead of being piled. Additionally, the SM3800 can be 

controlled by an operator from outside the equipment. Since this equipment has similarities with the 

Dozer, it is possible configure it as semi-autonomous like the Dozer. The Scraper can cut following 

the line given by the Mine Planning team. Like, the SM3800, this equipment could be transformed 

to autonomous as the rear dump truck is today. 

Innovative remote control can enhance machine operator safety. The 2500SM was also 

optimized for the quarry in Ube in terms of machine operator safety. Instead of controlling the mine 

from the cab on a steep slope, the operator can easily operate the machine with a remote control 

from outside the machine. This is a huge advantage, particularly on slopes as steep as 70°, as the 

machine operator is not only in a safer location but also has a better view of the area being mined. 

(Wirtgen, Japanese case). 

The ongoing development of an algorithm that can be embedded within mine planning 

software, integrating from the first stage of the exploration until the metallurgy process. The mining 

engineer from the short scale mining industry should be able of building a tailored algorithm, 

especially for those short scale mines that have a particular and singular mining method. Figure 51 

shows a mine design with an inclined honoring the seam inclination. 
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Figure 5151 Variable Bench – Open Pit Design.  

. 

The algorithm also should be able to design in as a 3D Open Pit, having benches honoring 

the seam inclination as can be seen in Figure 51, in which the catch bench, instead of being flat, are 

inclined following the seam inclination. Thus, high bench is variable. This Open Pit design 

represents in a closer way the geometric operative design of the mine.  
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Chapter 8: Conclusions 

The use of the CSM and the scrapper combined with an algorithm for a thin seam deposits offers 

the following: 

• By selecting a CSM for cutting thin seam deposits, it is possible cut seams of less than 40 

centimeters thick, which means that dilution can be reduced, while they can be added to the 

existing reserves. 

• The use of the CSM reduces the operating expenditure cost at the time of suppressing the 

Crusher and left the cut material to be piled in-situ. In this way, the ore rehandling and the 

use of a temporal stockpile next to the Crusher is eliminated, too. 

• Given that the CSM can dig and leave the cut material in-situ, the Scraper has a great 

number of possibilities to pick the material up and transporting it to the Processing Plant. 

Thus, the number of combinations for blending. In this way is possible to satisfy the grade 

requirement of the Processing Plant over the time.  

• The creation of an algorithm tailored for short scale mining industry gives the mining 

engineers the possibility of reproducing the entire operating procedures followed for thin 

seam deposits under the use of CSM and Scrapers. 

• This work is targeting to take advantage of the cutting-edge technology already available on 

the market. In combination with selected programing languages, the purpose is to increase 

the reserves and increase the mine recovery, while diminishing the dilution, and providing a 

tailored algorithm to upload drill holes, make composites, populate the grid model using 

Kriging, and address the mining sequence (scheduling) to satisfy the required grade by the 

Processing Plant.  
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Annex A Code in Python  

Annex A.1 Running All Scripts in a Single Script 

• import Assay05192021 

Assay05192021.Stats_Outliers() 

In this step, the raw data that comes from the drill holes is imported and identifying the outliers value. The outliers’ 
values are cut until threshold value. 

• import Composite_4062021 

Composite_4062021.Composite() 

In this step, once uploaded the data that come from the step earlier, all the assay intervals are composited from the top 

through bottom of the seam. Also, the script can export a plan view of the drill hole’s collar in html file. 

• import CreatingEmptyGridModel 

CreatingEmptyGridModel.EmptyGM() 

In this step, the scrip is creating an empty grid model. 

• import GridModelGeologydPercentage 

GridModelGeologydPercentage.GridGeology() 

In this step, the script populates the grid model’s item (ore percent) based on the geometric shape that was done either in 
MinePlan or AutoCad. 

• import IterpolationGrade 

IterpolationGrade.Interpolation() 

In this step, the script is able to create a variogram and interpolate using either Kriging Simple or Ordinary Kriging. 

Also, this script populate all the grid model’s items such as grade, dry density, and wet density, among others.  

• import Scheduling 

Scheduling.Scheduling() 

In this step, the script is able to blend a cluster of grids to get the average required grade by the processing plan. These 

clusters are forecasting to send to Processing Plant in a order sequence, mining schedule. 
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Annex A.2 Importing Assay and Getting Outliers 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Sun Sep 20 14:52:56 2020 

 

@author: Orlando 

It shuld be at least 05 samples (assays) for each seam 
""" 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

import os 

import pickle 

from pandas import DataFrame 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

# from shapely.geometry import Point,Polygon 

# from descartes import PolygonPatch 

from matplotlib.collections import EventCollection 

from pathlib import Path 

import os 
 

 

def Stats_Outliers(): 

    ReadxlsPath = input("Enter the xls path file : \n") 

    slash = input("Enter the xls slash : \n") 

    ReadxlsFile = input("Enter the xls file name : \n")      

    InputLithoItem = input("Lithology Collar Item Name, Lith :\n")  

    # InputLithoCode = input("Lithology :\n") 

    # InputElement = input("Element Name :\n") 

    InputLowBound = input("Min Value or Default :\n")  

    InputUpBound = input("Max Value or Default :\n")     
    df = pd.read_csv(ReadxlsPath + slash + ReadxlsFile + ".csv", sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes database) 

    LisToCompHeader = df.columns 

    # ListElementStats = [] 

    print(LisToCompHeader) 

    f= open("E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\headers.txt","w+") 

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(LisToCompHeader): 

        f.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n")     

        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    f.close() 

    os.startfile("E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\headers.txt")     

    InputFisrtElement = input("First item name to make statistics :\n") # select position (number) of the first element 
    InputLastElement= input("Last item name  to make statistics:\n") # select position (number) of the last element plus 

one 

    dfHeaderStatisticsAnalysis = LisToCompHeader[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)]     

    ElemetListbySeam = open(ReadxlsPath + "\ElementStatistics.txt","w+")  # select the last element plus one 

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(dfHeaderStatisticsAnalysis): 

        ElemetListbySeam.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n") 

        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    f.close() 

    os.startfile(ReadxlsPath +"\ElementStatistics.txt") # select the last element plus one     
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    GroupLitho = list() 

    for index, lithology in df.groupby(InputLithoItem): 

        print(index, lithology) 

        GroupLitho.append(index) 

    print(GroupLitho)     
    GroupLith = open(ReadxlsPath + "\Litho.txt","w+") 

    for index, lithology in enumerate(GroupLitho): 

        GroupLith.write(str(index) + " " + lithology +  "\n") 

    f.close()     

    InputNumofBins = input("Number of bins :\n") # number of bins that the elemnet (range values) is going to be 

devided 

    g = df.groupby(InputLithoItem) 

    for lithoCode in GroupLitho: 

        f = g.get_group(lithoCode) 

        path = str(ReadxlsPath+slash+"Assay"+slash+lithoCode) 

        os.makedirs(path) 
        for element in dfHeaderStatisticsAnalysis:             

            CountEmptyElement =f[element].max()     

            if CountEmptyElement > 0:      

                f[element] = pd.to_numeric(f[element], errors='coerce') 

                df = f[f[element] > 0] 

                df[element] = df[element].astype(float)         

                ax = df[element].plot.hist(bins=27,alpha=0.5) 

                dfhistogram = df[df[element]>0.0000000000001] 

                dfhistogram 

                minGrade = min(dfhistogram[element]) 

                maxGrade = max(dfhistogram[element]) 

                NumofBins = int(InputNumofBins)*2 + 5 
                bindwdth = (maxGrade - minGrade)/(NumofBins - 4)  

                lstBins=[] 

                lstBinWidth = [] 

                i = 0  

                while i < NumofBins : 

                    MinGradeAxeX = float(minGrade + bindwdth * (i - 1)) 

                    if MinGradeAxeX < 0: 

                        count = (dfhistogram[element] > 0).value_counts() 

                    elif MinGradeAxeX >= 0: 

                        count = (dfhistogram[element] > (minGrade + bindwdth *(i-1)-0.00001)).value_counts()                 

                    lstBins.append(count) 
                    i += 1 

                dfFrquen= pd.DataFrame(lstBins) 

                dfFrquen.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\AcumulativeSampleComposite.csv', index = None, header=False) 

                col_names=['Asce', 'Desc'] 

                Freqdf = pd.read_csv(r"E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\AcumulativeSampleComposite.csv", names=col_names, 

header=None,sep=",") 

                Freqdf['Frq'] = Freqdf.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

                Freqdf['Bin'] = Freqdf.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

                Freqdf[element] = Freqdf.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

                Freqdf['Acum_'+element] = Freqdf.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

                Freqdf['Acum%_'+element] = Freqdf.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

                Freqdf['Outlier'] = Freqdf.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 
                Freqdf['Prob'] = Freqdf.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 
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                Freqdf.iloc[[0],[2]] = 0 

                index = Freqdf.index 

                listRow=[] 

                i = 1 

                while i < len(index): 
                    Fi0 = float(Freqdf.iloc[[i-1],0]) 

                    Fi1 = float(Freqdf.iloc[[i],0]) 

                    Freq = Fi0 - Fi1 

                    Freqdf.iloc[[i],[2]] = Freq  

                    Freqdf.iloc[[i],[3]] = bindwdth 

                    MinGradeAxeX = float(minGrade + bindwdth * (i - 2)) 

                    if MinGradeAxeX < 0: 

                        Freqdf.iloc[[i],[4]] = 0 

                    elif MinGradeAxeX >= 0: 

                        Freqdf.iloc[[i],[4]] = float(minGrade + bindwdth * (i - 2)) 

                    i += 1 
                Freqdf.fillna(0) 

                Freqdf 

                dforiginal = df  

                print(dforiginal) 

                var = round(dforiginal[element].var(),4) 

                mean = round(dforiginal[element].mean(),4) 

                std = round(dforiginal[element].std(),4)         

                Samples = Freqdf['Frq'].sum() 

                Samples                 

                UpBound = float(97.5) 

                LowBound = float(2.5) 

                Freqdf['Acum_'+element] = Freqdf['Frq'].cumsum() 
                Freqdf['Acum%_'+element] = Freqdf['Acum_'+element]/Samples*100     

                if InputUpBound == "Default":                     

                    i = 1 

                    while i < len(index): 

                        outlr = float(Freqdf.iloc[[i],6]) 

                        if outlr < LowBound: 

                           Freqdf.iloc[[i],[7]]= 1#Freqdf.iloc[[i],4] 

                        elif outlr > UpBound: 

                            Freqdf.iloc[[i],[7]]= 2#Freqdf.iloc[[i],4] 

                        else: 

                            pass 
                        i += 1                     

                    Freqdf.iloc[[0],[7]]= 1                     

                    UpBoun = Freqdf.groupby('Outlier').get_group(2).min()[element] 

                    LowBoun = Freqdf.groupby('Outlier').get_group(1).max()[element]                     

                    index = df.index 

                    NumColum=int(df.columns.get_loc(element)) 

                    i = 1 

                    while i < len(index): 

                        Eval = float(df.iloc[[i],NumColum]) 

                        if Eval > UpBoun: 

                            df.iloc[[i],[NumColum]] = UpBoun 

                        elif Eval < LowBoun: 
                            df.iloc[[i],[NumColum]] = LowBoun 
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                        else: 

                            pass     

                        i += 1 

                else:                     

                    i = 1 
                    while i < len(index): 

                        outlr = float(Freqdf.iloc[[i],6]) 

                        if outlr < InputLowBound: 

                           Freqdf.iloc[[i],[7]]= 1 

                        elif outlr > InputUpBound: 

                            Freqdf.iloc[[i],[7]]= 2 

                        else: 

                            pass 

                        i += 1                         

                    Freqdf.iloc[[0],[7]]= 1                     

                    UpBoun = Freqdf.groupby('Outlier').get_group(2).min()[element] 
                    LowBoun = Freqdf.groupby('Outlier').get_group(1).max()[element]         

                    index = df.index 

                    NumColum=int(df.columns.get_loc(element))                 

                     

                    i = 1 

                    while i < len(index): 

                        Eval = float(df.iloc[[i],NumColum]) 

                        if Eval > UpBoun: 

                            df.iloc[[i],[NumColum]] = UpBoun 

                        elif Eval < LowBoun: 

                            df.iloc[[i],[NumColum]] = LowBoun 

                        else: 
                            pass     

                        i += 1 

                OutPut = str(path+slash+lithoCode+"_"+element+".csv") 

                OutPutConstant = str(path+slash+"A.csv") 

                df.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=True)  

                dff = pd.read_csv(OutPut,sep=",")############### 

                LisToCompHeader = dff.columns 

                LisToCompHeadr = list(dfHeaderStatisticsAnalysis) 

                LisToCompHeadr.remove(str(element)) 

                dffZ = dff.drop(columns=(LisToCompHeadr))  

                dfConstantItems = dffZ.iloc[:, :-1] 
                dfConstantItems.to_csv (OutPutConstant, index = None, header=True) 

                dffZ.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=True) 

                df.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\Composit_after_outlrs.csv', index = None, header=True)  

                Freqdf = Freqdf[Freqdf['Acum_'+element]>=0.000000000] 

                from bokeh.plotting import figure, output_file, show 

                from bokeh.models.tools import HoverTool 

                from bokeh.plotting import figure, output_file, show, save 

                from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource 

                from bokeh.models.tools import HoverTool 

                from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource, Range1d, LabelSet, Label 

                from bokeh.models import Legend, LegendItem 

                from bokeh.transform import factor_cmap 
                from bokeh.models import LogColorMapper, LogTicker, ColorBar 
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                from bokeh.models import CategoricalColorMapper 

                from bokeh.palettes import Spectral6 

                from bokeh.models import Arrow, OpenHead, NormalHead, VeeHead 

                from bokeh.transform import factor_cmap 

                from bokeh.palettes import Spectral3 
                Freqdf = Freqdf[Freqdf['Acum_'+element]>=0.000000000] 

                x = list(Freqdf[element]) 

                y = list(Freqdf['Frq'])             

                p = figure(title="Histgram "+element, x_axis_label=element+' %', y_axis_label='Frequency') 

                add a line renderer with legend and line thickness 

                p.vbar(x, top=y, width=0.001, legend_label=element, line_width=2) 

                output_file(lithoCode+" "+element+'.html', title=lithoCode+" "+element) 

                meanstr = str(mean)  

                stdstr = str(std) 

                UpBoun = round(Freqdf.groupby('Outlier').get_group(2).min()[element],4) 

                LowBoun = round(Freqdf.groupby('Outlier').get_group(1).max()[element],4) 
                UpBoundstr = str(UpBoun) # str(round(float(std),2)*2 + round(float(mean),2)) 

                LowBoundstr = str(LowBoun) # str(round(float(mean),2) - round(float(std),2)*2) 

                Minimum = str(round(minGrade,4)) # str(round(float(mean),2) - round(float(std),2)*2) 

                Maximum = str(round(maxGrade,4)) # str(round(float(mean),2) - round(float(std),2)*2) 

                citat = Label(x=405, y=470.0,x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='std = '+stdstr, 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.02, 

                                 background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

                cita = Label(x=405, y=447, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='mean = '+ meanstr, 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.02, 

                                 background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

                cit = Label(x=405, y=424,x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='97.5% = '+UpBoundstr, 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.02, 
                                 background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

                citt = Label(x=405, y=401, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='2.5% = '+LowBoundstr, 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.02, 

                                 background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

                cittmin = Label(x=405, y=378, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='min = '+Minimum, 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.02, 

                                 background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

                cittmax = Label(x=405, y=355, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='max = '+Maximum, 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.02, 

                                 background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50)         

                p.line([float(UpBoun), float(UpBoun)], [0, float(Freqdf['Frq'].max())], color="#F4A582",line_width=0.75) 
                p.line([float(LowBoun), float(LowBoun)], [0, float(Freqdf['Frq'].max())], color="#F4A582",line_width=0.75) 

                p.add_layout(cita) 

                p.add_layout(cit) 

                p.add_layout(citt) 

                p.add_layout(citat) 

                p.add_layout(cittmin) 

                p.add_layout(cittmax) 

                hover = HoverTool() 

                hover.tooltips=[(element, '@x')] 

                p.add_tools(hover) 

                show(p) 

            else: 
                pass 
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    Reaxls = str(ReadxlsPath+slash+"Assay") 

    entries = Path(Reaxls) 

    files_path = [] 

    f_path = [] 

    for entry in entries.iterdir(): 
        print(entry.name) 

        f_path.append(entry.name) 

        files_path.append(entry) 

    paths = str(Reaxls+slash+"DataBaseAssay") 

    os.makedirs(paths) 

    for i in range(len(files_path)): 

        readingpath = str(files_path[i]) 

        entries = os.listdir(str(files_path[i])) 

        for j in range(len(entries)-1): 

            A = pd.read_csv(readingpath+slash+"A.csv",sep=",") 

            readingcsv = str(entries[j+1]) 
            dfcsv = pd.read_csv(readingpath+slash+readingcsv,sep=",") 

            ListHeader = dfcsv.columns 

            dfHeader = ListHeader[0:int(len(dfcsv.columns))-1] 

            dfcsv=dfcsv.drop(columns=(dfHeader))  

            DB = pd.concat([A, dfcsv], axis=1, sort=True) 

            DB.to_csv (readingpath+slash+"A.csv", index = None, header=True)  

            LithoName = f_path[i] 

            DB.to_csv (paths+slash+LithoName+".csv", index = None, header=True) 

    paths = str(Reaxls+slash+"DataBaseAssay") 

    entries = os.listdir(paths) 

    dfcsv01 = pd.read_csv(paths+slash+entries[0],sep=",") 

    pathbm = str(Reaxls+slash+"DB") 
    os.makedirs(pathbm) 

    dfcsv01.to_csv (pathbm+slash+"db.csv", index = None, header=True) 

    print(dfcsv01) 

    for j in range(len(entries)-1): 

        dfcsv01 = pd.read_csv(pathbm+slash+"db.csv",sep=",") 

        readingcsv = str(entries[j+1]) 

        dfcsv02 = pd.read_csv(paths+slash+readingcsv,sep=",") 

        frames = [dfcsv01, dfcsv02] 

        result = pd.concat(frames) 

        result.to_csv (pathbm+slash+"db.csv", index = None, header=True) 

        df = pd.read_csv(ReadxlsPath + slash + ReadxlsFile + ".csv", header=0, sep=",") 
        Reaxls = str(ReadxlsPath+slash+"Assay") 

        pathbm = str(Reaxls+slash+"DB") 

        result = pd.read_csv(pathbm+slash+"db.csv", sep=",") 

        Listresult = result.columns 

        Lst = list(Listresult[0:]) 

        df.columns = Lst 

        df = df.fillna(0) 

        lastelement = list(Listresult[-1:]) 

        elem = lastelement[0] 

        df_NaN = df[df[elem] <= 0.0000000001] 

        frames = [result, df_NaN]         

        data = pd.concat(frames)    
        data.sort_values("Order", axis = 0, ascending = True, inplace = True, na_position ='first') 
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        data.to_csv (pathbm+slash+"tdb.csv", index = None, header=True) 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    Stats_Outliers() 
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Annex A.3 Composite 

""" 

Created on Sun Sep 20 14:52:56 2020 

 

@author: Orlando 

It shuld be at least 05 samples (assays) for each seam 

""" 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 
import os 

import pickle 

from pandas import DataFrame 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from matplotlib.collections import EventCollection 

from pathlib import Path 

from bokeh.plotting import figure, output_file, show, save 

from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource 

from bokeh.models.tools import HoverTool 

from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource, Range1d, LabelSet, Label 

from bokeh.models import Legend, LegendItem 
from bokeh.transform import factor_cmap 

from bokeh.models import LogColorMapper, LogTicker, ColorBar 

from bokeh.models import CategoricalColorMapper 

from bokeh.palettes import Spectral6 

from bokeh.models import Arrow, OpenHead, NormalHead, VeeHead 

 

def Composite(): 

 

    ReadxlsPath = input("Enter the path of the Final Data Base (tdb) in .csv format. This assays-file is gotten after 

outliers processes: \n") #E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB 

    slash = input("Enter slash: \n") 
    ReadxlsFile = input("Enter tdb or the Assays' file name in .csv format: \n") #r"E:\THESIS-

JUPYTER\EstimationSoftware\LastJason\02_Base Lepfrog\  assaycompdata   .csv" 

    df = pd.read_csv(ReadxlsPath + slash + ReadxlsFile + ".csv", sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes database) 

    dfinitial = pd.read_csv(ReadxlsPath + slash + ReadxlsFile + ".csv", sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes 

database) 

    LisToCompHeader = df.columns #Making a list of the item's name 

    df=df.sort_values(by=['BHID',"Lito"]) 

    print(df.head(20)) 

    #df.to_csv# (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\OrderbyBHID0111.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    index = df.index 

    listRow=[] #Making a list whole raw 

    i = 0 
    while i < len(index): #+1 

        listRow.append(i) 

        i += 1 

    lstBHID = list(df['BHID']) 

    lstLith = list(df['Lith']) 

    df["BHIDLith"] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) #Item for joining BHID & Lithology  

    NumColLidani=df.columns.get_loc("BHIDLith") 

    for j in listRow: 
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        df.iloc[[j],[NumColLidani]] = str(lstBHID[j])+"*"+str(lstLith[j]) #Joining BHID & Lithology a 

    df=df.sort_values(by=['BHIDLith']) 

    string = '_GrLength' #Making items to save the multiplications Grade times Thickness 

    GrLengthHeader = [x + string for x in LisToCompHeader]# Creating a new list based on item list. The'_GrLength' is 

added to each item ..['BHID_GrLength', 'E_GrLength', 'N_GrLength' 
    f= open(ReadxlsPath+slash+"\headers.txt","w+") # Creating a txt file  

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(LisToCompHeader):  

        f.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n")    # Writing on the txt file the list of items 

        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    f.close() 

    os.startfile(ReadxlsPath+slash+"\headers.txt") #Pop up the txt file 

    print(GrLengthHeader) #...['BHID_GrLength', 'E_GrLength', 'N_GrLength' 

    # print(df.head(50)) 

     

    InputFisrtElement = input("First item to Composite :\n") # select position (number) of the first element 

    InputLastElement= input("Last item to Composite:\n") # select position (number) of the last element plus one 
    dfHeaderStatisticsAnalysis = LisToCompHeader[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)] #Making the header 

of elements to do statistics ..Index(['Dd', 'Wd', 'Length',  

    ElemetListbySeam = open(ReadxlsPath+"\ElementStatistics.txt","w+")  # Creating a txt file # select the last element 

plus one 

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(dfHeaderStatisticsAnalysis): 

        ElemetListbySeam.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n") 

        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    ElemetListbySeam.close() 

    os.startfile(ReadxlsPath +"\ElementStatistics.txt") #Pop up the txt file 

    GrLengthHeader = GrLengthHeader[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)] #Creating a new list of items to 

composite ...'BHID_GrLength', 'E_GrLength',  

    print(type(GrLengthHeader)) # List 
     

    AddColumns = GrLengthHeader #+ GrCompHeader#Creating a new list based on joining the previuous lists 

['Al2O3_GrLength', ...'SO3_GrLength', 'Al2O3_Comp',  

    Addheader = len(AddColumns) + len(df.columns) +1  # Getting the num of columns to be added = 50 

    LengCol = len(df.columns) #Getting the number or lenght of columns = 31 

    listCol=[] 

    i = LengCol+1 # 31+1 

    while i < Addheader:#Populating the list of column header locations to adding to the new columns [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 

37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] 

        listCol.append(i) 

        i += 1 
    listCol #List of header column locations [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] 

    NLC = 1 + LengCol # 1+31 

    for i in listCol: 

        df[AddColumns[i-NLC]] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) #Adding new columns to dataframe  

    ########$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

    Lisdf = df.columns #....Index(['BHID', 'E',.....'SO3_Comp'],dtype='object') 

    Lst = list(Lisdf[0:]) #List of header of new dataframe df ....Index(['BHID', 'E',.....'SO3_Comp'],dtype='object') 

    ListComHeader = list(Lst[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)])#this list represent the items to need to 

composite whom ['Al2O3', 'CaO', 'Cl', 

    listC=[] #Column location list to composite  [20, 21, 22, 23,24, 25, 26, 27, 28] 

    i = int(InputFisrtElement) #++++++++++++++++++++++ 

    while i < int(InputLastElement):#+++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
        listC.append(i) 
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        i += 1 

    clGL = LengCol-int(InputFisrtElement) #   11 

    print(clGL) #.... 11 

       

    for i in listC: 
        df[Lst[i+0+clGL]] = df[Lst[i]]*df['Thick'] #Populating the grade times the thickness in "_GrLength" respectively 

         

    index = df.index #Getting the dataframe row locations 3902, 3904], dtype='int64', length=3940) <class 

'pandas.core.indexes.numeric.Int64Index'> 

    listRow=[] 

    i = 1 

    while i < len(index): #+1 

        listRow.append(i) #Getting a list of rows , 3936, 3937, 3938, 3939] 

        i += 1 

    # df.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\OrderbyBHID0333.csv', index = None, header=True)   

    NumCol=df.columns.get_loc("Thick") #Getting the locations of the item Thickness "Thick" = 16 
     

    groupBHIDLith = list() #Making the list of the Item "BHIDLith" ......, 'CV4-9N*A3', 'CV4-9N*B2'] 

    for g, data in df.groupby('BHIDLith'): 

        print(g, data) 

        groupBHIDLith.append(g)    

    #Getting the items to copy and paste after getting the comopsite grade 

    dfEast = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["E"].min() 

    dfNorth = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["N"].min() 

    dfZ= df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Z"].max() 

    dfHangingwall= df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Hangingwall"].max() 

    dfFootwall = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Footwall"].min() 

    dfDip = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Dip"].mean() 
    dfAzimuth = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Azi"].mean() 

    dfFROM= df.groupby("BHIDLith")["FROM"].min() 

    dfTO = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["TO"].max() 

    dfLito = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Lito"].mean() #.....2CV-319*A2     5 

    dff=df.groupby('BHIDLith').sum() 

    print(dff) 

    LisToCompHeader = df.columns 

    LengColInitial = len(dff.columns) 

    print(LengColInitial) #32 

    dff.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp01.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    string = '_Comp' 
    GrCompHeader = [x + string for x in LisToCompHeader]# Creating a new list based on item list. The'_GrLength' is 

added to each item 

    GrCompHeader = GrCompHeader[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)] #this number represent the items to 

need to composite whom 

    AddColumns = GrCompHeader#Creating a new list based on joining the previuous lists 

    Addheader = len(AddColumns) + len(dff.columns) +1  # Getting the num of columns to be added  

    listCol=[] 

    LengColdff = len(dff.columns) 

    i = LengColdff+1 

    while i < Addheader:#Adding header of new columns 

        listCol.append(i) 

        i += 1 
    listCol #53, 54, 55] 
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    NLC = 1 + LengColdff #28 

    for i in listCol: 

        dff[AddColumns[i-NLC]] = dff.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

    Lisdf = dff.columns 

    Lst = list(Lisdf[0:]) 
    ListComHeader = list(Lst[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)])#this number represent the items to need to 

composite whom 

    print(LisToCompHeader) 

    print("$$$$$") 

    print(ListComHeader) 

    print("$$$$$") 

    print(GrCompHeader) 

    ColdffFinal = len(dff.columns) 

    print(ColdffFinal) 

    dff.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp02.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    listC=[] 
    i = int(LengColInitial) #++++++++++++++++++++++ 

     

    while i < ColdffFinal:#+++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

        listC.append(i) 

        i += 1 

    clGL = int(ColdffFinal-LengColInitial) 

    print(Lst) 

    print(clGL) 

    dff.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp03.csv', index = None, header=True)  

    print(listC) #[32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] 

    print(clGL) #9 

    print(ColdffFinal)#41 
    print(Lst)#['E', 'N', 'Z', 'Hangingwall', 'Footwall', 'Dip', 'Azi', 'FROM', 'TO', 'LOI', 

    # 'Camp', 'Lito', 'Order', 'Thick', 'Al2O3', 'CaO', 'Cl', 'Fe2O3', 'K2O', 'MgO', 

    # 'Na2O', 'SiO2', 'SO3', 'Al2O3_GrLength', 'CaO_GrLength', 'Cl_GrLength', 'Fe2O3_GrLength', 'K2O_GrLength', 

'MgO_GrLength', 'Na2O_GrLength',  

    #'SiO2_GrLength', 'SO3_GrLength', 'Fe2O3_Comp', 'K2O_Comp', 'MgO_Comp', 'Na2O_Comp', 'SiO2_Comp', 

'SO3_Comp', 'Al2O3_GrLength_Comp', 'CaO_GrLength_Comp', 'Cl_GrLength_Comp'] 

    for i in listC: 

        dff[Lst[i]] = dff[Lst[i-clGL]]/dff['Thick'] 

    index = dff.index 

    listRow=[] 

    i = 1 
    while i < len(index): #+1 

        listRow.append(i) 

        i += 1 

    print(dff) 

    dff.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp04.csv', index = None, header=True)   

    LstExtract = list(Lisdf[30:]) 

    print(listC) 

    print(LengColInitial) 

    print(LstExtract) 

    LstExtract = list(Lisdf[LengColInitial:]) 

    print(LstExtract) 

    # selected_columns = df[["col1","col2"]] 
    dfzz = dff[list(LstExtract)] 
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    dfthickness = dff['Thick'] 

    dff['DH'] = groupBHIDLith 

    dfs = dff 

    print(dfs) 

    dfDHSeam=dfs['DH'].str.split('*', expand=True).rename(columns = lambda x: "DHs"+str(x+1)) 
    dfDHSeam.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\OrderbyBHID0585.csv', index = None, 

header=True)   

     

    dfDHSeam.rename({'DHs1': 'BHID' ,'DHs2':'Lith'},axis = 1, inplace = True) 

    print(dfDHSeam) 

     

    DHs = dfDHSeam['BHID'] 

    DHSeam = dfDHSeam['Lith'] 

    df_col = 

pd.concat([DHs,dfEast,dfNorth,dfZ,DHSeam,dfHangingwall,dfFootwall,dfDip,dfAzimuth,dfFROM,dfTO,dfLito,dfthic

kness,dfzz], axis=1) 
     

    df_col.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp05.csv', index = None, header=True)   

     

    ##############      until here 

     

    path = str(ReadxlsPath+slash+"Composite") 

    os.makedirs(path) 

    OutPut = str(path+slash+"Composite.csv") 

    df_col.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=True)  

    dff = pd.read_csv(OutPut, sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes database) 

    dff=dff.round(3) 

    print(dff) 
    LithoShow = input("Number of lithology to plot. This number is the assigned code to each lithology:\n") #The lito 

that we want to plot (plan view) 

    df=dff.groupby('Lito').get_group(int(LithoShow)) 

    LisToCompHeader = df.columns 

    f= open(ReadxlsPath+slash+"show.txt","w+") # Reading the xls file (drillholes database) 

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(LisToCompHeader): 

        f.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n")     

        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    f.close() 

    os.startfile(ReadxlsPath+slash+"show.txt") 

    InputFisrtElem = input("First of the list of item to labeled. From this list, some items are going to be slected to be 
displayed on the Plan Plot View:\n") # select position (number) of the first element 

    InputLastElem = input("Last of the list of item to labeled. From this list, some items are going to be slected to be 

displayed on the Plan Plot View:\n") # select position (number) of the last element plus one 

    headertoselect = LisToCompHeader[int(InputFisrtElem):int(InputLastElem)] 

    ElemetListbySeam = open(ReadxlsPath+"\ElemShow.txt","w+")  # select the last element plus one 

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(headertoselect): 

        ElemetListbySeam.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n") 

        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    ElemetListbySeam.close() 

    os.startfile(ReadxlsPath +"\ElemShow.txt") # select the last element plus one 

    NumberofElemet = input("Number of Item to label on the Plan Plot View. This number point out how many items are 

going to dislpay:\n") 
    NumElem = int(NumberofElemet) 
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    if NumElem == 1 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on top:\n")  

        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 

        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 
        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 

        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list  

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 

        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 

legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes' 

        p.title.align = "center" 
        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 

        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),('Thick', '@Thick'),('Lito', '@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 

        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0)     

        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 
        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example") 

        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 

        p.add_layout(citation) 

        p.add_tools(hover) 

        show(p) 

        save(p)    

    elif NumElem == 2 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on the top:\n")  

        second = input("Second item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the top:\n")  

        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 

        CompElemet02 = headertoselect[int(second)] 
        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 

        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 

        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list  

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 

        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 

legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes.html' 
        p.title.align = "center" 
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        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 

        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 
        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        stringele02 = str("@"+CompElemet02) 

        hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),(CompElemet02,stringele02),('Thick', '@Thick'),('Lito', 

'@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 

        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0) 

        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 

        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example") 

        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 
        p.add_layout(citation) 

        p.add_tools(hover) 

        show(p) 

        save(p)    

    elif NumElem == 3 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on the top:\n")  

        second = input("Second item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the top:\n")  

        third = input("Third item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the second top:\n")  

        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 

        CompElemet02 = headertoselect[int(second)] 

        CompElemet03 = headertoselect[int(third)] 

        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 
        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 

        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 

        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list  

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 

        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 

legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes.html' 
        p.title.align = "center" 

        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 

        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        stringele02 = str("@"+CompElemet02) 

        stringele03 = str("@"+CompElemet03) 

        hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),(CompElemet02,stringele02),(CompElemet03,stringele03),('Thick', 

'@Thick'),('Lito', '@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 
        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 
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render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0)     

        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 

        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example")     

        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 
        p.add_layout(citation) 

        p.add_tools(hover) 

        show(p) 

        save(p) 

    elif NumElem == 4 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on the top:\n")  

        second = input("Second item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the top:\n")  

        third = input("Third item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the second top:\n")      

        fourth = input("Fourth item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the third top:\n")  

        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 

        CompElemet02 = headertoselect[int(second)] 
        CompElemet03 = headertoselect[int(third)] 

        CompElemet04 = headertoselect[int(fourth)] 

        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 

        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 

        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list  

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 

        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 
legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes.html' 

        p.title.align = "center" 

        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 

        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        stringele02 = str("@"+CompElemet02) 
        stringele03 = str("@"+CompElemet03) 

        stringele04 = str("@"+CompElemet04) 

        

hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),(CompElemet02,stringele02),(CompElemet03,stringele03),(CompElemet0

4,stringele04),('Thick', '@Thick'),('Lito', '@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 

        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0) 

        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 

        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example")     

        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 

        p.add_layout(citation) 
        p.add_tools(hover) 
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        show(p) 

        save(p)     

    elif NumElem == 5 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on the top:\n")  

        second = input("Second item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the top:\n")  
        third = input("Third item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the second top:\n")      

        fourth = input("Fourth item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the third top:\n")      

        fifth = input("Fifth item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the fourth top:\n")  

        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 

        CompElemet02 = headertoselect[int(second)] 

        CompElemet03 = headertoselect[int(third)] 

        CompElemet04 = headertoselect[int(fourth)] 

        CompElemet05 = headertoselect[int(fifth)] 

        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 

        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 
        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list 

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 

        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 

legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes.html' 

        p.title.align = "center" 

        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 
        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        stringele02 = str("@"+CompElemet02) 

        stringele03 = str("@"+CompElemet03) 

        stringele04 = str("@"+CompElemet04) 

        stringele05 = str("@"+CompElemet05) 

        

hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),(CompElemet02,stringele02),(CompElemet03,stringele03),(CompElemet0
4,stringele04),(CompElemet05,stringele05),('Thick', '@Thick'),('Lito', '@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 

        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0) 

        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 

        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example")     

        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 

        p.add_layout(citation) 

        p.add_tools(hover) 

        show(p) 

        save(p) 

if __name__ == '__main__': 
    Composite()   
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Annex A.4 Composite 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Sun Sep 20 14:52:56 2020 

 

@author: Orlando 

It shuld be at least 05 samples (assays) for each seam 
""" 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

import os 

import pickle 

from pandas import DataFrame 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from matplotlib.collections import EventCollection 

from pathlib import Path 

from bokeh.plotting import figure, output_file, show, save 

from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource 

from bokeh.models.tools import HoverTool 
from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource, Range1d, LabelSet, Label 

from bokeh.models import Legend, LegendItem 

from bokeh.transform import factor_cmap 

from bokeh.models import LogColorMapper, LogTicker, ColorBar 

from bokeh.models import CategoricalColorMapper 

from bokeh.palettes import Spectral6 

from bokeh.models import Arrow, OpenHead, NormalHead, VeeHead 

def Composite(): 

    ReadxlsPath = input("Enter the path of the Final Data Base (tdb) in .csv format. This assays-file is gotten after 

outliers processes: \n")  

    slash = input("Enter slash: \n") 
    ReadxlsFile = input("Enter tdb or the Assays' file name in .csv format: \n")  

    df = pd.read_csv(ReadxlsPath + slash + ReadxlsFile + ".csv", sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes database) 

    dfinitial = pd.read_csv(ReadxlsPath + slash + ReadxlsFile + ".csv", sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes 

database) 

    LisToCompHeader = df.columns #Making a list of the item's name 

    df=df.sort_values(by=['BHID',"Lito"]) 

    index = df.index 

    listRow=[] #Making a list whole raw 

    i = 0 

    while i < len(index): #+1 

        listRow.append(i) 
        i += 1 

    lstBHID = list(df['BHID']) 

    lstLith = list(df['Lith']) 

    df["BHIDLith"] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) #Item for joining BHID & Lithology  

    NumColLidani=df.columns.get_loc("BHIDLith") 

    for j in listRow: 

        df.iloc[[j],[NumColLidani]] = str(lstBHID[j])+"*"+str(lstLith[j]) #Joining BHID & Lithology a 

    df=df.sort_values(by=['BHIDLith']) 

    string = '_GrLength' #Making items to save the multiplications Grade times Thickness 
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    GrLengthHeader = [x + string for x in LisToCompHeader]# Creating a new list based on item list. The'_GrLength' is 

added to each item ..['BHID_GrLength', 'E_GrLength', 'N_GrLength' 

    f= open(ReadxlsPath+slash+"\headers.txt","w+") # Creating a txt file  

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(LisToCompHeader):  

        f.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n")    # Writing on the txt file the list of items 
        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    f.close() 

    os.startfile(ReadxlsPath+slash+"\headers.txt") #Pop up the txt file 

    InputFisrtElement = input("First item to Composite :\n") # select position (number) of the first element 

    InputLastElement= input("Last item to Composite:\n") # select position (number) of the last element plus one 

    dfHeaderStatisticsAnalysis = LisToCompHeader[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)] #Making the header 

of elements to do statistics ..  

    ElemetListbySeam = open(ReadxlsPath+"\ElementStatistics.txt","w+")  # Creating a txt file # select the last element 

plus one 

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(dfHeaderStatisticsAnalysis): 

        ElemetListbySeam.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n") 
        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    ElemetListbySeam.close() 

    os.startfile(ReadxlsPath +"\ElementStatistics.txt") #Pop up the txt file 

    GrLengthHeader = GrLengthHeader[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)] #Creating a new list of items to 

composite ...'BHID_GrLength', 'E_GrLength',  

    AddColumns = GrLengthHeader #+ GrCompHeader#Creating a new list based on joining the previuous lists 

['Al2O3_GrLength', ...'SO3_GrLength', 'Al2O3_Comp',  

    Addheader = len(AddColumns) + len(df.columns) +1  # Getting the num of columns to be added = 50 

    LengCol = len(df.columns) #Getting the number or lenght of columns = 31 

    listCol=[] 

    i = LengCol+1 # 31+1 

    while i < Addheader:#Populating the list of column header locations to adding to the new columns [32, 33 45, 46, 47, 
48, 49] 

        listCol.append(i) 

        i += 1 

    listCol #List of header column locations [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] 

    NLC = 1 + LengCol # 1+31 

    for i in listCol: 

        df[AddColumns[i-NLC]] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) #Adding new columns to dataframe  

    Lisdf = df.columns #....Index(['BHID', 'E',.....'SO3_Comp'],dtype='object') 

    Lst = list(Lisdf[0:]) #List of header of new dataframe df ....Index(['BHID', 'E',.....'SO3_Comp'],dtype='object') 

    ListComHeader = list(Lst[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)])#this list represent the items to need to 

composite whom ['Al2O3', 'CaO', 'Cl', 
    listC=[]  

    i = int(InputFisrtElement)  

    while i < int(InputLastElement): 

        listC.append(i) 

        i += 1 

    clGL = LengCol-int(InputFisrtElement) #   11 

    for i in listC: 

        df[Lst[i+0+clGL]] = df[Lst[i]]*df['Thick'] #Populating the grade times the thickness in "_GrLength" respectively 

    index = df.index #Getting the dataframe row locations 3902, 3904], dtype='int64', length=3940) <class 

'pandas.core.indexes.numeric.Int64Index'> 

    listRow=[] 

    i = 1 
    while i < len(index): 
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        listRow.append(i)  

        i += 1 

    NumCol=df.columns.get_loc("Thick") #Getting the locations of the item Thickness "Thick" = 16 

    groupBHIDLith = list() #Making the list of the Item "BHIDLith" ......, 'CV4-9N*A3', 'CV4-9N*B2'] 

    for g, data in df.groupby('BHIDLith'): 
        print(g, data) 

        groupBHIDLith.append(g)    

    #Getting the items to copy and paste after getting the comopsite grade 

    dfEast = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["E"].min() 

    dfNorth = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["N"].min() 

    dfZ= df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Z"].max() 

    dfHangingwall= df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Hangingwall"].max() 

    dfFootwall = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Footwall"].min() 

    dfDip = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Dip"].mean() 

    dfAzimuth = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Azi"].mean() 

    dfFROM= df.groupby("BHIDLith")["FROM"].min() 
    dfTO = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["TO"].max() 

    dfLito = df.groupby("BHIDLith")["Lito"].mean() #.....2CV-319*A2     5 

    dff=df.groupby('BHIDLith').sum() 

    LisToCompHeader = df.columns 

    LengColInitial = len(dff.columns) 

    dff.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp01.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    string = '_Comp' 

    GrCompHeader = [x + string for x in LisToCompHeader]# Creating a new list based on item list. The'_GrLength' is 

added to each item 

    GrCompHeader = GrCompHeader[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)] #this number represent the items to 

need to composite whom 

    AddColumns = GrCompHeader#Creating a new list based on joining the previuous lists 
    Addheader = len(AddColumns) + len(dff.columns) +1  # Getting the num of columns to be added  

    listCol=[] 

    LengColdff = len(dff.columns) 

    i = LengColdff+1 

    while i < Addheader:#Adding header of new columns 

        listCol.append(i) 

        i += 1 

    listCol #53, 54, 55] 

    NLC = 1 + LengColdff #28 

    for i in listCol: 

        dff[AddColumns[i-NLC]] = dff.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 
    Lisdf = dff.columns 

    Lst = list(Lisdf[0:]) 

    ListComHeader = list(Lst[int(InputFisrtElement):int(InputLastElement)])#this number represent the items to need to 

composite whom 

    ColdffFinal = len(dff.columns) 

    dff.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp02.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    listC=[] 

    i = int(LengColInitial) #++++++++++++++++++++++ 

    while i < ColdffFinal:#+++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

        listC.append(i) 

        i += 1 

    clGL = int(ColdffFinal-LengColInitial) 
    dff.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp03.csv', index = None, header=True)  
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    for i in listC: 

        dff[Lst[i]] = dff[Lst[i-clGL]]/dff['Thick'] 

    index = dff.index 

    listRow=[] 

    i = 1 
    while i < len(index): #+1 

        listRow.append(i) 

        i += 1 

    dff.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp04.csv', index = None, header=True)   

    LstExtract = list(Lisdf[30:]) 

    LstExtract = list(Lisdf[LengColInitial:]) 

    dfzz = dff[list(LstExtract)] 

    dfthickness = dff['Thick'] 

    dff['DH'] = groupBHIDLith 

    dfs = dff 

    dfDHSeam=dfs['DH'].str.split('*', expand=True).rename(columns = lambda x: "DHs"+str(x+1)) 
    dfDHSeam.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\OrderbyBHID0585.csv', index = None, 

header=True)   

    dfDHSeam.rename({'DHs1': 'BHID' ,'DHs2':'Lith'},axis = 1, inplace = True) 

    DHs = dfDHSeam['BHID'] 

    DHSeam = dfDHSeam['Lith'] 

    df_col = 

pd.concat([DHs,dfEast,dfNorth,dfZ,DHSeam,dfHangingwall,dfFootwall,dfDip,dfAzimuth,dfFROM,dfTO,dfLito,dfthic

kness,dfzz], axis=1) 

    df_col.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Assay\DB\comp05.csv', index = None, header=True)   

    path = str(ReadxlsPath+slash+"Composite") 

    os.makedirs(path) 

    OutPut = str(path+slash+"Composite.csv") 
    df_col.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=True)  

    dff = pd.read_csv(OutPut, sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes database) 

    dff=dff.round(3) 

    LithoShow = input("Number of lithology to plot. This number is the assigned code to each lithology:\n") #The lito 

that we want to plot (plan view) 

    df=dff.groupby('Lito').get_group(int(LithoShow)) 

    LisToCompHeader = df.columns 

    f= open(ReadxlsPath+slash+"show.txt","w+") # Reading the xls file (drillholes database) 

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(LisToCompHeader): 

        f.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n")     

        print(index, InputElementInit) 
    f.close() 

    os.startfile(ReadxlsPath+slash+"show.txt") 

    InputFisrtElem = input("First of the list of item to labeled. From this list, some items are going to be slected to be 

displayed on the Plan Plot View:\n") # select position (number) of the first element 

    InputLastElem = input("Last of the list of item to labeled. From this list, some items are going to be slected to be 

displayed on the Plan Plot View:\n") # select position (number) of the last element plus one 

    headertoselect = LisToCompHeader[int(InputFisrtElem):int(InputLastElem)] 

    ElemetListbySeam = open(ReadxlsPath+"\ElemShow.txt","w+")  # select the last element plus one 

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(headertoselect): 

        ElemetListbySeam.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n") 

        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    ElemetListbySeam.close() 
    os.startfile(ReadxlsPath +"\ElemShow.txt") # select the last element plus one 
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    NumberofElemet = input("Number of Item to label on the Plan Plot View. This number point out how many items are 

going to dislpay:\n") 

    NumElem = int(NumberofElemet) 

    if NumElem == 1 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on top:\n")  
        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 

        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 

        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 

        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list  

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 

        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 
legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes' 

        p.title.align = "center" 

        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 

        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),('Thick', '@Thick'),('Lito', '@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 

        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 
render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0)     

        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 

        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example") 

        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 

        p.add_layout(citation) 

        p.add_tools(hover) 

        show(p) 

        save(p)    

    elif NumElem == 2 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on the top:\n")  
        second = input("Second item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the top:\n")  

        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 

        CompElemet02 = headertoselect[int(second)] 

        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 

        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 

        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list  

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 
        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 
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legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes.html' 

        p.title.align = "center" 

        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 
        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        stringele02 = str("@"+CompElemet02) 

        hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),(CompElemet02,stringele02),('Thick', '@Thick'),('Lito', 

'@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 

        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0) 
        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 

        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example") 

        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 

        p.add_layout(citation) 

        p.add_tools(hover) 

        show(p) 

        save(p)    

    elif NumElem == 3 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on the top:\n")  

        second = input("Second item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the top:\n")  

        third = input("Third item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the second top:\n")  

        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 
        CompElemet02 = headertoselect[int(second)] 

        CompElemet03 = headertoselect[int(third)] 

        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 

        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 

        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list  

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 
        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 

legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes.html' 

        p.title.align = "center" 

        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 

        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        stringele02 = str("@"+CompElemet02) 
        stringele03 = str("@"+CompElemet03) 
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        hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),(CompElemet02,stringele02),(CompElemet03,stringele03),('Thick', 

'@Thick'),('Lito', '@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 

        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0)     
        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 

        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example")     

        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 

        p.add_layout(citation) 

        p.add_tools(hover) 

        show(p) 

        save(p) 

    elif NumElem == 4 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on the top:\n")  

        second = input("Second item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the top:\n")  

        third = input("Third item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the second top:\n")      
        fourth = input("Fourth item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the third top:\n")  

        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 

        CompElemet02 = headertoselect[int(second)] 

        CompElemet03 = headertoselect[int(third)] 

        CompElemet04 = headertoselect[int(fourth)] 

        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 

        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 

        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 
        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list  

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 

        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 

legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes.html' 

        p.title.align = "center" 

        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 

        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 
        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        stringele02 = str("@"+CompElemet02) 

        stringele03 = str("@"+CompElemet03) 

        stringele04 = str("@"+CompElemet04) 

        

hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),(CompElemet02,stringele02),(CompElemet03,stringele03),(CompElemet0

4,stringele04),('Thick', '@Thick'),('Lito', '@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 

        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0) 

        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 
        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example")     
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        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 

        p.add_layout(citation) 

        p.add_tools(hover) 

        show(p) 

        save(p)     
    elif NumElem == 5 : 

        first = input("First item. Here type the number of item to display on the top:\n")  

        second = input("Second item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the top:\n")  

        third = input("Third item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the second top:\n")      

        fourth = input("Fourth item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the third top:\n")      

        fifth = input("Fifth item. Here type the number of item to display underneath the fourth top:\n")  

        CompElemet01 = headertoselect[int(first)] 

        CompElemet02 = headertoselect[int(second)] 

        CompElemet03 = headertoselect[int(third)] 

        CompElemet04 = headertoselect[int(fourth)] 

        CompElemet05 = headertoselect[int(fifth)] 
        df['Color'] = df.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

        df['Color'] = pd.qcut(df[CompElemet01], 2, ['Low Grade','High Grade']) 

        df['Color'] = df['Color'].astype(str) 

        output_file('Plan View Drill Holes.html') 

        p = figure(plot_width=900, plot_height=900,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 

        dictt=df.to_dict('series') 

        source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

        Element_list = source.data['Color'].tolist()# this is for making a list 

        color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=Element_list, palette=Spectral6) 

        p.circle_cross(x='E', y='N',size=10,color={'field':'Color','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 

legend='Color') 

        p.title.text = 'Plan View Drill Holes.html' 
        p.title.align = "center" 

        p.title.text_color = "blue" 

        p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 

        p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

        p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

        p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

        hover = HoverTool() 

        stringele01 = str("@"+CompElemet01) 

        stringele02 = str("@"+CompElemet02) 

        stringele03 = str("@"+CompElemet03) 

        stringele04 = str("@"+CompElemet04) 
        stringele05 = str("@"+CompElemet05) 

        

hover.tooltips=[(CompElemet01,stringele01),(CompElemet02,stringele02),(CompElemet03,stringele03),(CompElemet0

4,stringele04),(CompElemet05,stringele05),('Thick', '@Thick'),('Lito', '@Lito'),('BHID', '@BHID')] 

        citation = Label(x=1000, y=1000, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Seam A2', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                         background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0) 

        OutputFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".html") 

        TitleFile = str("Seam "+LithoShow+".py example")     

        output_file(OutputFile, title=TitleFile) 

        p.add_layout(citation) 

        p.add_tools(hover) 
        show(p) 
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        save(p) 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    Composite()         
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Annex A.5 Creating an Empty Grid Model and Populating the Grid Model with the 
Percentage 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Tue Oct 20 11:05:43 2020 

 

@author: Orlando 

""" 

import pickle 

from pandas import DataFrame 
import pandas as pd 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from shapely.geometry import Point,Polygon 

from descartes import PolygonPatch 

from matplotlib.collections import EventCollection 

import numpy as np 

from pathlib import Path 

import os  

def EmptyGM(): 

    EastMin = input("East Min Value :\n") 

    EastMax = input("East Max Value :\n") 
    NumBlksEast = input("Number of blocks in East direction :\n") 

    NorthMin = input("North Min Value  :\n") 

    NorthMax = input("North Max Value :\n") 

    NumBlksNorth = input("Number of blocks in North direction :\n")     

    OutputFolderPath = input("Enter the folder output path : \n")     

    slash = input("Enter the xls slash : \n") 

    OutputFile = input("Name of output xls file :\n") # it should be for a while df_new 

    path = str(OutputFolderPath+slash+"GM") 

    os.makedirs(path) 

    EastBM = np.linspace(int(EastMin),int(EastMax),int(NumBlksEast))  

    NorthBM = np.linspace(int(NorthMin),int(NorthMax),int(NumBlksNorth)) 
    # # Making list of each block's direction  

    dfx = pd.DataFrame({'x':EastBM}) 

    dfx.sort_values("x", axis = 0, ascending = True, inplace = True, na_position ='first') 

    dfx.insert(0, 'ord',0) 

    dfx['ord'] = np.arange(len(dfx)) + 1 

    dfy = pd.DataFrame({'y':NorthBM}) 

    dfy.sort_values("y", axis = 0, ascending = True, inplace = True, na_position ='first') 

    dfy.insert(0, 'ord',0) 

    dfy['ord'] = np.arange(len(dfy)) + 1 

    identifierx = pd.DataFrame() 

    identifierx = dfx['x'].values 

    SampleListx = [] 
    for numberx in range(len(identifierx)): 

        if identifierx[numberx] != identifierx[numberx - 1]: 

            SampleListx.append(numberx) 

    Original_Index = dfx.index.values.tolist() 

    identifiery = pd.DataFrame() 

    identifiery = dfy['y'].values 
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    SampleListy = [] 

    for numbery in range(len(identifiery)): 

        if identifiery[numbery] != identifiery[numbery - 1]: 

            SampleListy.append(numbery) 

    Original_Indey = dfy.index.values.tolist() 
    maxy=max(SampleListy)+1 

    GM_Seam = pd.DataFrame(columns=['ordering']) 

    GM_Seam = pd.DataFrame(columns=['ordering']) 

    rowBM = (max(SampleListy)+1)*(max(SampleListx)+1) 

    for i in range(rowBM): 

        GM_Seam = GM_Seam.append({'ordering': i}, ignore_index=True) 

    GM_Seam['x'] = GM_Seam.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    GM_Seam['y'] = GM_Seam.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    GM_Seam['Percent'] = GM_Seam.apply(lambda _: '0', axis=1) 

    cn1 = 0 

    for cn1 in SampleListx: 
        e = float(dfx.iloc[cn1]['x'])   

        cn_23 = cn1*maxy 

        cn2 = 0 

        for cn2 in SampleListy: 

            n = float(dfy.iloc[cn2]['y']) 

            GM_Seam.iloc[[cn2+cn_23],[1]] = e 

            GM_Seam.iloc[[cn2+cn_23],[2]] = n 

            cn2 += 1 

        cn1 += 1 

    GM_Seam = GM_Seam.drop(['ordering'], axis=1) 

    print(GM_Seam.tail(5)) 

    print(GM_Seam.head(5)) 
    GM_Seam.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\df_new.csv', index = None, header=True)    

    OutPut = str(path+slash+OutputFile+".csv") 

    GM_Seam.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=True)  

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    EmptyGM() 

                                 

Filling out the grid model with percentage 

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Fri Sep  4 19:49:08 2020 

 
@author: Orlando 

""" 

import pandas as pd 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from shapely.geometry import Point,Polygon 

from descartes import PolygonPatch 

import numpy as np 

from pathlib import Path 

def GridGeology(): 

    OutputFolderPath = input("Enter the folder output path : \n")  

    slash = input("Enter the xls slash : \n") 

    InputFolderPathEmptyGM = input("Enter the folder path of the intput of empty Grid Model file (df_new): \n")     
    ReadEmtyGridModel = input("Enter empty Grid Model file name in .csv format (df_new): \n") #Read the composite 
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file  

    Readxf = input("Enter the dxf path file : \n")  

    BlkEastDimension = float(input("Grid East cell dimension: \n"))#8 

    BlkNorthDimension = float(input("Grid North cell dimension: \n"))#8 

    entries = Path(Readxf) 
    files_path = [] 

    lst_csv = [] 

    for entry in entries.iterdir(): 

        print(entry.name) 

        files_path.append(entry) 

        lst_csv.append(str(entry)) 

    lstcsv=[] 

    for i in range(len(lst_csv)): 

        Creatingcsv = str(lst_csv[i][:-3]) 

        lstcsv.append(Creatingcsv + "csv") 

    lst=[] 
    dd = 5 

    for dxffile in range(len(lstcsv)): 

        Typingblk = int(lstcsv[dxffile][-5:-4]) 

        if Typingblk < 1.5: #'1.dxf': 

            arch_csv = files_path[dxffile] #Readxf 

            arch = open(arch_csv,'r') 

            lineas = arch.readlines() 

            lst=[] 

            for row in range(len(lineas)): 

                lst.append(lineas[row]) 

            AcDbPolyline = lst.index('AcDbPolyline\n')         

            lst = [item.replace("ENDSEC\n", "0") for item in lst]  
            lst = [item.replace("HATCH\n", "0") for item in lst] 

            GeolBound = [] 

            i = AcDbPolyline + 10 #Here is 8 if it comes from AutoCad and 10 if it comes from MinePlan 

            init = AcDbPolyline + 10 #Here is 8 if it comes from AutoCad and 10 if it comes from MinePlan 

            while i < len(lineas): 

                if abs(float(lst[i])) >= 0.1: 

                    GeolBound.append(lst[i])         

                else: 

                    pass 

                    break         

                i += 2 
            GeolBound = [item.replace("\n", "") for item in GeolBound]  

            dfGeolBound = pd.DataFrame(GeolBound)         

            index = dfGeolBound.index 

            dfGeolBound['N'] = dfGeolBound.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

            listRow=[] 

            i = 0 

            while i < len(index):         

                dfGeolBound.iloc[[i],[1]] = float(dfGeolBound.iloc[i+1][0])         

                i += 2            

            dfGeolBoundry = dfGeolBound[dfGeolBound['N'] > 0] 

            OutPut = str(OutputFolderPath+slash+"dfGeolBoundary.csv") #E:\THESIS-

JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\dfGeolBoundary.csv 
            dfGeolBoundry.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=False)  
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            MinEastNorth = dfGeolBoundry.min()#.min(axis =1, skipna = True) # float(dfGeolBoundry[['N']].idxmin()) 

            MinEastNort= MinEastNorth.to_frame() 

            MinEastNort_t = MinEastNort.T 

            top = MinEastNort_t.head() 

            MinEastNort_t.to_csv(OutputFolderPath+slash+"MinEastNort.csv", index = None, header=False) 
            header_list = ["E", "N"] 

            MinEasNor = pd.read_csv(OutputFolderPath+slash+"MinEastNort.csv", names=header_list) 

            MaxEastNorth = dfGeolBoundry.max() 

            MaxEastNort= MaxEastNorth.to_frame() 

            MaxEastNort_t = MaxEastNort.T 

            OutPutMaxEastNort = str(OutputFolderPath+slash+"MaxEastNort.csv") 

            MaxEastNort_t.to_csv(OutPutMaxEastNort, index = None, header=False) 

            MaxEasNor = pd.read_csv(OutPutMaxEastNort, names=header_list) 

            dfbox = pd.read_csv(InputFolderPathEmptyGM + slash + ReadEmtyGridModel  + ".csv", sep=",") 

            def Euclidean_Dist(df1, df2, cols=['E','N']): 

                return np.linalg.norm(df1[cols].values - df2[cols].values, 
                               axis=1)        

            EucldnDist = Euclidean_Dist(dfbox, MinEasNor) 

            dfbox['EuclDist'] = np.array(EucldnDist)         

            mindist = dfbox.loc[dfbox['EuclDist'].idxmin()] 

            minus = BlkEastDimension 

            mindist= mindist.to_frame() 

            MinCoorPoly = mindist.T 

            MinCoorPoly['E'] = MinCoorPoly['E'] - minus 

            MinCoorPoly['N'] = MinCoorPoly['N'] - minus 

            MinCoorPoly = MinCoorPoly.drop(['EuclDist'], axis=1)         

            EucldnDist = Euclidean_Dist(dfbox, MaxEasNor) 

            dfbox['EuclDist'] = np.array(EucldnDist)         
            mindist = dfbox.loc[dfbox['EuclDist'].idxmin()] 

            minus = BlkEastDimension 

            mindist= mindist.to_frame() 

            MaxCoorPoly = mindist.T 

            MaxCoorPoly['E'] = MaxCoorPoly['E'] + minus 

            MaxCoorPoly['N'] = MaxCoorPoly['N'] + minus 

            MaxCoorPoly = MaxCoorPoly.drop(['EuclDist'], axis=1)         

            MinEast = MinCoorPoly.iloc[0][0] 

            MinNorth = MinCoorPoly.iloc[0][1] 

            MaxEast = MaxCoorPoly.iloc[0][0] 

            MaxNorth = MaxCoorPoly.iloc[0][1] 
            LenEast = MaxEast - MinEast 

            LenNorth = MaxNorth - MinNorth         

            OrigenEast = MinCoorPoly.iloc[0][0] # Automatically 

            OrigenNorth = MinCoorPoly.iloc[0][1] # Automatically 

            EndEast = MaxCoorPoly.iloc[0][0]# 0.5 # to fille out by user 

            EndNorth = MaxCoorPoly.iloc[0][1] # 0.5 # to fille out by user        

            NumBlksEast = round((EndEast-OrigenEast)/BlkEastDimension)+1 #Automatically by polygon 

            NumBlksNorth = round((EndNorth-OrigenNorth)/BlkEastDimension)+2 #Automatically by polygon         

            BMnew = pd.DataFrame(columns=['ordering']) 

            rowBM = int((NumBlksEast)*(NumBlksNorth)) 

            for i in range(rowBM): 

                BMnew = BMnew.append({'ordering': i}, ignore_index=True) 
            BMnew['E'] = BMnew.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 
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            BMnew['N'] = BMnew.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1)         

            ListEast=[] 

            ListNorth=[] 

            itm = 0 

            while itm < NumBlksEast: 
                east = float(itm*BlkEastDimension + OrigenEast) 

                ListEast.append(east) 

                itm += 1             

            i = 0 

            while i < NumBlksNorth: 

                north = float(i*BlkNorthDimension + OrigenNorth) 

                ListNorth.append(north) 

                i += 1 

            cn1 = 0 

            while cn1 < NumBlksEast: 

                e = float(ListEast[cn1]) 
                cn2 = 0 

                cn_23 = int(cn1*NumBlksNorth) 

                while cn2 < NumBlksNorth: 

                    n = float(ListNorth[cn2]) 

                    BMnew.iloc[[cn2+cn_23],[1]] = e 

                    BMnew.iloc[[cn2+cn_23],[2]] = n 

                    cn2 += 1 

                cn1 += 1                 

            BMnew = BMnew.drop(['ordering'], axis=1) 

            OutPut = str(OutputFolderPath+slash+"grid.csv") 

            BMnew.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=False)          

            BLUE = '#6699cc' 
            GRAY = '#999999' 

            arch_blqs = 'blqs.txt' 

            arch_poligono = 'pts.txt' 

            arch_blqs = OutputFolderPath+slash+ "grid.csv" 

            arch_poligono = OutputFolderPath+slash+ 'dfGeolBoundary.csv'                   

            blqs = np.loadtxt(arch_blqs , delimiter=',') 

            pnts = np.loadtxt(arch_poligono, delimiter=',') 

            pnts_poligono = [[pnt[0],pnt[1]] for pnt in pnts] 

            pnts_centro_blq = [[blq[0],blq[1]] for blq in blqs] # it was modifies from original     

            x=[] 

            y=[] 
            for pnt in pnts_poligono: 

             x.append(pnt[0]) 

             y.append(pnt[1]) 

            fig = plt.figure(1, dpi=100) 

            fig.set_frameon(True) 

            ax = fig.add_subplot(1,1,1) 

            poligono = Polygon(pnts_poligono) 

            patch_polig = PolygonPatch(poligono,fc=GRAY, ec=GRAY, alpha=0.5, zorder=1)# the greater zorder pop up in 

fron to all into figure 

            ax.add_patch(patch_polig) # anti clock movement 

            lstblk = [] 

            for pnt in pnts_centro_blq: 
             obj = Point(pnt[0],pnt[1]).buffer(4, cap_style = 3) 
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             patch = PolygonPatch(obj, alpha=0.2, zorder=1) 

             try: 

              c = poligono.intersection(obj) ; areas = c.area*100/64 ; lstblk.append(areas) 

              patch_c = PolygonPatch(c, alpha=0.5, zorder=2) 

              ax.add_patch(patch_c) 
             except Exception as e: 

              pass 

             ax.add_patch(patch) 

            ax.set_title('Poligono') 

            d_vert = 8     

            x1_range=[int(min(x))-d_vert,int(max(x))+d_vert] 

            y1_range=[int(min(y))-d_vert,int(max(y))+d_vert] 

            ax.set_xlim(*x1_range) 

            ax.set_xticks(list(range(*x1_range)) + [x1_range[-1]]) 

            ax.set_ylim(*y1_range) 

            ax.set_yticks(list(range(*y1_range)) + [y1_range[-1]]) 
            ax.set_aspect(1) 

            plt.show()         

            BMnew['Percent'] = np.array(lstblk) 

            OutPut = lstcsv[dxffile] 

            path = Path(OutPut)        

            BMnew.to_csv (path, index = None, header=True)  

            GM_Seam = pd.read_csv(InputFolderPathEmptyGM + slash + ReadEmtyGridModel  + ".csv", sep=",") 

            BMnew1 = BMnew[BMnew["Percent"]>1]  

            GM_Seam["E"] = GM_Seam["E"].astype(float) 

            GM_Seam["N"] = GM_Seam["N"].astype(float) 

            aa = GM_Seam.iloc[0,1] 

            E_list = BMnew1['E'].tolist() 
            N_list = BMnew1['N'].tolist() 

            indexdf = len(BMnew1.index)#+1 

            C_list = [] 

            w = 0 

            while w < indexdf: 

                C_list.append(w) 

                w += 1 

            for getblocks in C_list: 

                Est = E_list[getblocks] 

                Nrt = N_list[getblocks] 

                valperc = GM_Seam.groupby('E').get_group(Est).groupby('N').get_group(Nrt) 
                idx = valperc.index.values.astype(int) 

                rowloaction = idx[0] 

                Perc01 = valperc.iloc[0][2] 

                Perc02 = BMnew1.iloc[getblocks][2] 

                finalperc = Perc01 + Perc02 

                GM_Seam.iloc[rowloaction,[2]] = finalperc 

            GM_Seam2 = GM_Seam[GM_Seam["Percent"]>0.001] 

            GM_Seam.to_csv (InputFolderPathEmptyGM + slash + ReadEmtyGridModel+'.csv', index = None, 

header=True) #df_new 

            dd = 1 

            lst.append(Typingblk) 

        elif Typingblk > 1.5: #'2.dxf': 
            arch_csv = files_path[dxffile] #Readxf 
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            arch = open(arch_csv,'r') 

            lineas = arch.readlines() 

            lst=[] 

            for row in range(len(lineas)): 

                lst.append(lineas[row]) 
            AcDbPolyline = lst.index('AcDbPolyline\n')         

            lst = [item.replace("ENDSEC\n", "0") for item in lst]  

            lst = [item.replace("HATCH\n", "0") for item in lst] 

            GeolBound = [] 

            i = AcDbPolyline + 10 #Here is 8 if it comes from AutoCad and 10 if it comes from MinePlan 

            init = AcDbPolyline + 10 #Here is 8 if it comes from AutoCad and 10 if it comes from MinePlan 

            while i < len(lineas): 

                if abs(float(lst[i])) >= 0.1: 

                    GeolBound.append(lst[i])         

                else: 

                    pass 
                    break         

                i += 2 

            GeolBound = [item.replace("\n", "") for item in GeolBound]  

            dfGeolBound = pd.DataFrame(GeolBound)         

            index = dfGeolBound.index 

            dfGeolBound['N'] = dfGeolBound.apply(lambda _: 0, axis=1) 

            listRow=[] 

            i = 0 

            while i < len(index):         

                dfGeolBound.iloc[[i],[1]] = float(dfGeolBound.iloc[i+1][0])         

                i += 2            

            dfGeolBoundry = dfGeolBound[dfGeolBound['N'] > 0] 
            OutPut = str(OutputFolderPath+slash+"dfGeolBoundary.csv")  

            dfGeolBoundry.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=False)  

            MinEastNorth = dfGeolBoundry.min() 

            MinEastNort= MinEastNorth.to_frame() 

            MinEastNort_t = MinEastNort.T 

            top = MinEastNort_t.head() 

            # OutPutMinEastNort = str(path+"MinEastNort.csv") 

            MinEastNort_t.to_csv(OutputFolderPath+slash+"MinEastNort.csv", index = None, header=False) 

            header_list = ["E", "N"] 

            MinEasNor = pd.read_csv(OutputFolderPath+slash+"MinEastNort.csv", names=header_list) 

            MaxEastNorth = dfGeolBoundry.max() 
            MaxEastNort= MaxEastNorth.to_frame() 

            MaxEastNort_t = MaxEastNort.T 

            OutPutMaxEastNort = str(OutputFolderPath+slash+"MaxEastNort.csv") 

            MaxEastNort_t.to_csv(OutPutMaxEastNort, index = None, header=False) 

            MaxEasNor = pd.read_csv(OutPutMaxEastNort, names=header_list) 

            dfbox = pd.read_csv(InputFolderPathEmptyGM + slash + ReadEmtyGridModel  + ".csv", sep=",") 

            def Euclidean_Dist(df1, df2, cols=['E','N']): 

                return np.linalg.norm(df1[cols].values - df2[cols].values, 

                               axis=1)        

            EucldnDist = Euclidean_Dist(dfbox, MinEasNor) 

            dfbox['EuclDist'] = np.array(EucldnDist)         

            mindist = dfbox.loc[dfbox['EuclDist'].idxmin()] 
            minus = BlkEastDimension 
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            mindist= mindist.to_frame() 

            MinCoorPoly = mindist.T 

            MinCoorPoly['E'] = MinCoorPoly['E'] - minus 

            MinCoorPoly['N'] = MinCoorPoly['N'] - minus 

            MinCoorPoly = MinCoorPoly.drop(['EuclDist'], axis=1)         
            EucldnDist = Euclidean_Dist(dfbox, MaxEasNor) 

            dfbox['EuclDist'] = np.array(EucldnDist)         

            mindist = dfbox.loc[dfbox['EuclDist'].idxmin()] 

            minus = BlkEastDimension 

            mindist= mindist.to_frame() 

            MaxCoorPoly = mindist.T 

            MaxCoorPoly['E'] = MaxCoorPoly['E'] + minus 

            MaxCoorPoly['N'] = MaxCoorPoly['N'] + minus 

            MaxCoorPoly = MaxCoorPoly.drop(['EuclDist'], axis=1)         

            MinEast = MinCoorPoly.iloc[0][0] 

            MinNorth = MinCoorPoly.iloc[0][1] 
            MaxEast = MaxCoorPoly.iloc[0][0] 

            MaxNorth = MaxCoorPoly.iloc[0][1] 

            LenEast = MaxEast - MinEast 

            LenNorth = MaxNorth - MinNorth         

            OrigenEast = MinCoorPoly.iloc[0][0]  

            OrigenNorth = MinCoorPoly.iloc[0][1]  

            EndEast = MaxCoorPoly.iloc[0][0] 

            EndNorth = MaxCoorPoly.iloc[0][1]         

            NumBlksEast = round((EndEast-OrigenEast)/BlkEastDimension)+1  

            NumBlksNorth = round((EndNorth-OrigenNorth)/BlkEastDimension)+2        

            BMnew = pd.DataFrame(columns=['ordering']) 

            rowBM = int((NumBlksEast)*(NumBlksNorth)) 
            for i in range(rowBM): 

                BMnew = BMnew.append({'ordering': i}, ignore_index=True) 

            BMnew['E'] = BMnew.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

            BMnew['N'] = BMnew.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1)         

            ListEast=[] 

            ListNorth=[] 

            itm = 0 

            while itm < NumBlksEast: 

                east = float(itm*BlkEastDimension + OrigenEast) 

                ListEast.append(east) 

                itm += 1             
            i = 0 

            while i < NumBlksNorth: 

                north = float(i*BlkNorthDimension + OrigenNorth) 

                ListNorth.append(north) 

                i += 1 

            cn1 = 0 

            while cn1 < NumBlksEast: 

                e = float(ListEast[cn1]) 

                cn2 = 0 

                cn_23 = int(cn1*NumBlksNorth) 

                while cn2 < NumBlksNorth: 

                    n = float(ListNorth[cn2]) 
                    BMnew.iloc[[cn2+cn_23],[1]] = e 
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                    BMnew.iloc[[cn2+cn_23],[2]] = n 

                    cn2 += 1 

                cn1 += 1                 

            BMnew = BMnew.drop(['ordering'], axis=1) 

            OutPut = str(OutputFolderPath+slash+"grid.csv") 
            BMnew.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=False)          

            BLUE = '#6699cc' 

            GRAY = '#999999' 

            arch_blqs = 'blqs.txt' 

            arch_poligono = 'pts.txt' 

            arch_blqs = OutputFolderPath+slash+ "grid.csv" 

            arch_poligono = OutputFolderPath+slash+ 'dfGeolBoundary.csv'                   

            blqs = np.loadtxt(arch_blqs , delimiter=',') 

            pnts = np.loadtxt(arch_poligono, delimiter=',') 

            pnts_poligono = [[pnt[0],pnt[1]] for pnt in pnts] 

            pnts_centro_blq = [[blq[0],blq[1]] for blq in blqs]   
            x=[] 

            y=[] 

            for pnt in pnts_poligono: 

             x.append(pnt[0]) 

             y.append(pnt[1]) 

            fig = plt.figure(1, dpi=100) 

            fig.set_frameon(True) 

            ax = fig.add_subplot(1,1,1) 

            poligono = Polygon(pnts_poligono) 

            patch_polig = PolygonPatch(poligono,fc=GRAY, ec=GRAY, alpha=0.5, zorder=1) 

            ax.add_patch(patch_polig) # anti clock movement 

            lstblk = [] 
            for pnt in pnts_centro_blq: 

             obj = Point(pnt[0],pnt[1]).buffer(4, cap_style = 3) 

             patch = PolygonPatch(obj, alpha=0.2, zorder=1) 

             try: 

              c = poligono.intersection(obj) ; areas = c.area*100/64 ; lstblk.append(areas) 

              patch_c = PolygonPatch(c, alpha=0.5, zorder=2) 

              ax.add_patch(patch_c) 

             except Exception as e: 

              pass 

             ax.add_patch(patch) 

            ax.set_title('Poligono') 
            d_vert = 8     

            x1_range=[int(min(x))-d_vert,int(max(x))+d_vert] 

            y1_range=[int(min(y))-d_vert,int(max(y))+d_vert] 

            ax.set_xlim(*x1_range) 

            ax.set_xticks(list(range(*x1_range)) + [x1_range[-1]]) 

            ax.set_ylim(*y1_range) 

            ax.set_yticks(list(range(*y1_range)) + [y1_range[-1]]) 

            ax.set_aspect(1) 

            plt.show()         

            BMnew['Percent'] = np.array(lstblk) 

            OutPut = lstcsv[dxffile] 

            path = Path(OutPut)        
            BMnew.to_csv (path, index = None, header=True)  
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            GM_Seam = pd.read_csv(InputFolderPathEmptyGM + slash + ReadEmtyGridModel  + ".csv", sep=",") 

            BMnew1 = BMnew[BMnew["Percent"]>1]  

            GM_Seam["E"] = GM_Seam["E"].astype(float) 

            GM_Seam["N"] = GM_Seam["N"].astype(float) 

            aa = GM_Seam.iloc[0,1] 
            E_list = BMnew1['E'].tolist() 

            N_list = BMnew1['N'].tolist() 

            indexdf = len(BMnew1.index)#+1 

            C_list = [] 

            w = 0 

            while w < indexdf: 

                C_list.append(w) 

                w += 1 

            for getblocks in C_list: 

                Est = E_list[getblocks] 

                Nrt = N_list[getblocks] 
                valperc = GM_Seam.groupby('E').get_group(Est).groupby('N').get_group(Nrt) 

                idx = valperc.index.values.astype(int) 

                rowloaction = idx[0] 

                Perc01 = valperc.iloc[0][2] 

                Perc02 = BMnew1.iloc[getblocks][2] 

                finalperc = Perc01 - Perc02 

                GM_Seam.iloc[rowloaction,[2]] = finalperc 

            GM_Seam2 = GM_Seam[GM_Seam["Percent"]>0.001] 

            GM_Seam.to_csv (InputFolderPathEmptyGM + slash + ReadEmtyGridModel+'.csv', index = None, 

header=True) #df_new 

            dd = 1 

            lst.append(Typingblk)             
if __name__ == '__main__': 

    GridGeology() 
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Annex A.6  Interpolation 

import os                                                  

import numpy as np                                         

import pandas as pd                                        

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt                            

import geostatspy.GSLIB as GSLIB                           

import geostatspy.geostats as geostats   
def Interpolation():                   

    plt.style.use('seaborn') 

    os.chdir(r'C:\Users\Orlando\anaconda3')  

    EastBoxMin = float(input("Enter East Minimum Coordinate Value: \n")) 

    EastBoxMax = float(input("Enter East Maximum Coordinate Value: \n")) 

    NorthBoxMin = float(input("Enter North Minimum Coordinate Value: \n")) 

    NorthBoxMax = float(input("Enter North Maximum Coordinate Value: \n")) 

    GM_Path = input("Enter the path of Grid Model: \n") # 

    Composite_Path = input("Enter the path of Composite file: \n") # E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\GridModel 

    slash = input("Enter slash: \n") 

    ReadComposite = input("Enter Composite's file name in .csv format: \n") #Read the composite file  

    df = pd.read_csv(Composite_Path + slash + ReadComposite + ".csv", sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes 
database) 

    LisToCompHeader = df.columns #Making a list of the item's name 

    f= open(GM_Path+slash+"\HeadersComposite.txt","w+") # Creating a txt file  

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(LisToCompHeader):  

        f.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n")    # Writing on the txt file the list of items 

        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    f.close() 

    os.startfile(GM_Path+slash+"\HeadersComposite.txt") #Pop up the list of the header to select the item number to 

interpolate 

    ElementNumberInterpolate = int(input("Enter the number of element to interpolate: \n")) #Selecting the number of 

the item to interpolate 
    ElementInterpolate = LisToCompHeader[ElementNumberInterpolate] 

    df = df[df[ElementInterpolate]>0.000001] 

    MinElementGrade = float(df.min()[ElementInterpolate]) 

    MaxElementGrade = float(df.max()[ElementInterpolate]) 

    cmap = plt.cm.jet 

    

GSLIB.locmap(df,'E','N',ElementInterpolate,EastBoxMin,EastBoxMax,NorthBoxMin,NorthBoxMax,MinElementGrade

,MaxElementGrade,'Composite Collar Location - '+ElementInterpolate,'East [X]','North 

[Y]',ElementInterpolate,cmap,"fig_title") 

    plt.show() 

    plt.hist(df[ElementInterpolate], bins="sturges",color='skyblue', histtype='stepfilled',cumulative=False) 
    plt.grid(False) 

    plt.xlabel(ElementInterpolate+"%") 

    plt.ylabel("Frecuence") 

    plt.title("Histogram"+"-"+ElementInterpolate+"%") 

    plt.grid(True) 

    LagDistance = float(input("Lag distance: \n"))   

    LagDistanceTolerance  = float(input("Lag distance tolerance: \n"))            

    nlag = int(input("Number of lags to calculate: \n"))        

    azm = float(input("Azimuth: \n"))                           
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    atol = float(input("Azimuth tolerance: \n"))                

    bandwh = float(input("horizontal bandwidth / maximum distance offset orthogonal to azimuth: \n"))                       

    isill = float(input("for standardize sill = 1: \n")) # 

    X_Axe_Distance = int(LagDistance*nlag*1.2) 

    NumberVariogram = int(180/azm) 
    i = 0 

    while i < NumberVariogram: 

        azim = i*azm 

        vario = str(azim) 

        a = "lag"+vario  

        b = "vario"+vario 

        c = "npp"+vario 

        a, b, c = geostats.gamv(df,'E','N',ElementInterpolate, MinElementGrade, MaxElementGrade, LagDistance, 

LagDistanceTolerance, nlag, azim, atol, bandwh, isill) 

        plt.scatter(a, b,s=25,marker='o',color = 'blue',label = vario) 

        plt.plot([0,X_Axe_Distance],[1.0,1.0],color = 'red') 
        plt.xlabel('distance (m)') 

        plt.ylabel('Semivariogram') 

        plt.title('Variogram '+vario) 

        plt.ylim(0,1.6) 

        plt.xlim(0,X_Axe_Distance) 

        handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels() 

        plt.gca().legend(handles[::], labels[::]) 

        plt.show() 

        i += 1 

    SelectVariogram = int(input("Select the number position of the variogram: \n"))-1 

    nugget = float(input("Nugget: \n")) 

    rang = int(input("Range length: \n")) 
    azim = SelectVariogram *azm 

    vario = str(azim) 

    Sill = float(input("Sill: \n")) 

    a = "lag"+vario  

    b = "vario"+vario 

    c = "npp"+vario 

    a, b, c = geostats.gamv(df,'E','N',ElementInterpolate, MinElementGrade, MaxElementGrade, LagDistance, 

LagDistanceTolerance, nlag, azim, atol, bandwh, isill) 

    plt.scatter(a, b,s=25,marker='o',color = 'blue',label = vario) 

    plt.plot([rang,rang*3],[Sill,Sill],color = 'green') 

    x = np.arange(nugget,rang,1) 
    y = ((1.5*(x/rang)) - (0.5*(x/rang)**3))*(Sill-nugget) + nugget 

    plt.plot(x,y, color = 'green') 

    plt.xlabel('distance (m)') 

    plt.ylabel('Semivariogram') 

    plt.title('Espheric Model'+vario) 

    plt.ylim(0,2) 

    plt.xlim(0,rang*2) 

    handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels() 

    plt.gca().legend(handles[::], labels[::]) 

    plt.show() 

    if azim >= 90: 

        azim_s = azim - 90 
    elif azim < 90: 
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        azim_s = azim + 90 

    vario_s = str(azim_s) 

    a_s = "lag"+vario_s  

    b_s = "vario"+vario_s 

    c = "npp"+vario_s 
    a_s, b_s, c_s = geostats.gamv(df,'E','N',ElementInterpolate, MinElementGrade, MaxElementGrade, LagDistance, 

LagDistanceTolerance, nlag, azim, atol, bandwh, isill) 

    plt.scatter(a_s, b_s,s=25,marker='o',color = 'blue',label = vario_s) 

    plt.plot([0,X_Axe_Distance],[1.0,1.0],color = 'red') 

    plt.xlabel('distance (m)') 

    plt.ylabel('Semivariogram') 

    plt.title('Variogram '+vario_s) 

    plt.ylim(0,1.6) 

    plt.xlim(0,X_Axe_Distance) 

    handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels() 

    plt.gca().legend(handles[::], labels[::]) 
    plt.show() 

    nugget_s = float(input("Nugget: \n")) 

    rang_s = int(input("Range length: \n")) 

    azim_s 

    vario_s = str(azim_s) 

    Sill_s = float(input("Sill: \n")) 

    a_s = "lag"+vario_s  

    b_s = "vario"+vario_s 

    c_s = "npp"+vario_s 

    a_s, b_s, c_s = geostats.gamv(df,'E','N',ElementInterpolate, MinElementGrade, MaxElementGrade, LagDistance, 

LagDistanceTolerance, nlag, azim, atol, bandwh, isill) 

    plt.scatter(a_s, b_s,s=25,marker='o',color = 'purple',label = vario_s) 
    plt.plot([rang_s,rang_s*3],[Sill_s,Sill_s],color = 'green') 

    x_s = np.arange(nugget_s,rang_s,1) 

    y_s = ((1.5*(x_s/rang_s)) - (0.5*(x_s/rang_s)**3))*(Sill_s - nugget_s) + nugget_s 

    plt.plot(x_s,y_s, color = 'green') 

    plt.xlabel('distance (m)') 

    plt.ylabel('Semivariogram') 

    plt.title('Espheric Model'+vario) 

    plt.ylim(0,2) 

    plt.xlim(0,rang_s*2) 

    handles, labels = plt.gca().get_legend_handles_labels() 

    plt.gca().legend(handles[::], labels[::]) 
    plt.show() 

    df[ElementInterpolate] = df[ElementInterpolate].astype(float) 

    df[ElementInterpolate].var() 

    df[ElementInterpolate] = df[ElementInterpolate].astype(float) 

    SK_Mean = df[ElementInterpolate].mean() 

    MainAxeRangeLength = rang 

    PerpendicularMainAxeRangeLength = rang_s 

    varikr = GSLIB.make_variogram(nugget,1,1,Sill,azim,MainAxeRangeLength,PerpendicularMainAxeRangeLength) 

#ajuste a modelo variográfico para estimación con Kriging 

    nx = int(input("Number of blocks in East direction :\n")) #750 

    ny = int(input("Number of blocks in North direction :\n")) #750 

    xsiz = int(input("Cell sizes in each axes: \n")) 
    ysiz = xsiz 
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    xmn = EastBoxMin 

    ymn = NorthBoxMin 

    nxdis = 1; nydis = 1 

    ndmin = int(input("Minimum of datum to consider during the interpolation: \n")) 

    ndmax = int(input("Maximum of datum to consider during the interpolation: \n")) 
    radius = rang 

    ktype = 1 

    skmean = 0 

    tmin = MinElementGrade 

    tmax = MaxElementGrade 

    kmap, vmap = geostats.kb2d(df,'E','N',ElementInterpolate,tmin,tmax,nx,xmn,xsiz,ny,ymn,ysiz,nxdis,nydis, 

             ndmin,ndmax,radius,ktype,skmean,varikr) 

    kmap2, vmap2 = geostats.kb2d(df,'E','N',ElementInterpolate,tmin,tmax,nx,xmn,xsiz,ny,ymn,ysiz,nxdis,nydis, 

             ndmin,ndmax,radius,0,SK_Mean,varikr) 

    xmin = xmn  

    ymin =  ymn   
    xmax = EastBoxMax 

    ymax = NorthBoxMax 

    plt.subplot(221) 

    GSLIB.pixelplt_st(kmap,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,xsiz,MinElementGrade,MaxElementGrade,"Map Simple Kriging 

2D","East [E]","North [N]","Unit of measurement",cmap) 

    plt.subplot(222) 

    GSLIB.pixelplt_st(kmap2,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax,xsiz,MinElementGrade,MaxElementGrade,"Map Kriging Ordinary 

2D","East [E]","North [N]","Unit of measurement",cmap) 

    cmap = plt.cm.jet 

    

GSLIB.locmap(df,'E','N',ElementInterpolate,EastBoxMin,EastBoxMax,NorthBoxMin,NorthBoxMax,MinElementGrade

,MaxElementGrade,'Composite Collar Location - '+str(ElementInterpolate),'East [E]','North 
[N]',ElementInterpolate,cmap,str(ElementInterpolate)) 

    plt.show() 

    Kriging = float(input("Selecte 0 for Simple Kriging or 1 for Ordiranry Kriging: \n" )) 

    if Kriging > 0.5: 

        dff = pd.DataFrame(kmap) 

        kmapz = kmap 

    else: 

        dff = pd.DataFrame(kmap2) 

        kmapz = kmap2 

    path = str(GM_Path+slash) 

    OutPut = str(path+"Interpolation.csv") 
    dff.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=False) 

    dfs= pd.DataFrame(kmapz).stack().rename_axis(['X', 'Y']).reset_index(name='val') 

    df_interpolated = pd.DataFrame(columns=["E","N",ElementInterpolate]) 

    df_interpolated["E"] = dfs["Y"]*xsiz + xmin #- xsiz*1.5 #  524672.00 

    df_interpolated["N"] = -dfs["X"]*xsiz + ymax #- xsiz*1.5 #+9343172.00 

    df_interpolated[ElementInterpolate] = dfs["val"] 

    OutPutGradePopulate = str(path+"IAanterpolation.csv") 

    df_interpolated.to_csv (OutPutGradePopulate, index = None, header=True) 

    path = str(GM_Path+slash) 

    df_interpolated = df_interpolated.round({'E': 1, 'N': 1}) 

    OutPutGradePopulated = str(path+"GradePopulated.csv") 

    df_interpolated.to_csv (OutPutGradePopulated, index = None, header=True) 
    path = str(GM_Path+slash) 
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    Input_GM = str(path+"df_new.csv") 

    df_percent = pd.read_csv(Input_GM, sep=",") 

    df_percent = df_percent[df_percent["Percent"]>0.000001] 

    ListPercentE =list(df_percent["E"]) 

    ListPercentN =list(df_percent["N"]) 
    LengthListPercentE =len(list(df_percent["E"])) 

    df_percent[ElementInterpolate] = df.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    NumCol=df_percent.columns.get_loc(ElementInterpolate) 

    CommonEast = [] 

    w = 0 

    while w < LengthListPercentE: 

        CommonEast.append(w) 

        w += 1 

    for getblocks in CommonEast: 

        Est = ListPercentE[getblocks] 

        Nrt = ListPercentN[getblocks] 
        ValGrade = df_interpolated.groupby('E').get_group(Est).groupby('N').get_group(Nrt) 

        GradeEstimated = ValGrade.iloc[0][2] 

        df_percent.iloc[[getblocks],[NumCol]] = GradeEstimated 

        # df_percent.iloc[[getblocks],[3]] = GradeEstimated 

    OutPut = str(path+"df_new.csv")         

    df_percent.to_csv (OutPut, index = None, header=True) 

    df = pd.read_csv(Composite_Path + slash + ReadComposite + ".csv", sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes 

database) 

    df_final = pd.read_csv(path + "df_new.csv", sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes database) 

    NorthGeoMin = int(df_final["N"].min()-16) 

    NorthGeoMax = int(df_final["N"].max()+16) 

    EastGeoMin = int(df_final["E"].min()-16)  
    EastGeoMax = int(df_final["E"].max()+16) 

    cmap = plt.cm.jet 

    

GSLIB.locmap(df,'E','N',ElementInterpolate,EastGeoMin,EastGeoMax,NorthGeoMin,NorthGeoMax,tmin,tmax,str(Ele

mentInterpolate),'East [E]','North [N]','Unit of Measurement',cmap,str(ElementInterpolate)) 

    plt.show() 

    cmap = plt.cm.jet 

    

GSLIB.locmap(df_percent,'E','N',ElementInterpolate,EastGeoMin,EastGeoMax,NorthGeoMin,NorthGeoMax,tmin,tma

x,str(ElementInterpolate),'East [E]','North [N]','Unit of Measurement',cmap,str(ElementInterpolate)) 

    plt.show() 
if __name__ == '__main__': 

    Interpolation() 
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Annex A.7 Scheduling  

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Fri Jan 24 09:30:07 2020 

 

@author: Orlando 

""" 
import warnings; warnings.simplefilter('ignore') 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import seaborn as sns 

import xlsxwriter 

import pandas as pd 

from pandas import DataFrame 

import statsmodels.api as sm 

import statsmodels.formula.api as smf 

import numpy as np 

import geostatspy.GSLIB as GSLIB                           

import geostatspy.geostats as geostats    

import os  
def Scheduling():   

    os.chdir(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\USB')  

    DryDens = float(input("Enter Dry Density value for cells that does not have one: \n")) 

    GM_Path = input("Enter the path of Grid Model: \n")  

    slash = input("Enter slash: \n") 

    ReadGM = 'df_new'#input("Enter GM file name in .csv format (df_new): \n") #Read the composite file  

    dff = pd.read_csv(GM_Path + slash + ReadGM + ".csv", sep=",") # Reading the xls file (drillholes database) 

    EastPolygonMin = int(input("Enter East Minimum Coordinate Value: \n")) #527704 

    EastPolygonMax = int(input("Enter East Maximum Coordinate Value: \n"))#527808 

    NorthPolygonMin = int(input("Enter North Minimum Coordinate Value: \n"))#9343252 

    NorthPolygonMax = int(input("Enter North Maximum Coordinate Value: \n"))#9343356 
    df1 = dff[dff["E"]>= EastPolygonMin] 

    df2 = df1[df1["E"]<= EastPolygonMax] 

    df3 = df2[df2["N"]>= NorthPolygonMin] 

    df = df3[df3["N"]<= NorthPolygonMax] 

    df.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\01dforiginalcoordinates.csv', index = None, 

header=True) 

    NorthGeoMinDF = int(df["N"].min())-8 

    EastGeoMinDF = int(df["E"].min()) -8 

    df['E'] = df['E']-EastGeoMinDF 

    df["N"] =df["N"]-NorthGeoMinDF 

    LisToCompHeader = df.columns #Making a list of the item's name 
    f= open(GM_Path+slash+"\HeadersGM.txt","w+") # Creating a txt file  

    for index, InputElementInit in enumerate(LisToCompHeader):  

        f.write(str(index) + " " + InputElementInit +  "\n")    # Writing on the txt file the list of items 

        print(index, InputElementInit) 

    f.close() 

    os.startfile(GM_Path+slash+"\HeadersGM.txt") #Pop up the list of the header to select the item number to interpolate 

    ElementNumberSchedule = int(input("Enter the number of item: \n")) #Selecting the number of the item to 

interpolate 

    ElementSchedule = LisToCompHeader[ElementNumberSchedule] 
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    df.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\02localcoordinates.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    df = df[df[ElementSchedule]>0.001]  

    df.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\03localcoordinatesgreaterthanzero.csv', index = None, 

header=True) 

    NorthGeoMin = int(df["N"].min()-16) 
    NorthGeoMax = int(df["N"].max()+16) 

    EastGeoMin = int(df["E"].min()-16)  

    EastGeoMax = int(df["E"].max()+16) 

    MinElementGrade = float(df.min()[ElementSchedule]) 

    MaxElementGrade = float(df.max()[ElementSchedule]) 

    plt.hist(df[ElementSchedule], bins="sturges",color='skyblue', histtype='stepfilled',cumulative=False) 

    plt.grid(False) 

    plt.xlabel(ElementSchedule+"%") 

    plt.ylabel("Frecuence") 

    plt.title("Histogram"+"-"+ElementSchedule+"%") 

    plt.grid(True) 
    mean = round(df[ElementSchedule].mean(),4) 

    std = round(df[ElementSchedule].std(),4) 

    cmap = plt.cm.jet 

    GSLIB.locmap(df,'E','N',ElementSchedule,EastGeoMin,EastGeoMax 

,NorthGeoMin,NorthGeoMax,MinElementGrade,MaxElementGrade,'Composite Collar Location - '+ElementSchedule, 

                 'East [X]','North [Y]',ElementSchedule,cmap,"fig_title") 

    plt.show() 

    df.sort_values(ElementSchedule, axis = 0, ascending = False, inplace = True, na_position ='first') 

    index = df.index 

    NumColum=int(df.columns.get_loc('Dd_Comp'))                 

    i = 1 

    while i < len(index): 
        Eval = float(df.iloc[[i],NumColum]) 

        if Eval < 0.1: 

            df.iloc[[i],[NumColum]] = DryDens #adding default dry density for who does not have one 

        else: 

            pass     

        i += 1 

    # Adding a new empty column 

    df['Dd_Comp'] = 1.06 

    df['Blk_l'] = df.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    df['Blk_w'] = df.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    df['BCM'] = df.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 
    df['Ton'] = df.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    df['Fine'] = df.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    Blk_length = 8#int(input('Enter the grid cell length: \n')) #8#40 

    Blk_width = 8#int(input('Enter the grid cell width: \n')) #8#4 

    RatioL_W = Blk_length/Blk_width 

    df['Blk_l'] = Blk_length 

    df['Blk_w'] = Blk_width 

    ThickDigSM = float(input('Enter the slice thickness (0.25): \n')) 

    df['THICKNESS'] = ThickDigSM #0.25 

    df['BCM'] = df['THICKNESS']*df['Blk_w']*df['Blk_l'] 

    df['Ton'] = df['Dd_Comp']*df['BCM'] 

    df['Fine'] = df['Ton']*df[ElementSchedule]/100 
    #Calculation cumulative tonnage  
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    df['Tonnage'] = df['Ton'].cumsum() 

    df['Accum_Fine'] = df['Fine'].cumsum() 

    df['Grade'] = df['Accum_Fine']/df['Tonnage']*100 

    pd.set_option('display.float_format', lambda x:'%.2f'%x) 

    ax = plt.gca() 
    ElementScheduleSTR =str(ElementSchedule) 

    bpm = df.plot(kind='line',x=ElementScheduleSTR,y='Tonnage',ax=ax) 

    df.plot(kind='line',x=ElementScheduleSTR,y='Grade', color='red', ax=ax,secondary_y=True) 

    plt.show() 

    # convert to numeric format AS IS THICKNESS RPO0 

    df['THICKNESS'] = pd.to_numeric(df['THICKNESS'], errors='coerce') 

    df['Dd_Comp'] = pd.to_numeric(df['Dd_Comp'], errors='coerce') 

    df['Grade'] = pd.to_numeric(df['Grade'], errors='coerce') 

    df[ElementSchedule] = pd.to_numeric(df[ElementSchedule], errors='coerce') 

    df['Tonnage'] = pd.to_numeric(df['Tonnage'], errors='coerce') 

    # listwise deletion of missing values 
    sub1 = df[['Grade', ElementSchedule, 'THICKNESS', 'Dd_Comp','Tonnage']].dropna() 

    #################################################################################### 

    # POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION 

    #################################################################################### 

    # fit second order polynomial 

    # run the 2 scatterplots together to second order fit lines 

    scat1 = sns.regplot(x="Grade", y=ElementSchedule, scatter=True, order=2, data=sub1) 

    plt.xlabel('Grade') 

    plt.ylabel(ElementSchedule) 

    # quadratic (polynomial) regression analysis  

    reg2 = smf.ols(ElementSchedule+' ~ Grade + I(Grade**2)', data=sub1).fit() 

    mod_wls = smf.wls(ElementSchedule+' ~ Grade + I(Grade**2)', 
weights=1/(sub1['THICKNESS']*sub1['Dd_Comp']), data=sub1).fit() 

    #################################################################################### 

    # EVALUATING MODEL FIT 

    #################################################################################### 

    #Q-Q plot for normality 

    fig2=sm.qqplot(reg2.resid, line='r') 

    # leverage plot 

    fig3=sm.graphics.influence_plot(reg2, size=15) 

    # simple plot of residuals 

    fig4 = plt.figure(figsize=(12,8)) 

    stdres=pd.DataFrame(reg2.resid_pearson) 
    plt.plot(stdres, 'x', ls='None') 

    #stdres=pd.DataFrame(reg4.resid_pearson) 

    plt.plot(stdres, 'o', ls='None') 

    l = plt.axhline(y=0, color='r') 

    l = plt.axhline(y=-1, color='green') 

    l = plt.axhline(y=1, color='green') 

    plt.ylabel('Standardized Residual') 

    plt.xlabel('Observation Number') 

    #PROJECTING THE AVERAGE GRADE TOWARD THE CUT OFF GRADE TO GET MAXIMUM TONNAGE 

EXPLOTED 

    parameters = reg2.params 

    Parameter_Series = pd.Series(parameters) 
    Parameter_df=Parameter_Series.to_frame(name='Parameters') 
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    Var_Intercept = Parameter_df.iloc[0][0] 

    Var_Grade = Parameter_df.iloc[1][0] 

    Var_Grade2= Parameter_df.iloc[2][0] 

    plt.hist(df[ElementSchedule], bins="sturges",color='skyblue', histtype='stepfilled',cumulative=False) 

    plt.grid(False) 
    plt.xlabel(ElementSchedule+"%") 

    plt.ylabel("Frecuence") 

    plt.title("Histogram"+"-"+ElementSchedule+"%") 

    plt.grid(True) 

    mean = round(df[ElementSchedule].mean(),4) 

    std = round(df[ElementSchedule].std(),4) 

    LowTreshold = mean - 2*std 

    HighTreshold = mean + 2*std 

    Grade_Input = np.linspace(LowTreshold,HighTreshold, 

10)#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
    Projected_RPO0 = Var_Intercept + Var_Grade*Grade_Input + Var_Grade2*(Grade_Input**2) 

    #PROJECTING STD ERR CUT OFF GRADE 

    std_err = reg2.bse 

    std_err_Series = pd.Series(std_err) 

    std_err_df=std_err_Series.to_frame(name='std err') 

    std_err_Intercept = std_err_df.iloc[0][0] 

    std_err_Grade = std_err_df.iloc[1][0] 

    std_err_Grade2= std_err_df.iloc[2][0] 

    td_err_RPO0 = std_err_Intercept + std_err_Grade + std_err_Grade2 

    #PROJECTING GRADE + STD ERR GRADE 

    DevStErr = 0.15#float(input("DesVest: \n"))#0.15 

#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

    Up_Bound = Projected_RPO0 + td_err_RPO0*DevStErr 

    Low_Bound = Projected_RPO0 - td_err_RPO0*DevStErr 

    Coinfidence = 

95#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

    alpha = 1 - Coinfidence/100 

    #PROJECTING UP COINFIDENCE INTERVAL OF GRADE 

    Coin_Int = reg2.conf_int(alpha=alpha, cols=None) 

    Coin_Int_Up_Intercept = Coin_Int.iloc[0][1] 

    Coin_Int_Up_Grade = Coin_Int.iloc[1][1] 
    Coin_Int_Up_Grade2= Coin_Int.iloc[2][1] 

    Coin_Int_Up_RPO0 = Coin_Int_Up_Intercept + Coin_Int_Up_Grade*Grade_Input + 

Coin_Int_Up_Grade2*(Grade_Input**2) 

    print(Coin_Int) 

    #PROJECTING DOWN COINFIDENCE INTERVAL OF GRADE 

    Coin_Int = reg2.conf_int(alpha=alpha, cols=None) 

    Coin_Int_Dwn_Intercept = Coin_Int.iloc[0][0] 

    Coin_Int_Dwn_Grade = Coin_Int.iloc[1][0] 

    Coin_Int_Dwn_Grade2= Coin_Int.iloc[2][0] 

    Coin_Int_Dwn_RPO0 = Coin_Int_Dwn_Intercept + Coin_Int_Dwn_Grade*Grade_Input + 

Coin_Int_Dwn_Grade2*(Grade_Input**2) 

    print(Coin_Int) 
    #PLOTING COINFIDENCE INTERVAL AND ESTANDARD ERROR WHICH IS THE VARIANCE OF THE 
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ERROR 

    fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4)) 

    fig.suptitle('GoalGrade vs BreakEvenCutoffGrade') #it is an Scatter Plot 

    fig.tight_layout(pad=2);  

    ax.grid(True) 
    ax.plot(Grade_Input, Projected_RPO0, '-', color='darkorchid', linewidth=2) 

    ax.plot(Grade_Input, Up_Bound, '-', color='darkorchid', linewidth=0.5) 

    ax.plot(Grade_Input, Low_Bound, '-', color='darkorchid', linewidth=0.5) 

    df.plot(kind='line',x='Grade',y=ElementSchedule,ax=ax) 

    plt.xlabel('GoalGrade') 

    plt.ylabel('BreakEvenCutoffGrade') 

    yAve = Projected_RPO0 

    GradeFromPlant = float(input("Enter the Requiered grade by processing plant> \n")) #23.0 

#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

    Porject_RPO0 = round(Var_Intercept + Var_Grade*GradeFromPlant + Var_Grade2*(GradeFromPlant**2),1) 
    Up_Bounds = float(input("Enter the up threshold limit: \n"))#35.5#round(Porject_RPO0 + DevStErr,1) 

    Low_Bounds = float(input("Enter the low threshold limit: \n"))#34.5#round(Up_Bounds - 2*DevStErr,2)  

    ax.vlines(GradeFromPlant,0,Up_Bounds, lw=0.5, color='b',label= GradeFromPlant) 

    ax.hlines(Up_Bounds,MinElementGrade-1,GradeFromPlant, lw=0.2, color='r',label=Up_Bounds) 

    ax.hlines(Porject_RPO0,MinElementGrade-1,GradeFromPlant, lw=0.5, color='r',label=Porject_RPO0) 

    ax.hlines(Low_Bounds,MinElementGrade-1,GradeFromPlant, lw=0.2, color='r',label=Low_Bounds) 

    plt.legend() 

    plt.show() 

    fig.savefig('Scatter Plot Target Grade vs Cut-off Grade.png', dpi=125) 

    #################################################################################### 

    # POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION 

    #################################################################################### 
    scat2 = sns.regplot(x=ElementSchedule, y="Tonnage", scatter=True, order=2, data=sub1) 

    plt.xlabel(ElementSchedule) 

    plt.ylabel('Tonnage') 

    ols_reg03 =('Tonnage ~ '+ElementSchedule+'+ I('+ElementSchedule+'**2)') #'Tonnage ~ P2O5 + I(P2O5**2)' 

    reg3 = smf.ols(ols_reg03, data=sub1).fit() 

    print (reg3.summary()) 

    #statsmodel_model = smf.wls(formula=patsy_equation, weights=weight, data=data_df) 

    mod_wls = smf.wls('Tonnage ~ '+ElementSchedule+'+ I('+ElementSchedule+'**2)', 

weights=1/(sub1['THICKNESS']*sub1['Dd_Comp']), data=sub1).fit() 

    #################################################################################### 

    # EVALUATING MODEL FIT 
    #################################################################################### 

    fig5=sm.qqplot(reg3.resid, line='r') 

    # leverage plot 

    fig5=sm.graphics.influence_plot(reg3, size=15) 

    # simple plot of residuals 

    fig6 = plt.figure(figsize=(12,8)) 

    stdres=pd.DataFrame(reg3.resid_pearson) 

    plt.plot(stdres, 'x', ls='None') 

    #stdres=pd.DataFrame(reg4.resid_pearson) 

    plt.plot(stdres, 'o', ls='None') 

    l = plt.axhline(y=0, color='r') 

    l = plt.axhline(y=-1, color='green') 
    l = plt.axhline(y=1, color='green') 
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    plt.ylabel('Standardized Residual') 

    plt.xlabel('Observation Number') 

    #PROJECTING THE CUT OFF GRADE TO MAXIMUM TONNAGE EXPLOTED 

    predictions = reg3.predict() 

    parameters = reg3.params 
    Parameter_Series = pd.Series(parameters) 

    Parameter_df=Parameter_Series.to_frame(name='Parameters') 

    Var_Intercept = Parameter_df.iloc[0][0] 

    Var_RPO0 = Parameter_df.iloc[1][0] 

    Var_RPO02= Parameter_df.iloc[2][0] 

    RPO0_Input = np.linspace(LowTreshold,HighTreshold, 

10)#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

    Projected_Tonnage = Var_Intercept + Var_RPO0*RPO0_Input + Var_RPO02*(RPO0_Input**2) 

    #PROJECTING STD ERR TONNAGE 

    std_err = reg3.bse 
    std_err_Series = pd.Series(std_err) 

    std_err_df=std_err_Series.to_frame(name='std err') 

    std_err_Intercept = std_err_df.iloc[0][0] 

    std_err_RPO0 = std_err_df.iloc[1][0] 

    std_err_RPO02= std_err_df.iloc[2][0] 

    td_err_Tonnage = std_err_Intercept + std_err_RPO0 + std_err_RPO02 

    #PROJECTING TONNAGE + STD ERR TONNAGE 

    DevSt = 

0.15#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

    Up_Bound = Projected_Tonnage + DevSt 

    Low_Bound = Projected_Tonnage - DevSt 
    Coinfidence = 

95#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

    alpha = 1 - Coinfidence/100 

    #PROJECTING UP COINFIDENCE INTERVAL OF TONNAGE 

    Coin_Int = reg3.conf_int(alpha=alpha, cols=None) 

    Coin_Int_Up_Intercept = Coin_Int.iloc[0][1] 

    Coin_Int_Up_RPO0 = Coin_Int.iloc[1][1] 

    Coin_Int_Up_RPO02= Coin_Int.iloc[2][1] 

    Coin_Int_Up_Tonnage = Coin_Int_Up_Intercept + Coin_Int_Up_RPO0*RPO0_Input + 

Coin_Int_Up_RPO02*(RPO0_Input**2) 
    #PROJECTING DOWN COINFIDENCE INTERVAL OF TONNAGE 

    Coin_Int = reg3.conf_int(alpha=alpha, cols=None) 

    Coin_Int_Dwn_Intercept = Coin_Int.iloc[0][0] 

    Coin_Int_Dwn_RPO0 = Coin_Int.iloc[1][0] 

    Coin_Int_Dwn_RPO02= Coin_Int.iloc[2][0] 

    Coin_Int_Dwn_Tonnage = Coin_Int_Dwn_Intercept + Coin_Int_Dwn_RPO0*RPO0_Input + 

Coin_Int_Dwn_RPO02*(RPO0_Input**2) 

    #PLOTING COINFIDENCE INTERVAL AND ESTANDARD ERROR WHICH IS THE VARIANCE OF THE 

ERROR 

    fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(8, 4)) 

    fig.suptitle('BreakEvenCutoffGrade vs ProjectedTonnage') 

    fig.tight_layout(pad=2);  
    ax.grid(True) 
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    ax.plot(RPO0_Input, Projected_Tonnage, '-', color='darkorchid', linewidth=2) 

    ax.plot(RPO0_Input, Up_Bound, '-', color='darkorchid', linewidth=0.3) 

    ax.plot(RPO0_Input, Low_Bound, '-', color='darkorchid', linewidth=0.3) 

    df.plot(kind='line',x=ElementSchedule,y='Tonnage',ax=ax) 

    plt.xlabel('BreakEvenCutoffGrade') 
    plt.ylabel('ProjectedTonnage') 

    Projected_Tonnage = round(Var_Intercept + Var_RPO0*Porject_RPO0 + Var_RPO02*(Porject_RPO0**2),1) 

    Up_Boundz = round(Projected_Tonnage + Projected_Tonnage*0.1,1) 

    Low_Boundz = round(Up_Boundz - 2*Projected_Tonnage*0.1,1)  

    ax.vlines(Porject_RPO0,0,Up_Boundz, lw=0.5, color='b',label= Porject_RPO0) 

    ax.hlines(Up_Boundz,MinElementGrade-1,Porject_RPO0, lw=0.2, color='g',label=Up_Boundz) 

    ax.hlines(Projected_Tonnage,MinElementGrade-1,Porject_RPO0, lw=0.5, color='b',label=Projected_Tonnage) 

    ax.hlines(Low_Boundz,MinElementGrade-1,Porject_RPO0, lw=0.2, color='g',label=Low_Boundz) 

    Pr_Ton_Up_Bo = round(Var_Intercept + Var_RPO0*Up_Bounds + Var_RPO02*(Up_Bounds**2),1) 

    Up_Boundz = round(Pr_Ton_Up_Bo + td_err_Tonnage*DevSt,1) 

    UpD_Boundz = round(Up_Boundz-2*td_err_Tonnage*DevSt,1) 
    Pr_Ton_Lw_Bo = round(Var_Intercept + Var_RPO0*Low_Bounds + Var_RPO02*(Low_Bounds**2),1) 

    Low_Boundzz = round(Pr_Ton_Lw_Bo - td_err_Tonnage*DevSt,1) 

    UpD_Boundzz = round(Low_Boundzz+2*td_err_Tonnage*DevSt,1)  

    plt.legend() 

    fig.savefig('BreakEvenCutoffGrade vs ProjectedTonnage.png', dpi=125) 

    plt.show() 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 
    #ASSIGNING THE VALUES OF 1=TARGET GRADE, 3=LOW GRADE, AND 2=HIGH GRADE TO ITEM VAL 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 

    TheoricalLowGrade = 35.0#float(input("Enter the Theorical Low Threshold Grade - Greater than Low_Bounds: \n")) 

    TheoricalHighGrade = 35.5#float(input("Enter the Theorical High Threshold Grade - Greater or equal than 

Up_Bounds: \n")) 

    df_r = df[df[ElementSchedule]>= Low_Bounds] 
    MERGE01 = df[df[ElementSchedule]<= Low_Bounds] #wasteTheoricalHighGrade 

    df_r.describe() 

    dfr = df_r.fillna(0) 

    g = dfr.groupby('Polygon') 

    g #group each row according its RPO0 valu 

    f = g.get_group(1) # grouping by polygon 1 PENDIENTE 

    h = f.sort_values(ElementSchedule, ascending=True) # sort in ascending way 

    h['row_count'] = np.arange(len(h)) + 1 

    identifiers = pd.DataFrame() 

    identifiers = h['row_count'].values 

    SampleList = [] 

    for numbers in range(len(identifiers)): 
        if identifiers[numbers] != identifiers[numbers - 1]: 
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            SampleList.append(numbers) 

    Original_Index = h.index.values.tolist() 

    azz = max(SampleList) 

    azz 

    Original_Index = df.index.values.tolist() 
    for pos in SampleList:  

        value = float(h.iloc[[pos],10])  

        RPO0_N = float(h.iloc[[pos],7]) #GradeFromPlant 

        if value == 0: 

            if RPO0_N >= 

Up_Bounds:#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

                h.iloc[[pos],[10]] = 2 

            elif RPO0_N < 

Low_Bounds+0.3:#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
                h.iloc[[pos],[10]] = 3 

            else: 

                h.iloc[[pos],[10]] = 1 

        pass 

    SampleList 

    h.iloc[:100,0:12] 

    h.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\hh.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 

    

################################################################################################
############################### 

    #GETTING THE NUMBER OF SLICING PER BLOCK 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 

    Slice_Input = 

0.25#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
    #Projected_Tonnage = Var_Intercept + Var_RPO0*RPO0_Input + Var_RPO02*(RPO0_Input**2) 

    Slice_Input 

    for poss in SampleList: 

        Thickness = h.iloc[[poss],4] 

        h.iloc[[poss],[17]] = int(round((Thickness/Slice_Input)+0.5)) 

    h.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\hh2.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 
    #BASIC STATISTIC 
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################################################################################################

############################### 

    

################################################################################################
############################### 

    MERGE02 = h[h['VAL'] == 1] 

    df_rr= h[h['VAL']> 1] 

    #df_r = filter.head(10) 

    df_rr.describe() 

    #df_rr['VAL'] 

    HG = df_rr[df_rr['VAL']< 2.5] 

    LG = df_rr[df_rr['VAL']> 2.5] 

    LG.iloc[:100,10:72] 

    

################################################################################################
############################### 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 

    #GROUPING BY EAST AND SORT BY NORTH  

    

################################################################################################

############################### 

    

################################################################################################

############################## 

    LG['ord'] = LG['E']**4 + LG['N'] 
    LG_S = LG.sort_values('ord', ascending=True) 

    LG_S['row_countt'] = np.arange(len(LG_S)) + 1 

    identifiersss = pd.DataFrame() 

    identifiersss = LG_S['row_countt'].values 

    SampleListtt = [] 

    for numbersss in range(len(identifiersss)): 

        if identifiersss[numbersss] != identifiersss[numbersss - 1]: 

            SampleListtt.append(numbersss) 

    Original_Indexxx = LG_S.index.values.tolist() 

    LG_S 

    LG_S['Row_LG'] = LG_S['E']/LG_S['Blk_l'] 
    LG_S['Col_LG'] = LG_S['N']/LG_S['Blk_w'] 

    LG_S.iloc[:5,10:29] 

    LG_S.iloc[:70,0:16] 

    LG_S.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\041export_dataframe.csv', index = None, 

header=True) #Don't forget to add '.csv' at the end of the path 

    LG_S.iloc[:70,0:16] 

    LG_S['DISTN'] = LG_S['DISTN'].replace(0,np.nan) 

    LG_S.iloc[:5,0:31] 

    h.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\h.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    

################################################################################################

############################### 
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################################################################################################

############################### 

    #GROUPING BY EAST AND SORT BY NORTH  

    

################################################################################################
############################### 

    

################################################################################################

############################## 

    LG_S['DISTN'] = LG_S['DISTN'].replace(0,np.nan) 

    LG_S.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\04LG_S-item14.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    cnt = 1 

    for posz in SampleListtt: 

        Pick_LG_S = float(LG_S.iloc[[posz],14])    

        N_block = float(LG_S.iloc[[posz],1])/RatioL_W 

        E_block = float(LG_S.iloc[[posz],0]) 
        SEQ = int(posz)+1 

        cnt = cnt+ 1 

        LG_S.iloc[[posz],[14]] = cnt 

        LG_S.iloc[[posz],[15]] = str(round(cnt)) 

        Pop_LG_S = LG_S.drop(LG_S.index[posz]) 

        identifierz = pd.DataFrame() 

        identifierz = Pop_LG_S['row_countt'].values 

        SampleLisz = [] 

        for numberz in range(len(identifierz)): 

            if identifierz[numberz] != identifierz[numberz - 1]: 

                SampleLisz.append(numberz) 

        Original_Indez = Pop_LG_S.index.values.tolist() 
        if Pick_LG_S < 1000:  

            for poz in SampleLisz: 

                blk_Pop_LG_S = float(Pop_LG_S.iloc[[poz],14])             

                E_eval = float(Pop_LG_S.iloc[[poz],0]) 

                N_eval = float(Pop_LG_S.iloc[[poz],1])/RatioL_W 

                dist=((E_block-E_eval)**2+(N_block-N_eval)**2)**(1/2.0) 

                Get_raw_df2 = int(Pop_LG_S.iloc[poz,28]) 

                Pick_LG_S2 = float(LG_S.iloc[[posz],14]) 

                Row_LG_S = int(Get_raw_df2 - 1)     

                if blk_Pop_LG_S < 1 and dist < 2.5*Blk_length and Pick_LG_S2 > 0.1:  #6 

                    ValMin = min(SEQ,Pick_LG_S2) 
                    LG_S.iloc[[Row_LG_S],[14]] = int(ValMin) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[Row_LG_S],[15]] = str(round(ValMin,0))                    

                    LG_S.iloc[[posz],[14]] = int(ValMin) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[posz],[15]] = str(round(ValMin,0))                     

                elif blk_Pop_LG_S >= 1 and dist < 2.5*Blk_length and Pick_LG_S2 > 0.1: #6 cell from each other now 

1.5*Blk_length 

                    VAL_df2 = float(LG_S.iloc[Row_LG_S,14]) 

                    ValMin = min(SEQ,VAL_df2,Pick_LG_S2) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[Row_LG_S],[14]] = int(ValMin) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[Row_LG_S],[15]] = str(round(ValMin,0)) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[posz],[14]] = int(ValMin) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[posz],[15]] = str(round(ValMin,0)) 
        else: 
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            pass 

            break                

                     

    LG_Sz = LG_S.sort_values('SEQ', ascending=True) 

    LG_Sz.iloc[:100,14:16] 
    LG_S.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\05LG_S-item14.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    cnt = 1 

    for posz in SampleListtt: 

        Pick_LG_S = float(LG_S.iloc[[posz],14])    

        N_block = float(LG_S.iloc[[posz],1])/RatioL_W 

        E_block = float(LG_S.iloc[[posz],0]) 

        SEQ = int(posz)+1 

        cnt = cnt+ 1 

        LG_S.iloc[[posz],[14]] = cnt 

        LG_S.iloc[[posz],[15]] = str(round(cnt))  

        Pop_LG_S = LG_S.drop(LG_S.index[posz]) 
        identifierz = pd.DataFrame() 

        identifierz = Pop_LG_S['row_countt'].values 

        SampleLisz = [] 

        for numberz in range(len(identifierz)): 

            if identifierz[numberz] != identifierz[numberz - 1]: 

                SampleLisz.append(numberz) 

        Original_Indez = Pop_LG_S.index.values.tolist() 

        if Pick_LG_S < 1000: 

            for poz in SampleLisz: 

                blk_Pop_LG_S = float(Pop_LG_S.iloc[[poz],14])             

                E_eval = float(Pop_LG_S.iloc[[poz],0]) 

                N_eval = float(Pop_LG_S.iloc[[poz],1])/RatioL_W 
                dist=((E_block-E_eval)**2+(N_block-N_eval)**2)**(1/2.0) 

                Get_raw_df2 = int(Pop_LG_S.iloc[poz,28]) 

                Pick_LG_S2 = float(LG_S.iloc[[posz],14]) 

                Row_LG_S = int(Get_raw_df2 - 1)     

                if blk_Pop_LG_S < 1 and dist < 6 and Pick_LG_S2 > 0.1:   

                    #VAL_df2 = float(LG_S.iloc[Row_LG_S,14]) 

                    ValMin = min(SEQ,Pick_LG_S2) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[Row_LG_S],[14]] = int(ValMin) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[Row_LG_S],[15]] = str(round(ValMin,0)) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[posz],[14]] = int(ValMin) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[posz],[15]] = str(round(ValMin,0))                     
                elif blk_Pop_LG_S >= 1 and dist < 6 and Pick_LG_S2 > 0.1: 

                    VAL_df2 = float(LG_S.iloc[Row_LG_S,14]) 

                    ValMin = min(SEQ,VAL_df2,Pick_LG_S2) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[Row_LG_S],[14]] = int(ValMin) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[Row_LG_S],[15]] = str(round(ValMin,0)) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[posz],[14]] = int(ValMin) 

                    LG_S.iloc[[posz],[15]] = str(round(ValMin,0)) 

        else: 

            pass 

            break   

    LG_Sz = LG_S.sort_values('SEQ', ascending=True) 

    LG_Sz = LG_S.sort_values('SEQ', ascending=True) 
    AAA=list(LG_Sz.SEQ.unique()) 
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    bbb=len(AAA) 

    lista=[] 

    i = 0 

    while i < bbb: 

        lista.append(i) 
        i += 1 

    lista 

    for zz in SampleListtt: 

        numn = float(LG_Sz.iloc[[zz],13]) 

        if numn==0: 

            for aser in lista: 

                aas=float(AAA[aser])   

                for z in SampleListtt: 

                    num = float(LG_Sz.iloc[[z],14]) 

                    if num >= aas*0.9 and num <= aas*1.1 : 

                        LG_Sz.iloc[[z],13] = AAA[aser] 
                        LG_Sz.iloc[[z],[15]] = str(aas)                     

                    elif abs(float(LG_Sz.iloc[[z],14]) - float(LG_Sz.iloc[[z-1],14]))>0.8: 

                        nums = float(LG_Sz.iloc[[z-1],13]) 

                        AddVal  = nums + 1 

                        LG_Sz.iloc[[z],[13]]=AddVal 

                        LG_Sz.iloc[[z],[15]] = str(AddVal) 

                    elif abs(float(LG_Sz.iloc[[z],14]) - float(LG_Sz.iloc[[z-1],14]))<0.8:                     

                        nums = float(LG_Sz.iloc[[z-1],13])             

                        LG_Sz.iloc[[z],[13]] = nums 

                        LG_Sz.iloc[[z],[15]] = str(nums)                                    

                break 

    from sympy import Point, Line 
    for w in SampleListtt: 

        East_blk = float(LG_Sz.iloc[[w],0]) 

        North_blk = float(LG_Sz.iloc[[w],1]) 

        Origen, End = Point(0, 0), Point(104, 0)#Point(EastPolygonMin, NorthPolygonMin), Point(EastPolygonMax, 

NorthPolygonMin) #$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$origen$$$$$$$^^^^^^^^ 

        s = Line(Origen, End) 

        DST = s.distance(Point(East_blk,North_blk)) 

        LG_Sz.iloc[[w],[11]] = float(DST) #DISTN for disntance from main access to each block 

    LG_Sz.iloc[:100,0:16] 

    MinDist_By_Group_to_Main_Access=LG_Sz.groupby('MPO').min()['DISTN'] #Getting the minimum distance from 

main access to each group MPO 
    Ton_By_Group =LG_Sz.groupby('MPO').sum()['Ton'] 

    Group =LG_Sz.groupby('MPO').min()['MXN'] 

    result = pd.concat([Group,MinDist_By_Group_to_Main_Access,Ton_By_Group],axis=1, sort=False) #making new 

df by group tonnage and minimum distance 

    result 

    TonRes = result.sort_values('DISTN', ascending=True) 

    TonRes['Seq_Group'] = TonRes.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    TonRes 

    TonRes.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\07TonRes540.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    result.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\07result.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    Group.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\07Group.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    Ton_By_Group.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\07Ton_By_Group.csv', index = None, 
header=True) 
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    MinDist_By_Group_to_Main_Access.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-

JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\07MinDist_By_Group_to_Main_Access.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    LG_Sz.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\07LG_Sz.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    for ww in lista: 

        Ton_Group = float(TonRes.iloc[[ww],2]) #restriction by ton  
        if Ton_Group < 150: #540 

#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

            TonRez = TonRes.drop([TonRes.index[ww]]) 

        else: 

            pass 

    TonRez 

    Gr_Ac=TonRez['MXN'].tolist() 

    DistG=TonRez['DISTN'].tolist() 

    bbbb=len(Gr_Ac) 

    listb=[] 
    ii = 0 

    while ii < bbbb: 

        listb.append(ii) 

        ii += 1 

    listb 

    l1 = Line(Origen, End) 

    List_L1=l1.coefficients 

    if End[0] == 0 or End[1] == 0: 

        p3=Point(End[1],End[0]) 

        L = Line(Origen, p3) 

    else: 

        l20= float(-1/List_L1[0]) #float(List_L1[0]) # 
        l21= float(-1/List_L1[1]) 

        l12= float(List_L1[2]*-1) 

        l22=0 

        A = np.array([[List_L1[0],List_L1[1]], [l20, l21]]) 

        B = np.array([l12, l22]) 

        X = np.linalg.inv(A).dot(B) 

        p3 = Point(X[0],X[1] ) 

    l3 = l1.perpendicular_line(p3) 

    p3 in l3 

    Low_Grade = LG_Sz.sort_values('row_countt', ascending=True) #sorting from west to east and north  

    Low_Grade.iloc[:100,10:18] 
    for getblocks in listb: 

        Val_G=float(Gr_Ac[getblocks]) 

        Val_D=float(DistG[getblocks]) 

        iz2=LG_Sz.groupby('MXN').get_group(Val_G).groupby('DISTN').get_group(Val_D) 

        LENG=len(iz2.index) 

        for row in range(LENG): 

            East_blks = float(iz2.iloc[[row],0]) 

            North_blks = float(iz2.iloc[[row],1]) 

            l4 = Line(Origen, p3) 

            iz2.iloc[[row],[12]] = l4.distance(Point(East_blks, North_blks)) 

            MinDist_iz2=iz2.groupby('MPO').min()['DIZTN'] 

            DIZTN_Value = MinDist_iz2.iloc[0] 
            Return_1=iz2.loc[iz2['DIZTN'] == MinDist_iz2.iloc[0]] 
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            R2 = Return_1.iloc[0,28] 

            Line_In = R2 - 1      

            Low_Grade.iloc[Line_In,12] = float(DIZTN_Value) 

    LG_Sz.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\06LG_Sz540.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    Low_Grade.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\06Low_Grade540sorted.csv', index = None, 
header=True) 

    Low_Grade.iloc[:100,0:15] 

    Sample_E = [] 

    Sample_N = [] 

    for fina in SampleListtt: 

        Diztn_Final = float(Low_Grade.iloc[[fina],12]) 

        if Diztn_Final > 0.1: 

            E_F = float(Low_Grade.iloc[[fina],0]) 

            N_F = float(Low_Grade.iloc[[fina],1]) 

            Sample_N.append(N_F) 

            Sample_E.append(E_F) 
    from bokeh.plotting import figure, output_file, show, save 

    from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource 

    from bokeh.models.tools import HoverTool 

    from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource, Range1d, LabelSet, Label 

    from bokeh.models import Legend, LegendItem 

    from bokeh.transform import factor_cmap 

    from bokeh.models import LogColorMapper, LogTicker, ColorBar 

    from bokeh.models import CategoricalColorMapper 

    from bokeh.palettes import Spectral6 

    from bokeh.models import Arrow, OpenHead, NormalHead, VeeHead 

    output_file('chartz.html') 

    p = figure(plot_width=625, plot_height=578,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 
    dictt=Low_Grade.to_dict('series') 

    source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

    SEQ_list = source.data["MPO"].tolist()# this is for making a list  

    list(Low_Grade.SEQ.unique()) 

    color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=SEQ_list, palette=Spectral6) 

    p.square(x='E', y='N',size=30,color={'field':'MPO','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 

legend='MPO') 

    p.title.text = 'Low Grade' 

    p.title.align = "center" 

    p.title.text_color = "blue" 

    p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 
    p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

    p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

    p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

    hover = HoverTool() 

    hover.tooltips=[(ElementSchedule, '@'+ElementSchedule),('Ton', '@Ton'),('Scheduling', '@Sched'),('Cluster', 

'@SEQ')] 

    labels = LabelSet(x='E', y='N', text='MPO', level='glyph',x_offset=2, y_offset=2, source=source, 

render_mode='canvas') 

    citation = Label(x=10, y=10, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Low grade', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='green', border_line_alpha=1.0, 

                     background_fill_color='yellow', background_fill_alpha=1.0) 

    output_file("Sarita.html", title="Sarita.py example") 
    p.add_layout(labels) 
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    p.add_layout(citation) 

    p.add_tools(hover) 

    show(p) 

    save(p) 

    HG['row_count'] = HG.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 
    HG['row_countt'] = HG.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE01['row_count'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) #LOW THAN BOUND WASTE 

    MERGE01['row_countt'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1)#LOW THAN BOUND WASTE 

    MERGE02['row_count'] = MERGE02.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE02['row_countt'] = MERGE02.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    Low_Grade=Low_Grade.drop(['Row_LG'], axis = 1) 

    Low_Grade=Low_Grade.drop(['Col_LG'], axis = 1) 

    Low_Grade=Low_Grade.drop(['ord'], axis = 1) 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Merge datframes to DtaFme  
    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    frames = [Low_Grade, HG, MERGE02] 

    DtaFme = pd.concat(frames)  

    DtaFme.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\08DtaFmeMerged01.csv', index = None, 

header=True) 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Getting the minimum East and North of entire blocks 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    MinEast=DtaFme.groupby('N').min()['E'] 
    MaxEast=DtaFme.groupby('N').max()['E'] 

    MinE = min(MinEast) 

    MinNorth=DtaFme.groupby('E').min()['N'] 

    MinN = min(MinNorth) 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Fillin out with 0 all values NaN Values from MXN and MPO, SEQ = 0 -DtaFme 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    DtaFme['MXN'] = DtaFme['MXN'].fillna(0) 

    DtaFme['MPO'] = DtaFme['MPO'].fillna(0) 
    DtaFme['SEQ'] = 0 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Sorting DtFme by distance E**4 + N/1000 

    #Assigning the row according distance 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    DtaFme['DIZTN'] = 0 

    DtaFme['DAY'] = 0 

    DtaFme['DIZTN'] = DtaFme['E']**4 + DtaFme['N']/1000#$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

    DataFm = DtaFme.sort_values('DIZTN', ascending=True) 

    DataFm['DAY'] = np.arange(len(DataFm)) + 1 # 9 column CHANGE THIS NAME IN FUTURE 
    DataFm.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\08DataFmdaychange.csv', index = None, 
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header=True) 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Fillin out the first group East and North to make blending - DtaFme 

    #if MIX is 0, then MPO = Iteration(TotalRow) CHECK HERE 
    #if MIX = Min North, then SEQ = 2. 

    #if MIX = Min East, then SEQ = 1 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    LEN=len(DtaFme.index) 

    for TotalRow in range(LEN): 

        CountRow = float(DtaFme.iloc[[TotalRow],13])     

        if CountRow <= 0.5: 

            DtaFme.iloc[[TotalRow],15] = str(CountRow)#check this line MPO 

            CounRowE = float(DtaFme.iloc[[TotalRow],0]) 

            CounRowN = float(DtaFme.iloc[[TotalRow],1]) 
            if CounRowN == MinN: 

                DtaFme.iloc[[TotalRow],14] = 2 

            if CounRowE == MinE: 

                DtaFme.iloc[[TotalRow],14] = 1 

    DtaFme.iloc[0:40,5:18]  

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Sorting DtaFme (all data) by min esat to max east, and from bottom to up - DtFme 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    DtaFme['Ord_blk_DtaFme'] = DtaFme['E']**4 + DtaFme['N']/100 

    DtFme = DtaFme.sort_values('Ord_blk_DtaFme', ascending=True) 
    DtFme['RowCount'] = np.arange(len(DtFme)) + 1 

    DtFme.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\08DtFmeOrd_blk_DtaFmeSort.csv', index = None, 

header=True) 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Getting the intersection point between the main access to operation low grade 

    #operation access - Start_Mining 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    P_Start_Acces_LG=Point(Sample_E[0], Sample_N[0] ) 

    Access_01 = l1.perpendicular_line(P_Start_Acces_LG) 
    l1.equation() 

    List_L1=l1.coefficients 

    List_L2=Access_01.coefficients 

    l10=float(List_L1[0]) 

    l11=float(List_L1[1]) 

    l20=float(List_L2[0]) 

    l21=float(List_L2[1]) 

    l12=float(List_L1[2]*-1) 

    l22=float(List_L2[2]*-1) 

    print(l10) 

    print(l11) 

    print(l12) 
    print(l20) 
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    print(l21) 

    print(l22) 

    print(List_L1) 

    print(List_L2) 

    A = np.array([[l10, l11], [l20, l21]]) 
    B = np.array([l12, l22]) 

    Start_Mining = np.linalg.inv(A).dot(B) 

    print(Start_Mining) 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Getting the first low grade to be mined and in which the low grade operation  

    #access is going to arrive- DataFrame Access_blk_df 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    Access_blk_df = DtFme[(DtFme['N'] < P_Start_Acces_LG[1]) & (DtFme['E'] < Start_Mining[0]+1)& (DtFme['E'] > 

Start_Mining[0]-1) ] 
    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Creating a new item 'Sched'   

    #for all blocks inside of DataFrame Access_blk_df (whci is the low grade operational access) 

    #are gonig to be labeled according to the sequence of how are going to be mined 

    #and are going to be saved respectively in 'Sched' 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    DtFme['Sched'] = DtFme.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    DtFme['Sched'] = 0 

    LENG=len(Access_blk_df.index) 

    for TotalRow in range(LENG): 
        RowCoun = int(Access_blk_df.iloc[[TotalRow],29]) #'RowCount' 

        Actually_row_DtFme = RowCoun - 1  

        DtFme.iloc[[Actually_row_DtFme],[30]] = int(TotalRow + 1) #'Sched' 

        DtFme.iloc[[Actually_row_DtFme],[14]] = 0 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    #Item 'Sched_LG_dist' is created in which are going to be saved the distnce between 

    #the first low grade to be mined and all low grade that are inside of the low group 1 

    #The extraction is from west to east from bottom to up forming a triangule around the first low grade bieng mined 

    #Sorting DtFme by Sched_LG_dist (distance) - DtFm 

    #'RowCount_LG' is created in which are going to saved the order of row according Sched_LG_dist (distance) 
    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    DtFme['Sched_LG_dist'] = DtFme.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    DtFme['Sched_LG_dist'] = float(0) 

    Totla_Len=len(DtFme) 

    for TotalRow in range(Totla_Len): 

        RowCoun = float(DtFme.iloc[[TotalRow],13])       

        if RowCoun == 1: 

            N = float(DtFme.iloc[[TotalRow],1]) 

            E = float(DtFme.iloc[[TotalRow],0]) 

            E_Start = P_Start_Acces_LG[0] 

            N_Start = P_Start_Acces_LG[1] 
            DtFme.iloc[[TotalRow],[31]] = 1000/(float(((E_Start-E)**2 + (N_Start-N)**2)**1/2.0 + E/1000+0.02))+0.01 
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    DtFm = DtFme.sort_values('Sched_LG_dist', ascending=False) 

    DtFm['RowCount_LG'] = np.arange(len(DtFm)) + 1 

    DtFm['Sort_SEQ'] = 0 

    DtFm['RowCount_SEQ'] = 0  

    DtFm['Finez'] = 0 
    DtFm['Accum_Finez'] = 0 

    DtFm['Tonnagez'] = 0 

    DtFm['Gradez'] = 0 

    import pandas as pd 

    from itertools import combinations 

    DtFm['DISTN'] = 0 

    DtFm.iloc[50:100,7:34] 

    OriginalDF = DtFm 

    DtFm.to_csv(r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\09DtFmSched_LG_distSort.csv', index = None, 

header=True) 

    for TotRow in range(Totla_Len): 
        LG = float(DtFm.iloc[TotRow,31]) 

        Schd = float(DtFm.iloc[TotRow,30]) 

        if LG <= 0.0101 and Schd > 0.1: 

            pass 

        elif LG > 0.0101 and Schd <= 0.1: 

            DFm = DtFm.sort_values('SEQ', ascending=True) 

            DFm['Sort_SEQ'] = DFm['SEQ']/DFm['SEQ'] 

            DFm['RowCount_SEQ'] = np.arange(len(DFm)) + 1 

            LG_Drop = DtFm[(DtFm['RowCount_LG'] == TotRow)]          

            HG_Group=DFm.groupby('Sort_SEQ').get_group(1) 

            frame = [LG_Drop,HG_Group] 

            df_blend = pd.concat(frame) 
            lizt = df_blend.to_numpy().tolist() 

            k=2  

            while k < 5: 

                ccomb = combinations(lizt, k) 

                k = k+1 

                lizzt =[] 

                for q in list(ccomb): 

                    lizzt.append(q) 

                lengthz = len(lizzt) 

                i=0 

                while i < lengthz: 
                    a=lizzt[i] 

                    i=i+1 

                    dforla = pd.DataFrame() 

                    dforla = pd.DataFrame(a, columns 

=['E','N','FROM','TO','THICKNESS','Percent','Dd_Comp',ElementSchedule,'MIX','DAY','VAL','DISTN','DIZTN','MXN

','SEQ','MPO','Polygon','Slice','Blk_l','Blk_w','BCM','Ton','Fine','Tonnage','Accum_Fine','Grade','row_count','row_count

t','Ord_blk_DtaFme','RowCount','Sched','Sched_LG_dist','RowCount_LG','Sort_SEQ','RowCount_SEQ','Finez','Accum

_Finez','Tonnagez','Gradez']) 

                    dforla['Finez'] = dforla['Ton']*dforla[ElementSchedule] 

                    dforla['Accum_Finez'] = dforla['Finez'].cumsum() 

                    dforla['Tonnagez'] = dforla['Ton'].cumsum() 

                    dforla['Gradez'] = dforla['Accum_Finez']/dforla['Tonnagez'] 
                    Totla_L=len(dforla) 
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                    for j in range(Totla_L):             

                        val = float(dforla.iloc[[j],38]) 

                        j=j+1 

                        val1 = abs(val-GradeFromPlant)     

                        if val1 <= 0.25: 
                            MaxAveGrade = float(dforla['Gradez'].max()) 

                            dforla['Gradez'] = MaxAveGrade 

                            aa = float(DtFm['Sched'].max()) 

                            dforla['Sched'] = aa + 1 

                            dforla['Sched_LG_dist'] =0.001  

                            dforla['SEQ'] =0  

                            dforla['Accum_Finez'] = 0 

                            dforla['Sort_SEQ'] = 0 

                            

DtFm=pd.concat([DtFm,dforla]).drop_duplicates(['E','N','FROM','TO','THICKNESS','Percent','Dd_Comp',ElementSche

dule,'MIX','DAY','VAL','DISTN','DIZTN','MXN','MPO','Polygon','Slice','Blk_l','Blk_w','BCM','Ton','Fine','Tonnage','A
ccum_Fine','Grade','row_count','row_countt','Ord_blk_DtaFme','RowCount','RowCount_LG'],keep='last').sort_values('R

owCount_LG') 

                            DtFm = DtFm.sort_values('RowCount_LG', ascending=True) 

                            DtFm2 = DtFm 

                            DtFm2['Tonnagez'] =0 

                            Totl_L=len(dforla) 

                            for ToRow in range(Totl_L): 

                                E = float(dforla.iloc[ToRow,0]) 

                                N = float(dforla.iloc[ToRow,1]) 

                                E_1= float(E-4) 

                                E_2= float(E+4) 

                                N_1= float(N-40) 
                                N_2= float(N+40)  

                                d = [(E_1,N),(E,N_2),(E_2,N),(E,N_1),(E_1,N_2),(E_2,N_2),(E_2,N_1),(E_1,N_1)]   

                                ListConvert = pd.DataFrame(d , columns =['E','N']) 

                                z=0 

                                while z < 8: 

                                    east = int(ListConvert.iloc[[z],0])# it was 0 now 9 

                                    north = int(ListConvert.iloc[[z],1])# it was 1 now 16 

                                    Left = DtFm[(DtFm['E'] == east) & (DtFm['N'] == north)]  

                                    z = z+1 

                                    if Left.empty == True: 

                                        print('DataFrame is empty') 
                                        print('DataFrame is empty') 

                                        pass 

                                    else: 

                                        Left_2 = Left.iloc[0,32] 

                                        Left_3 = Left_2 - 1 

                                        Barrier_LLG = float(DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],31]) 

                                        Seq_LLG = float(DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],14])                               

                                        S_MXNL = float(DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],13]) 

                                        Shecdu = float(DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],30]) 

                                        print('Sched_LG_dist - SEQ - Schedule is working') 

     

                                        if Barrier_LLG <= 0.05 and Seq_LLG <= 0.05 and Shecdu < 0.05:                                    
                                            DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],14] = 1 
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                                            print('SEQ IS 1') 

                                            if S_MXNL >= 1.1: 

                                                for ToRowG in range(Totla_Len): 

                                                    S_MX = float(DtFm.iloc[[ToRowG],13]) 

                                                    if S_MX == S_MXNL: 
                                                        print('Converting to 1') 

                                                        DtFm.iloc[[ToRowG],13] = 1 #convert to group 1  

                                                        DtFm = DtFm.sort_values('RowCount_LG', ascending=True) 

                            i = lengthz 

                            k = 5  

                            break 

            TRow = 1 

            orig = TRow - 1 

            for TRow in range(Totla_Len): 

                RowCoun = float(DtFm.iloc[[TRow],13]) 

                if RowCoun == 1: 
                    Nnn = float(DtFm.iloc[[TRow],1]) 

                    Eee = float(DtFm.iloc[[TRow],0]) 

                    E_Startz = float(DtFm.iloc[[orig],1]) 

                    N_Startz = float(DtFm.iloc[[orig],0]) 

                    DtFm.iloc[[TRow],[31]] = float(((E_Startz-Eee)**2 + (N_Startz-Nnn)**2)**1/2.0 + E/100) 

                    print('Saving and ordering the DtFm') 

                    DtFm.iloc[[orig],[31]] = 0  

            DtFm = DtFm.sort_values('RowCount_LG', ascending=True) 

        else: 

            pass 

    DtFm.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\\10DtFmEnd.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    DtFme.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\10DtFme_MainAccess.csv', index = None, 
header=True) 

    OriginalDF.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\10OriginalDF.csv', index = None, 

header=True) 

    DtFm['RowCount_LG'] = 0 

    DtFm = DtFm.sort_values('Sched', ascending=True) 

    DtFm['RowCount_LG'] = np.arange(len(DtFm)) + 1 

    for TotRow in range(Totla_Len): 

        LG = float(DtFm.iloc[TotRow,31]) 

        Schd = float(DtFm.iloc[TotRow,30]) 

        if LG <= 0.0101 and Schd > 0.1: 

            pass 
        elif LG > 0.0101 and Schd <= 0.1: 

            print('Starting') 

            DFm = DtFm.sort_values('SEQ', ascending=True) 

            DFm['Sort_SEQ'] = DFm['SEQ']/DFm['SEQ'] 

            DFm['RowCount_SEQ'] = np.arange(len(DFm)) + 1 

            LG_Drop = DtFm[(DtFm['RowCount_LG'] == TotRow)]          

            HG_Group=DFm.groupby('Sort_SEQ').get_group(1) 

            frame = [LG_Drop,HG_Group] 

            df_blend = pd.concat(frame) 

            lizt = df_blend.to_numpy().tolist() 

            k=2  

            while k < 5:  
                ccomb = combinations(lizt, k) 
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                k = k+1 

                lizzt =[] 

                for q in list(ccomb): 

                    lizzt.append(q) 

                lengthz = len(lizzt) 
                i=0 

                while i < lengthz: 

                    a=lizzt[i] 

                    i=i+1 

                    dforla = pd.DataFrame() 

                    dforla = pd.DataFrame(a, columns 

=['E','N','FROM','TO','THICKNESS','Percent','Dd_Comp',ElementSchedule,'MIX','DAY','VAL','DISTN','DIZTN','MXN

','SEQ', 

                                                       

'MPO','Polygon','Slice','Blk_l','Blk_w','BCM','Ton','Fine','Tonnage','Accum_Fine','Grade','row_count','row_countt', 

                                                       
'Ord_blk_DtaFme','RowCount','Sched','Sched_LG_dist','RowCount_LG','Sort_SEQ','RowCount_SEQ','Finez','Accum_F

inez', 

                                                       'Tonnagez','Gradez']) 

                    dforla['Finez'] = dforla['Ton']*dforla[ElementSchedule] 

                    dforla['Accum_Finez'] = dforla['Finez'].cumsum() 

                    dforla['Tonnagez'] = dforla['Ton'].cumsum() 

                    dforla['Gradez'] = dforla['Accum_Finez']/dforla['Tonnagez'] 

                    Totla_L=len(dforla) 

                    for j in range(Totla_L):             

                        val = float(dforla.iloc[[j],38]) 

                        j=j+1 

                        val1 = abs(val-GradeFromPlant)     
                        if val1 <= 0.25: 

                            MaxAveGrade = float(dforla['Gradez'].max()) 

                            dforla['Gradez'] = MaxAveGrade 

                            aa = float(DtFm['Sched'].max()) 

                            dforla['Sched'] = aa + 1 

                            dforla['Sched_LG_dist'] =0.001  

                            dforla['SEQ'] =0  

                            dforla['Accum_Finez'] = 0 

                            dforla['Sort_SEQ'] = 0 

                            

DtFm=pd.concat([DtFm,dforla]).drop_duplicates(['E','N','FROM','TO','THICKNESS','Percent','Dd_Comp',ElementSche
dule,'MIX','DAY','VAL','DISTN', 

                                                                           

'DIZTN','MXN','MPO','Polygon','Slice','Blk_l','Blk_w','BCM','Ton','Fine','Tonnage','Accum_Fine', 

                                                                           

'Grade','row_count','row_countt','Ord_blk_DtaFme','RowCount','RowCount_LG'],keep='last').sort_values('RowCount_L

G') 

                            DtFm = DtFm.sort_values('RowCount_LG', ascending=True) 

                            DtFm2 = DtFm 

                            DtFm2['Tonnagez'] =0 

                            Totl_L=len(dforla) 

                            for ToRow in range(Totl_L): 

                                E = float(dforla.iloc[ToRow,0])# it was 0 now 9 
                                N = float(dforla.iloc[ToRow,1])# it was 1 now 16 
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                                E_1= float(E-4) 

                                E_2= float(E+4) 

                                N_1= float(N-40) 

                                N_2= float(N+40)  

                                d = [(E_1,N),(E,N_2),(E_2,N),(E,N_1),(E_1,N_2),(E_2,N_2),(E_2,N_1),(E_1,N_1)]   
                                ListConvert = pd.DataFrame(d , columns =['E','N']) 

                                z=0 

                                while z < 8: 

                                    east = int(ListConvert.iloc[[z],0])# it was 0 now 9 

                                    north = int(ListConvert.iloc[[z],1])# it was 1 now 16 

                                    Left = DtFm[(DtFm['E'] == east) & (DtFm['N'] == north)]  

                                    z = z+1 

                                    if Left.empty == True: 

                                        print('DataFrame is empty') 

                                        print('DataFrame is empty') 

                                        pass 
                                    else: 

                                        Left_2 = Left.iloc[0,32] 

                                        Left_3 = Left_2 - 1 

                                        Barrier_LLG = float(DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],31]) 

                                        Seq_LLG = float(DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],14])#check                                

                                        S_MXNL = float(DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],13])#If group 1 reach to 2, then 2 converts to 1 

                                        Shecdu = float(DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],30]) 

                                        print('Sched_LG_dist - SEQ - Schedule is working') 

                                        if Barrier_LLG <= 0.05 and Seq_LLG <= 0.05 and Shecdu < 0.05:#blks are not scheduled 

Shecdu                                     

                                            DtFm.iloc[[Left_3],14] = 1#for high grade  (SEQ != 0) and low grade (>=1)  

                                            print('SEQ IS 1') 
                                            if S_MXNL >= 1.1: 

                                                for ToRowG in range(Totla_Len):########################################## 

                                                    S_MX = float(DtFm.iloc[[ToRowG],13]) 

                                                    if S_MX == S_MXNL: 

                                                        print('Converting to 1') 

                                                        DtFm.iloc[[ToRowG],13] = 1 #convert to group 1  

                                                        DtFm = DtFm.sort_values('RowCount_LG', ascending=True) 

                            i = lengthz 

                            k = 5  

                            break 

            TRow = 1 
            orig = TRow - 1 

            for TRow in range(Totla_Len): 

                RowCoun = float(DtFm.iloc[[TRow],13]) 

                if RowCoun == 1: 

                    Nnn = float(DtFm.iloc[[TRow],1]) 

                    Eee = float(DtFm.iloc[[TRow],0]) 

                    E_Startz = float(DtFm.iloc[[orig],1]) 

                    N_Startz = float(DtFm.iloc[[orig],0]) 

                    DtFm.iloc[[TRow],[31]] = float(((E_Startz-Eee)**2 + (N_Startz-Nnn)**2)**1/2.0 + E/100) 

                    print('Saving and ordering the DtFm') 

                    DtFm.iloc[[orig],[31]] = 0  

            DtFm = DtFm.sort_values('RowCount_LG', ascending=True) 
        else: 
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            pass 

    DtFm.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\11DtFmEndCombination01.csv', index = None, 

header=True) # 

    SchedulingReport= DtFm#[DtFm['Sched']> 0.5] 

    SchedulingReport['RowCount_LG'] = 0 
    SchedulingReport = SchedulingReport.sort_values('Sched', ascending=True) 

    SchedulingReport['RowCount_LG'] = np.arange(len(SchedulingReport)) + 1 

    SchedulingReport = SchedulingReport.sort_values('VAL', ascending=True) 

    SchedulingReport['VAL'] = SchedulingReport['VAL'].astype(str) 

    ToL=len(SchedulingReport) 

    for ToRowx in range(ToL):# 

        VALF = float(SchedulingReport.iloc[[ToRowx],10]) 

        if VALF > 1: 

            SchedulingReport.iloc[[ToRowx],10] =  VALF-1 

    MERGE01['Ord_blk_DtaFme'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1)#LOW THAN BOUND WASTE 

    MERGE01['RowCount'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 
    MERGE01['Sched'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE01['Sched_LG_dist'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE01['RRowCount_LG'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE01['Sort_SEQ'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE01['RowCount_SEQ'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE01['RRowCount_LG'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE01['Sort_SEQ'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE01['RowCount_SEQ'] = MERGE01.apply(lambda _: '', axis=1) 

    MERGE01['VAL'] = 3.0 

    MERGE01['VAL'] = MERGE01['VAL'].astype(str) 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 
    #Merge datframes to MERGE01 and SchedulingReport 

    ############################################################################## 

    ############################################################################## 

    framez = [SchedulingReport,MERGE01]#,Sch] 

    SchedulingReport.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\20SchedulingReport.csv', index = None, 

header=True) 

    MERGE01.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\20MERGE01.csv', index = None, 

header=True) 

    # Sch.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\20Sch.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    DTFReport = pd.concat(framez)  

    DTFReport['VAL'] = DTFReport['VAL'].astype(str) 
    DTFReport.to_csv (r'E:\THESIS-JUPYTER\ProjectThesis\Sarita\GM\30Schedule.csv', index = None, header=True) 

    from bokeh.plotting import figure, output_file, show, save 

    from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource 

    from bokeh.models.tools import HoverTool 

    from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource, Range1d, LabelSet, Label 

    from bokeh.models import Legend, LegendItem 

    from bokeh.transform import factor_cmap 

    from bokeh.models import LogColorMapper, LogTicker, ColorBar 

    from bokeh.models import CategoricalColorMapper 

    from bokeh.palettes import Blues8  

    from bokeh.models import Arrow, OpenHead, NormalHead, VeeHead 

    output_file('chartz.html') 
    p = figure(plot_width=625, plot_height=640,background_fill_color="#fafafa") #Blues8  RdBu3 
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    dictt=DTFReport.to_dict('series') 

    source = ColumnDataSource(dictt) 

    SEQ_list = source.data["VAL"].tolist()# this is for making a list  

    list(DTFReport.SEQ.unique()) 

    color_mapper = CategoricalColorMapper(factors=SEQ_list, palette=Blues8 ) 
    p.square(x='E', y='N',size=36,color={'field':'VAL','transform':color_mapper},alpha=0.8,source=source, 

legend='VAL') 

    p.title.text = 'Scheduling Polygon' 

    p.title.align = "center" 

    p.title.text_color = "blue" 

    p.title.text_font_size = "25px" 

    p.title.background_fill_color = "white" 

    p.xaxis.axis_label = 'East' 

    p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Nort' 

    hover = HoverTool() 

    hover.tooltips=[(ElementSchedule, '@'+ElementSchedule)] 
    labels = LabelSet(x='E', y='N', text='VAL', level='glyph',x_offset=2, y_offset=2, source=source, 

render_mode='canvas') 

    citation = Label(x=5, y=1, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Initial access to low grade zone', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.2, 

                     background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

    citatio = Label(x=420, y=1, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='Main Access W-E', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.2, 

                     background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

    citat = Label(x=399, y=465, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='3 - Waste', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.2, 

                     background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

    cita = Label(x=366, y=487, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='2 - Low Grade', 
render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.2, 

                     background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

    cit = Label(x=363, y=509.5, x_units='screen', y_units='screen',text='1 - High Grade', 

render_mode='css',border_line_color='black', border_line_alpha=0.2, 

                     background_fill_color='gray', background_fill_alpha=0.50) 

    output_file("SchedulingPolygon.html", title="arrow.py example") 

    listbb=[] 

    w = 0 

    while w < 1: 

        listbb.append(w) 

        w += 1 
    listb 

    for row_f in listbb: 

        p.add_layout(Arrow(end=OpenHead(line_color="green", line_width=1), 

                       x_start=float(Sample_E[row_f]), y_start=float(End[1]), x_end=float(Sample_E[row_f]), 

y_end=float(Sample_N[row_f]))) 

    p.add_layout(labels) 

    p.add_layout(citation) 

    p.add_layout(citatio) 

    p.add_layout(citat) 

    p.add_layout(cita) 

    p.add_layout(cit) 

    p.add_tools(hover) 
    show(p) 
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if __name__ == '__main__': 

    Scheduling() 
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Annex B 

The ROM average grade of P2O5% and the ROM tonnage to send to the Processing Plant by 

a Third Company (conventional method) and the CSM-Scraper’s method were analyzed for 

thickness from 0.4 through 1.6 meters. 

The following figures shows a scheme for the Conventional Method proposed by a Third 

Company to mine the ore seams. 

 

Conventional Mining Method 

Annex B.1 Ore Mining Recovery  

 The ROM tonnage to send to the Processing Plant by a Third Company is proportional to the 

Recovered Thickness.  

 

Calculating following the formula. 

Recovered Thickness (SeamThickness Roof Loss Floor Dilution)x Recovery%= − +  

This method considers loss of 10 centimeters of roof of the seam (Roof Loss) and add 10 centimeters 

of Floor Dilution while the CSM-Scrapers considers adding dilution of 5 centimeters in both extremes, Roof 

and Floor Dilution.  

 

The following formula shows the Recovered Thickness for CSM-Scraper’s method.  
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Recovered Thickness (SeamThickness Roof Loss Floor Dilution)x Recovery%= + +  

 

The following two formulas shows the ROM grade OF P2O5% to send to Processing Plant by 

conventional mining method and CSM-Scraper’s method, respectively.  

ROM Grade P2O5 % – Conventional Mining Method 

2 5 2 5
2 5

(SeamThickness Roof Loss ) x InSitu P O % Dilution P O % x Floor Dilution
ROM P O %

SeamThickness Roof Loss Floor Dilution

− +
=

− +
 

ROM Grade P2O5 % – CSM-Scrapers 

2 5 2 5
2 5

[(SeamThickness Roof Loss Floor Dilution) x In Situ P O % (Roof Loss Floor Dilution) Dilution P O %]
ROM P O %

SeamThickness Roof Loss Floor Dilution

x+ + + +
=

+ +

 

 

Table C.1 ROM Grade P2O5 % – Conventional Mining Method 
Seam Roof Floor Mining Recovery by 

Conventional 

Equipment 

In Situ Dilution Recovered ROM Mine Fine 

Thickness Loss Dilution %P2O5 %P2O5 Thickness %P2O5 P2O5 

(m) (m) (m) Loss Recovery (Dry) (Dry) (m) (Dry) Recovery 

0.4 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.38 15.0 79% 

0.5 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.48 15.6 82% 

0.6 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.57 16.0 84% 

0.7 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.67 16.3 86% 

0.8 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.76 16.5 87% 

0.9 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.86 16.7 88% 

1 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.95 16.8 89% 

1.1 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.05 16.9 89% 

1.2 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.14 17.0 90% 

1.3 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.24 17.1 90% 

1.4 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.33 17.1 90% 

1.5 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.43 17.2 91% 

1.6 0.1 0.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.52 17.3 91% 

 
Table C.2 ROM Grade P2O5 % – CSM-Scrapers 

Seam Roof Floor Mining Recovery by 
CSM-Scrapers 

In Situ Dilution Recovered ROM Mine Fine 

Thickness Dilution Dilution %P2O5 %P2O5 Thickness %P2O5 P2O5 

(m) (m) (m) Loss Recovery (Dry) (Dry) (m) (Dry) Recovery 

0.4 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.48 15.6 104% 

0.5 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.58 16.0 102% 

0.6 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.67 16.3 101% 
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0.7 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.77 16.5 100% 

0.8 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.86 16.7 100% 

0.9 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.96 16.8 99% 

1 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.05 16.9 99% 

1.1 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.15 17.0 98% 

1.2 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.24 17.1 98% 

1.3 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.34 17.1 98% 

1.4 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.43 17.2 98% 

1.5 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.53 17.3 97% 

1.6 0.05 0.05 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.62 17.3 97% 

 

Table C.3 Comparison of ROM Tonnage & Grade P2O5 % between Conventional Mining Method 

against CSM-Scrapers 

Geology and Operational Inputs Third Company CSM-Scrapers 

Seam Mining Recovery 
by Conventional 

Equipment 

In Situ Dilution Recovered ROM Mine Fine Recovered ROM Mine Fine 

Thickness %P2O5 %P2O5 Thickness %P2O5 P2O5 Thickness %P2O5 P2O5 

(m) Loss Recovery (Dry) (Dry) (m) (Dry) Recovery (m) (Dry) Recovery 

0.4 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.38 15.00 79% 0.48 15.60 104% 

0.5 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.48 15.60 82% 0.58 16.00 102% 

0.6 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.57 16.00 84% 0.67 16.29 101% 

0.7 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.67 16.29 86% 0.77 16.50 100% 

0.8 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.76 16.50 87% 0.86 16.67 100% 

0.9 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.86 16.67 88% 0.96 16.80 99% 

1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 0.95 16.80 89% 1.05 16.91 99% 

1.1 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.05 16.91 89% 1.15 17.00 98% 

1.2 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.14 17.00 90% 1.24 17.08 98% 

1.3 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.24 17.08 90% 1.34 17.14 98% 

1.4 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.33 17.14 90% 1.43 17.20 98% 

1.5 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.43 17.20 91% 1.53 17.25 97% 

1.6 5% 95% 18.0 6.0 1.52 17.25 91% 1.62 17.29 97% 

 

The Conventional Method’s mining finest tonnage recovery decreases sharply for thin seam 

less than one meter while it increases for CSM-Scrapers’ method. See the following figure. 
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Figure Mining Fines Recovery versus Thickness 

 

Due to of the dilution, the ROM grade of P2O5 for the Conventional Method (Third 

Company) is reduced in comparison to the CSM-Scraper method. 

 
Figure ROM Grade P2O5 versus Thickness 
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Annex B.2 Mining Costs 

Capital Expenditure Cost Conventional Mining - Shovel/Truck 
Description Initial 

Capital

Sustaining 

Capital

Total

Front Shovels 21,790 23,910 45,700

Excavators/Backhoes 18,132 37,671 55,803

Surface Miners 6,375 4,059 10,434

Wheel Loader 4,940 7,628 12,568

Dozers 7,916 12,881 20,797

Haul Truck 100,034 38,766 138,800

Motor Grader 3,005 4,060 7,065

Water Trucks 2,201 2,946 5,147

Compactors and Scrapers 1,827 3,959 5,786

Support Equipment & Spare Parts 8,637 8,456 17,093

Primary Mining Equipment Subtotal 174,856 144,336 319,192

Primary Mining Equipment ($000s)

 
This method is running with diesel. 

 
Capital Expenditure Cost Continuous System – Bucket Wheel Excavator and Conveyors 

Equipment

Investment [US$]

Bucket wheel Excavator (Waste 1)           22,919,051   

Mobile Transfer Conveyor (Waste 1)             9,243,276   

Hopper Car  (Waste 1)             3,938,354   

Tripper Car (Waste 1 + 2)             4,162,602   

Spreader (Waste 1 + 2)           12,666,576   

Cable Reel Car (W1)             1,768,714   

Sub Total 54,698,573                 

Equipment Investment [US$]

Bucket wheel Excavator (Waste 2) 20,136,122               

Mobile Transfer Conveyor (Waste 2) 8,017,348                  

Hopper Car  (Waste 2) 3,337,276                  

Sub Total 31,490,747                   

Equipment Investment [US$]

Sub Total Conveyor 59,630,250                 

Subtotal Continuous Equipment 145,819,569               

Equipment Investment [US$]

Scraper 11,497,000               

Wirtgen SM 2200 / 3.8 m 5,510,157                  

Bull Dozer D9 2,548,554                  

Razer tail /Telestacker   (TDS) 1,633,790                  

Auxiliary Equipment 20,972,886                 

Subtotal CSM/Scraper and mobile equipment 21,189,501                 

Grant Total ready for operation 187,981,956               

Electrical Equipment + Facilities 6,308,173                   

Pre-Mining Activities 26,996,189                 

Total  CAPEX 221,286,318 

 Electrical Equipment  - Waste

Waste Conveyor System

CSM/Scraper and Fuel Equipment - Waste & Ore Fleet

BWE System 2 

Phase 1 BWE 1 System 1

 
This system is running with electricity and has a low sustaining capital for having long time of life.  
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. 
Operating Expenditure Cost Conventional Mining - Shovel/Truck 

 D escript io n  Year 1  Year 2  Year 3  Year 4  Year 5  Years 6 - 10  Years 11 - 15  Years 16 - 20  Total 

 P R OD UC T ION  ST A T IST IC S 

 Total ROM  Production (000s tonne - Dry Basis) 5,451.00 5,306.00 5,415.00 5,352.00 5,615.00 27,544.00 25,580.00 27,590.00 108,085.00 

 Total Product Tonnage (000s tonne - Dry Basis) 2,502.00 2,504.00 2,502.00 2,535.00 2,653.00 13,019.00 12,728.00 12,617.00 51,162.00 

 Total Stripping Volume (000s BCM ) 32,033.00 32,298.00 32,371.00 32,423.00 32,030.00 146,303.00 179,793.00 155,033.00 664,301.00 

 Rehandle Volume (000s BCM )  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

 Total Effective Stripping Volume (000s BCM ) 32,033.00 32,298.00 32,371.00 32,423.00 32,030.00 146,303.00 179,793.00 155,033.00 664,301.00 

 Stripping Ratio (BCM /Product Tonne) 12.80 12.90 12.94 12.79 12.07 11.24 14.13 12.29 12.98 

 D IR EC T  OP ER A T IN G C OST S  

 Waste Stripping ($000s) 75,720.00 76,821.00 75,555.00 50,591.00 49,538.00 222,346.00 269,656.00 267,268.00 1,135,528.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 30.26 30.67 30.09 20.03 19.42 17.47 21.38 21.18 87,453.38 

 Phosphorite M ining 9,018.00 8,507.00 8,666.00 8,920.00 8,711.00 46,724.00 44,611.00 51,894.00 187,423.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 3.60 3.40 3.45 3.53 3.42 3.67 3.54 4.11 14,434.46 

 Reclamation ($000s) 2,301.00 2,320.00 2,305.00 2,316.00 2,338.00 10,734.00 13,628.00 12,387.00 50,175.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.84 1.08 0.98 3,864.29 

 M aintenance ($000s) 4,073.00 4,108.00 4,036.00 3,162.00 3,126.00 14,618.00 17,681.00 17,980.00 71,204.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 1.63 1.64 1.61 1.25 1.23 1.15 1.40 1.42 5,483.85 

 Operations Support ($000s) 4,806.00 4,407.00 5,370.00 5,301.00 4,940.00 24,782.00 24,509.00 27,326.00 105,720.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 1.92 1.76 2.14 2.10 1.94 1.95 1.94 2.17 8,142.05 

 Phosphorite Stockpile Handling ($000s) 1,544.00 1,544.00 1,544.00 1,544.00 1,544.00 7,721.00 7,721.00 7,721.00 32,427.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 2,497.41 

 Water Supply And Roads Fee ($000s) 19,269.00 19,286.00 19,332.00 19,451.00 19,639.00 98,001.00 97,134.00 97,170.00 390,064.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 7.70 7.70 7.70 7.70 7.70 7.70 7.70 7.70 30,041.04 

 Power/Energy Supply ($000s) 751.00 751.00 753.00 758.00 765.00 3,818.00 3,784.00 3,786.00 15,197.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 1,170.43 

 M ine Supervision & Administration ($000s) 1,354.00 1,354.00 1,354.00 1,354.00 1,354.00 6,769.00 6,769.00 6,769.00 28,428.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.53 0.53 0.54 0.54 2,189.39 

 T OT A L D IR EC T  OP ER A T IN G C OST S 

($ 000s)  

118,836.00 119,098.00 118,915.00 93,397.00 91,955.00 435,513.00 485,493.00 492,301.00 2,016,166.00 

 Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 47.50 47.56 47.53 36.84 34.66 33.45 38.14 39.02 39.41  
 

Capital Expenditure Cost Continuous System – Bucket Wheel Excavator and Conveyors 
Opex 1 2 3 4 5 6 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 20 Total

ROM (Tonnes) 2,847,020        5,443,882        6,164,587        5,646,557        5,390,631        29,088,155      30,329,314      26,887,166      111,797,311   

BWE System (Waste) 9,379,076        9,388,883        9,422,922        9,499,536        9,499,536        47,797,462      48,546,871      34,021,022      177,555,309   

CSM/Scraper Ore 799,982            694,395            806,087            804,470            2,292,583        13,346,789      14,223,971      13,518,401      46,486,678      

Auxilliary Equipment 3,672,941        3,672,941        3,672,941        3,672,941        3,672,941        18,364,705      18,364,705      15,516,141      70,610,256      

Staff excl. Local and General Overhead 3,883,475        3,883,475        3,883,475        3,883,475        3,883,475        19,417,375      19,417,375      17,142,653      75,394,780      

CSM/Scraper for Protecting Layer waste 13,532,962      20,278,036      24,505,244      26,488,141      22,864,836      114,650,474   116,273,872   133,077,539   471,671,104   

OPEX Total 31,268,437      37,917,729      42,290,668      44,348,564      42,213,371      213,576,806   216,826,794   213,275,758   841,718,127   

Cost Per Ore tonne ($/Tonne) 11.0                   7.0                     6.9                     7.9                     7.8                     7.3                     7                         7.9                     7.5                     

Cost Per Product tonne ($/Tonne) 25.0                   15.9                   15.6                   17.9                   17.9                   16.8                   16.3                   18.1                   17.2                    
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